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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The context
A multi-stage production system consists of a number of subsequent
manufacturing stages. In this book it is assumed, that these stages are
deccupled by order release points; to get material from one stage to
the next, an order has to be released. One of the tasks in the multistage system is to make sure that the right amount of the right product
is released at the right time. The activity which coordinates the order
releases for the subsequent manufacturing stages is called material
coordination. See Eertrand (1985b).
Originally multi-stage systems were controlled without (formal)
material coordination: the order release decision for a particular
product was based solely on local information for this product. In the
fifties it was recognised, that it might be beneficia! if the order
release decision would be based also on information with respect to
other products. See Vazsonyi (1955) and Magee (1958).
In the sixties MRP-I was developed; an algorithm which provides a
time-phased planning of future orders. These future orders are used to
take into account the interdependencies between products, when the
order releases are planned. The MRP algorithm, described in Orlicky
(1975), does not consider the impact of the actual capacity
requirements on the material requirements.
To compensate for this, a more extensive framewerk has been proposed
later on: MRP-II. This framewerk is described extensively by Vollmann,
Berry and Whybark (1988). In essence, MRP II is stillbasedon a
separate analysis for the materials and capacities.
The contribution
In the last three decades billions of dollars and a considerable
amount of human energy have been spent in the development and
implementation of MRP(-like) information and planning systems.
Compared to these huge investments, the amount of scientific research
with respect to material coordination concepts is relatively smal!. For
example the problem of material coordination under uncertainty has
received relatively little attention in the scientific literature. This

book is meant to be a contribution to this area. More specifically,
this book is concerned with the following two problems:
I. MRP is a rigid planning concept. It will be shown that in a
stochastic production environment, the planning suggested by MRP,
may be inefficient and nervous. For situations, in which the
planning suggested by MRP is nervous and inefficient, a planning
concept is needed, which is able to cope with flexibility and
uncertainty.
II. If the production environment is uncertain, buffers may be needed.
The problem then is: How todetermine appropriate buffer norms?
I: A goed planning concept for stochastic environments
In the literature procedures have been proposed to deal with the
rigidity of MRP in a stochastic environment. All these procedures are
based on stabilising either the production environment (more reliable
machines and vendors, shorter lead times, etc.) or the plans (Master
Production Scheduling, firm planned orders, freezing, etc.).
Stabilising the plans conflicts with increasing the flexibility. The
last decade the need for flexibility has increased, leading to more
flexible production resources. These flexible resources can only be
used effectively, if their planning supports this flexibility.
In this book several alternative planning models for material
coordination are analysed and evaluated. This analysis hopefully gives
a clear understanding of the dynamic behaviour of the plans, suggested
by these planning models, in a stochastic environment. MRP, for
example, appears to be a good planning model for a deterministic and
inflexible production environment. However, if the production
environment is either stochastic or flexible (that is: if the lot-sizes
are flexible or inventory buffers are available), the performance of
MRP may be disappointing. Based on the strong features of the different
planning models, a new planning model is suggested.
II: The determination of buffer norms
In the past, most research on the determination of buffer norms has
focussed on single-stage production or purchasing systems. References,
which deal with the determination of buffer norms in multi-stage
systems, and which are used in this book are: Clark and Scarf (1960),
Eppen and Schrage (1981), Baker (1985) and Van Donselaar (1989).
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See Graves (1988) for a recent and more detailed survey.
For multi-stage systems often simulation is used to gain insight in
the appropriate location and level of the buffer norms. A major
drawback of simulation however is the limited generality of its
results. Especially in multi-stage systems there are many factors,
which determine the simulation result. Usually it is not clear, how the
simulation results change, if these factors change.
In this book simple mathematica! methods, roodels and formulae are
used to clarify the impact of several factors on the buffer norms.
Simulation is used only as a tool to verify the impact of assumptions
and approximations, which are made in the rnadelling process. Simulation
also provides insight in 'how the system works'. This insight has been
used to develop coherent and simple mathematica! roodels and formulae.
The models are deliberately kept coherent and elementary. In this way
the models and the results are easier to understand and they can be
combined, adapted and extended easily in order to fit other situations.
The contents
The concept 'uncertainty in a production environment' is explored in
Chapter 2. After a definition for uncertainty, the possible types of
uncertainty and the remedies against uncertainty are discussed.
In order to evaluate a planning model for material coordination
under uncertainty, first of all, its ingredients should be understood.
Therefore lot-size policies (e.g. the impact of fixed and variable
order quantities) and buffer policies (e.g. the impact of safety stock
and safety time, the use of buffers, etc.) are investigated
(Chapter 3). This leadstoa number of conditions for good planning
models.
In order to find a planning model, which satisfies (most of) these
conditions, two planning roodels (MRP and LRP) are evaluated in a
deterministic (Chapter 4) as well as in a stochastic environment
{Chapter 5). The interesting result is, that the performance of MRP,
which is the best planning model in the deterministic environment,
rapidly declines as soon as the environment becomes stochastic. The
basic cause for this is the rigidity of MRP. In a stochastic and
flexible environment, a planning model is needed, which (as opposed to
MRP) uses the available flexibility, such as buffers and lot-size
flexibility. LRP is a planning model, which is able to use this
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flexibility, but unfortunately LRP may be too rough sametimes
(especially in a deterministic environment).
Based on the strong features of the planning models studied
previously, the initia! impetus for a new planning model is given in
Chapter 6. This new planning model (called FiRST) can be used:
Both in flexible and inflexible production environments.
Both in deterministic and stochastic production environments.
In Chapter 7 the concept of capacity inventories (also known as
anticipation inventories) will be explained. These capacity inventories
are used in the medium-term capacity planning. The results of the
medium-term planning should be taken into account by the material
coordination system. It will be shown, that the firm planned order
logic is not suitable for the integration of the medium-term capacity
planning and the material coordination. An alternative technique is
suggested.
Each planning concept in an uncertain environment has to use
buffers. In Chapter 8 mathematica! models are used to illustrate the
impact of factors like supply quantity uncertainty, lot-sizes,
commonality and imbalance, etc. on the buffer norm. Both single-stage
and multi-stage systems are analysed. The results are applied to a
practical case in Chapter 9.
Besides safety stock norms and safety time norms, two alternative
buffer policies (hedging and option overplanning) can be used to
implement the buffer norms in a planning model. In Chapter 10 the
applicability of these alternative buffer policies in combination with
MRP is investigated.
Finally, in the last chapter the results are summarised.
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Chapter 2

UNCERTAINTY IN A PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT

In the last decade the characteristics of the customers'
requirements have changed. The diversification of products is larger;
customers want to have a product, which fits their specific needs. The
life-cycle of products is smaller due to rapidly changing technologies
and requirements. As a result the demand uncertainty has increased.
This has led to a need for higher reliability and flexibility within
the production system and the planning & control system.
Numerous examples are available to illustrate this:
Just In Time and zero Inventories (reduction of set-up times and
uncertainty), Group Technology (shorter lead times, reduction of
communication), Flexible Manufacturing Systems (increased flexibility),
Modular product design (reduction of number of components and increased
flexibility), Total Quality Control, etc.
Most of the examples above lead to increased reliability or
flexibility of the production system. In this book the attention is
focussed on the planning & control system. It will be investigated how
the reliability and flexibility of the planning & control system for
material coordination can be increased. This increased reliability and
flexibility enables the planner(s) to cope with uncertainty in a more
efficient way.
The intention of this chapter is to indicate several sourees of
uncertainty (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) and to illustrate that there are
many ways to cape with uncertainty in a production environment
(Section 2.3).

2.1

What is uncertainty?
In this text a pragmatic definition of uncertainty will be used:

uncertainty refers to the probability that the realisation will deviate
from the expectations/estimates.
Uncertainty is measured by the probability that the realisation will
deviate from the expectation as well as by the extent to which the
realisation will deviate from the expectation.
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Clearly the level of uncertainty is determined by the quality of the
expectation: The better the expectation, the lower the uncertainty. The
quality of the expectation partly depends on the willingness and
ability to determine a good expectation. The willingness is the result
of an economie trade-off; getting a better expectation usually requires
higher expenditures, e.g. to collect, store and analyse data. The
ability to determine a good expectation depends on the complexity of
the underlying non-random process and the expertise of the persen, who
determines the expectation.
So apparently sometimes non-random processes are considered to be
random processes, because the analysis of these processes is not
considered to be worthwhile.
Example: A sales department has to provide sales forecasts. The

current procedure is the following: Each week an extrapolation is
performed on the sales results in the last ten weeks. The extrapolation
determines the sales forecasts for the next four weeks. Instead, the
sales department could have asked their customers how much they intend
to buy in the next four weeks. The latter procedure will probably be
more accurate and therefore reduce the uncertainty, but it will also be
more time-consuming, more communication intensive and more costly.
Summarising: The extent of uncertainty is determined not only by
pure random processes (if any exist at all), but also by the extent to
which non-random processes are considered to be random processes.

2.2

Types of uncertainty in a production environment.
In Sectiens 2.2 and 2.3 the types of uncertainty and the remedies

against uncertainty in a production environment will be studied. The
attention will be focussed on the uncertainties which directly or
indirectly affect the material flow. The system as depicted in Figure
2.1 will be used as a reference in these sections; It consistsof a
Production System (PS) and a Planning & Control System (P&CS). The
Production System consists of production personnel, machines, tools,
material, production procedures and information. The P&CS consists of
planning and control personnel, tools (e.g. computers and decision
support systems), procedures and information. Information about the
actual status of the Production System (e.g. inventories and the status
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of machines, persennel and tools) is sent to the P&CS. The P&CS sends
back information in order to control the PS, e.g. order release
information or a planning for maintenance.
The materials which are needed in the PS are supplied by external
organisations. After the production process in the PS, the resulting
products are sold to the customers. Both the suppliers and the
customers provide and require information from the P&CS. The entire
system, consisting of the suppliers, the PS, the P&CS and the
customers, is called the production environment.

s
u
p

"
1,

PLANNING &
CONTROL

~

L~:WSTEM

I<J'

'

6------'

p

L

Figure 2.1

----<>

material flow

,

information flow

··C>

The production environment

In this production environment several types of uncertainties exist.
Table 2.1 summarisee the types of uncertainty and indicates the
entities, which are directly affected by the uncertainties.
Type of uncertaintv

Entities directly affected by the uncertainty

Demand uncertainty

Material requirements

Process uncertainty

Material availability, capacity requirements
and availability.

Supply uncertainty

Material availability

Planning & control

Material requirements and availability and

uncertainty

capacity requirements and availability

Table 2.1

Types of uncertainty
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Demand uncertainty is the uncertainty in the customers'
requirements. The demand uncertainty directly affects the material
requirements. Of coursedemand uncertainty also affects (indirectly)
the capacity requirements.
Process uncertainty is the uncertainty which is due to the
Production System. Examples are:
- Unexpected material scrap.
- A sudden machine breakdown.

- Capacity requirements needed to produce a particular product, which
deviate from the expected or normative requirements.
These examples directly affect the material availability, the capacity
availability resp. the capacity requirements.
Supply uncertainty is the uncertainty in the supply of raw
materials. For example, materials may not be delivered in time, in the
right amount, according to the right specificatien or at the right
location. Supply uncertainty directly affects the material
availability.
Planning and control uncertainty is the uncertainty which is due to
the Planning & Control System. Examples are inventory counting errors
(which affect both material availability and requirements) and errors
in the norros for capacities (which affect both capacity availability

and requirements). Other examples are
- Errors in the bill of material or routing (the bill of material and
routing specify which components resp. which operations and
capacities are needed fora particular product).
- Lack of communication between Production Planning and Maintenance
Planning or between Production Planning and Marketing.
- Communication errors between the PS and the P&CS.
To get a better understanding of the planning and control
uncertainty, it may be helpful to examine the P&CS more closely (see
Figure 2.2). In general the planning and control is basedon historica!
and current data from the PS, the suppliers and the customers. These
data are analysed and/or used in one ar more planning and control
models. These planning and control roodels can be simple roodels of
reality in the mind of a planner or sophisticated computerised models.
By definition, these roodels are simplifications of reality, no matter
how sophisticated the models are. The output of the P&CS is a set of
new plans and decisions, which have to be communicated to the PS,
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suppliers and customers. Any error made in this process contributes to
the planning and control uncertainty.

P&CS
Communication

Planning
& Control

Model{s)

Figure 2.2

---C>

of new plans
and decisions

The Planning & Control System

Apart from the classification for uncertainty given in Table 2.1,
Whybark and Williams (1976) suggest an additional classification:
they distinguish uncertainty in timing and uncertainty in quantity.
In case of supply uncertainty for example, the materials may not be
delivered in time (uncertainty in timing) or in the right amount
(uncertainty in quantity).

2.3

Remedies for uncertainty.
If a company is faced with uncertainty, it wil! first try to reduce

this uncertainty as much as possible. At a certain point in time and
for certain organisations, reduction of the uncertainty bacomes too
expensive or undesirable.
This has been shown in the example in Sectien 2.1. An alternative
remedy against uncertainty is flexibility. This flexibility may either
be found in larger buffers (e.g. larger inventories or more capacity
slack) or in more flexible production resources (e.g. more flexible
machines).
Apparently there are two major remedies for uncertainty:
1) An increase of the reliability of the production environment.
2) An increase and a full utilisation of the flexibility of the
production environment.
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*

Reliability.
The production environment can be made more reliable by increasing

the reliability of the supply, the production, the requirements and the
planning & control. For example, a more reliable production environment
can be achieved by using more reliable suppliers, components or
machines, by decreasing the lead time, by increasing the commonality of
components or by reducing the number of components. Smaller lead times
or more commonality imply more reliable requirements. A reduction of
the number of components simplifies for example the information
processing.
Factors, which make the production environment more reliable, may
also make the production environment more flexible. A shorter lead time
for example reduces the uncertainty for the production environment, but
also provides extra flexibility; it is easier to respond to short term
fluctuations in the requirements.
Another way to increase the reliability of the production
environment is to imprave the organisational structure. In case a more
transparent organisation with short communication links and clearly
defined responsibilities is created, communication errors may be
avoided and the need for communication may be reduced. Galbraith {1973)
discussas the impact of uncertainty on the organisation form in more
detail. Apart from a suitable organisation form, awareness and a
positive attitude towards more reliability are essential for a reliable
system: it should be explained to the employees which things did not
work out as planned, why they did not, what the consequences were and
how this might be avoided in the future.
This book is focussed on planning & control systems. Therefore it is
interesting to discuss in more detail how the reliability of the P&CS
can be improved.
The P&CS will be made more reliable if
- More or better information is used (e.g. increased data integrity,
better foracasting or additional communication between Production
Planning and Marketing).
The accuracy of the data analysis is improved.
- The planning & control roodels fit reality better.
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- Nervousness in the planning is avoided; if the input for the planning
hardly changed, the planning in consecutive time periods should be
rather stable. If the planning is less stable, it is more likely that
planning and reality do not coincide. This is due to the
inflexibility of reality.
- The uncertainty resulting from several sourees is shared. Instead of
creating separate buffers for every souree of uncertainty (e.g.
demand and supply uncertainty), one joint buffer is created.
- The procedures are improved; it may be helpful, for example, if the
availability of the necessary components and tools are checked before
an order is released.
- Communication errors are avoided.

*

Flexibility.
If the system is more flexible, it can be adjusted to altering

situations better and quicker. One way to create flexibility is to
create inventories. However, the flexibility resulting from inventories
is limited. Inventories can only be used to quickly respond to changes
in material requirements for one specific product. An exception should
be made here for capacity inventories, which will be introduced in
Chapter 7. These inventories can also be used to quickly respond to
changes in capacity requirements or availability. A necessary condition
for full utilisation of the flexibility embodied by the inventories is
a P&CS which effectively uses the inventories.
As opposed to inventories, increasing the flexibility of all
resources in the Production System offers considerably more and wider
possibilities to respond to changes. For example the personnel,
machines, tools, bills of material, routings, etc. can be made more
flexible. There is however one consideration, which should be mentioned
here with respect to this type of flexibility: the least flexible part
of a system determines the flexibility of the entire system. Therefore
in general it is not efficient to invest in flexibility in one area
only, unless it is the least flexible area.
Suppose for example that an extremely flexible machine is bought;
the machine can change from one type of product to the other in less
than thirty seconds. It will be clear that if the operator of this
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machine is only available at Friday, the flexibility of the machine can
hardly be used to quickly respond to alternating requirements.
Likewise it can be argued that the effective use of the flexibility
of the Production System depends not only on flexible machines and
personnel, but also on a flexible supply of materials and a flexible
Planning & Control System.
A more flexible P&CS can be achieved by

- Increasing the extent to which the planning roodels efficiently use

the flexibility, which is available in the PS. An example is the
efficient use of lot-size flexibility (see Section 3.3).
- A more efficient planning of critica! capacities. If a critica!
capacity is used more efficiently, more capacity slack is available.
This capacity slack provides additional flexibility.
- Gathering information more frequently.
- Higher planning and control frequencies.
Decreasing the time needed to evaluate a (change of) plan,
e.g. by automation.
Note that these factors may also influence the reliability of the P&CS.
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Chapter 3

THE INGREDIENTS OF A PLANNING MODEL FOR
MATERIAL COORDINATION

3.1

Introduetion
The remainder of this hook will concentrata on the problem of

material coordination in a multi-stage production system. One of the
objectives is to find a reliable and flexible planning model for
material coordination.
A multi-stage production system consists of a number of subsequent

manufacturing stages. In this book it is assumed, that these stages are
deccupled by order release points; to get material from one stage to
the next, an order has to be released. One of the tasks in the multistage system is to make sure that the right amount of the right product
is released at the right time. The activity which coordinates the order
releases for the subsequent manufacturing stages is called material
coordination. See Bartrand (1985b).

V
---1>

stock point
material flow
release point

Figure 3.1

A two-stage production system

Consider for example the products J and R in Figure 3.1. Product J
is the final product and product R is the component needed for product
J (product J will also be referred to as the parent product of

component R). ProductKis purchased from an external supplier. This
requires the first order release. After a number of periods 1 called the
lead time of K, the products R arrive in the stock point. When these
products are needed to manufacture product J, the order release for
product J takes place. After a number of periods the products arrive in
the stock point for J and then they are ready to be sold.
The task of material coordination is to determine the moment when
the next order for J or K should be released. This moment depends on
numerous factors.
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It depends (amongst other things) on:
- the future demand,
- the inventories on hand and on order,
- lot-size restrictions and
- capacity restrictions.
Especially in an uncertain production environment where many different
products use the same (finite) capacity resource, it is very difficult
to take into account all relevant factors, when the order release
moment has to be determined.
Therefore usually a planning model is used. A planning model is a
simplification of reality, which is used to generate a plan. The
planner will evaluate this plan, befare he executes it. The decision
made by the planner may deviate from the plan, since the planner is
aware of facts, which were ignored by the planning model (e.g. he may
change the planned quantity of an order which has to be released,
because of limited material availability).
Most of the planning roodels for material coordination contain
amongst others (a subset of) the following input data per item.
Static data:
- The bill of material, stating which and how many components are
needed to manufacture one unit of the item.
- The lead time.
- The lot-size and order policy (see Sectien 3.3).
- The buffer normand buffer policy {see Sectien 3.4).
Dynamic data:
- The (time-phased) requirements.
- The scheduled receipts, i.e. the orders which are released but not
received yet in the stock point (also called inventory on order).
- The inventory (on hand).
The output of a planning model consists of (a subset of) the following
data:
- order release suggestions: which orders have to be released now?
- planned order releases: which orders have to be released in the
fut ure?
- exception messages: which scheduled receipts tend to be late or
early?
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The planning results, which are based on the planning model, are
communicated to the Production System. Since the execution of the
planning may not be in line with the planning, a feedback is necessary;
the Production System has to report its actual status to the Planning &
Control System.
By definition planning roodels are simplifications of reality.
Simplifications, which are frequently used in planning roodels for
material coordination, are the following:
Time is assumed to be discrete. In fact time is divided into several
periods, so called time buckets (see Fogarty and Hoffmann (1983)).
The material needed to meet the requirernents during any period should
be available at the beginning of the period. In essence this is a way

of lot-sizing the requirements. Note that even in case a bucket-size
equal to one day is used, the system is still "bucketed".
- If demand forecasts are available, the future requirements are
assumed to be equal to the foracasts {as if demand were
deterministic). The fact that demand is stochastic in reality, is
taken into account by:
1) Adding an extra requirement, called the buffer norm. Since there
are several ways to create an inventory buffer (e.g. a safety
stock normand a safety time norm), the general term buffer norm
is preferred in this book.
2) Applying the rolling-plan concept; every time a new planning is
made (based on the latest information), only the planning for the
current period is executed.
- The planned orders for a product are determined irrespective of the
material availability. rt is assumed that sufficient components will
be available in time.

- Norros for lead times and lot-sizes are not determined at the material
coordination level, but at a higher decision level. As a result, the
main element of the lead time {the queue time, which is due to
limited capacity availabilityl is assumed to be constant at the
material coordination level. By assuming a constant lead time, the
problem to determine the appropriate order release moment in a
production environment is made equivalent with the traditional order
problem for products, which are purchased.
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Befere specific planning roodels for material coordination will be
compared in the Chapters 4, 5 and 6, this chapter intends to describe
some of the conditions, which such a planning model should fulfill in
order to be a good planning model. To come up with these conditions
first of all a number of general aspects like the reliability,
flexibility, transparancy and robustness of a planning model, are
considered in Sectien 3.2. Thereafter two main elements of a planning
model for material coordination are examined: the lot-size and the
buffer norm. Several different policies for lot-sizing and buffering
are explored in Section 3.3 resp. Section 3.4. The study of lot-sizing
and buffering policies will lead to more specific conditions for good
planning models. A summary of the conditions, which good planning
models for material coordination should satisfy, is given in Section
3.5.

3.2

General conditions for planning roodels
'
An adequate planning
model has to satisfy a number of general

conditions. From Sectien 2.3 it became apparent that a planning model
should be reliable. In order to be reliable, the planning model has to
be realistic. At first instance, a detailed representation of reality
may seem to yield a more realistic planning model. However, it is
questionable whether detailed planning models (as opposed to simple
models) are preferable. A detailed representation of reality is
difficult to handle and therefore it will create inflexibility; it will
be difficult to analyse what-if scenario's since a huge amount of data
(resulting from the level of detail) have to be altered. The role of
roodels is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 in Bertrand, Wortmann
and Wijngaard (1989). It is concluded there that complex roodels are
superfluous in many situations. In general the objective should be to
find a model, which captures the most relevant features of reality.
Note that the relevancy depends on the decisions which have to be made
with the model. Different decisions may require different models.
One specific feature of reality is the flexibility of the Production
System. A characterisation of a good planning model is that the
planning model uses the flexibility available in the Production System
in the most efficient way.
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Other common accepted conditions for a planning model are:
- A planning model should be transparant.
- The result of the planning model should be robust. If the input for

the planning model in consecutive periods is stable, that is:
approximately the same, the output of the planning model should be
stable too. Unnecessary nervousness in the planning should be
avoided.
The general conditions for a planning model described above will be
made more specific by studying two elements of material coordination in
more detail in the next two sections. These elements are the lot-size
and buffer policies.

3.3

*

Lot-size policies

Introduetion
Lot-sizing is still common practice. No wonder, since there is a

long way to go befere all production resources are flexible enough to
manufacture in lot-sizes equal to one. It can even be doubted whether
lot-sizes, which are equal to one, should be the ultimate goal in every
situation.
As long as lot-sizing is necessary, it is an important factor in any
planning model for material coordination and capacity requirements
planning. The lot-size indicates the amount of material which bas to be
available if a product is going to be manufactured. The lot-size also
determines the ratio total set-up time/total run time for the machine.
In this sectien attention wil be given to several aspects of lotsizing:
- The interdependencies between the lot-size and other logistical
variables.
- The lot-size flexibility.
- Different ways to determine the timing and quantity of an order.
In particular two well-known lot-sizing rules will be analysed.
- The amplification of variations due to lot-sizing.
- Remnant stock in multi-stage systems.
- Imbalance.
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*

The lot-size and other logistical variables
Many times the lot-sizes are determined in an isolated way, without

taking into account the effects on all other logistical variables. A
well known example is the Economie Order Quantity, also known as Camp's
or Wilson's lot-size formula (see Silver (1979)). This formula does not
consider the effects the lot-size has on e.g.:
- The lead time. Higher lot-sizes imply reduced total set-up times per
year and consequently a lower utilisation rate, leading to lower lead
times. At the same time the lead times may be increased due to longer
average waiting times; the processing time of the order which is
currently processed on the machine is larger, and the orders which
are waiting have to wait longer. These effects are discussed in
Karmarkar (1987), Eertrand (1985a) and Durlinger (1989).
- The buffer norm. Higher lot-sizes lead to higher inventories. These
inventories can be used to proteet against uncertainties. As a
consequence higher lot-sizes result in lower buffer norms. More
details can be found in Silver (1979) and Sectien 8.2 in this book.
- The lot-sizes in other stages. According to Blackburn and Millen
(1982), Rosling (1986) and Luyten (1987) the lot-sizes in consecutive
stages in a multi-stage system should be coordinated in order to
avoid a local optimum. See also the discussion on remnant stock in
multi-stage systems, later on in this section.
- The throughput. Increasing the lot-size on a critica! capacity may
increase the throughput.
In this book it is assumed that the average lot-sizes are determined at
a control level, which is higher than the material coordination level.
Therefore the average lot-sizes are assumed to be known here.
In case inventory holding costs and set-up costs per order (which
are independent of the lot-size, which will be chosen) are dominating
factors, the algorithm which determines the lot-sizes should take into
account which planning model is used for material coordination.
See Lambrecht (1984). In case set-up times are dominant, that is: if
one or more capacities are very restrictive and if the capacity
requirements depend on the lot-sizes, the type of planning model which
is used for material coordination is not very relevant for the
determination of the average lot-sizes.
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*

Lot-size flexibility
In Section 3.2 it is mentioned that a good planning model should use

the flexibility, which is available in the Production System in an
efficient way. The lot-size is a typical example of a variable in the
planning model, which is flexible in many cases. To see this, reeall
the fact that the lot-size often is merely an indicator for the average
order quantity. Now imagine a situation where a parent product has an
average lot-size equal to 100 units. The order quantity however is
flexible: Every order quantity which is more than 90 units and less
than 110 units is acceptable. Two weeks from now an order for this
product has to be released. If the inventory of this product's
component equals 99 units, it is clear that the order quantity for the
product should be set at 99 units. In this way the lot-size flexibility
is used. This seems logica!, but in Chapters 4 and 5 it will be shown,
that not every planning model is able to deal effectively with this
kind of lot-size flexibility.

* The timing and quantity of the order
It is amazing to see, that usually software packages for material
coordination support several ways to calculate the order quantity, but
support only one way to calculate the timing of the order: order if the
anticipated inventory drops below the buffer norm. From the list below
it will be clear that the planning roodels used in this software are
limited with respect to the determination of planned order releases. In
practice many different order policies are used. The following short
list of examples may be used to get an impression.
The timing of the order can be determined in one of these ways:
(single replenishment:)
- order if the anticipated inventory drops below a buffer norm
- order at fixed dates (e.g. every Monday)
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(joint replenishment:)
- order all products within a group as soon as one of these products'
anticipated inventory drops below its buffer norm
- order all products within a group as soon as their total inventory
drops below an aggregate buffer norm
- order those products within a group, whose inventory is lower than a
norm c, as soon as one of those products' inventory drops below its
buffer norm. The norm c is larger than the buffernorm. This 'can
order point' system is introduced in Silver (1974).
For a recent survey of the literature on joint replenishment order
policies see Aksoy and Erenguc (1988) and Goyal and Satir (1989).
An other type of order policy is the policy, in which the order moment

is determined by the material availability: an order is released as
soon as the components are available. This order policy is appropriate
in case the components cannot be stored without additional processing,
which makes the products more specific. For instance, it may be
necessary to pack the components in final-product-specific packages.
The order guantity can be determined in one of the following ways:
Fixed order guantity
Economie Order Quantity
Variable order guantity
Lot-for-lot
Period Order Quantity
Wagner-Whitin, see Wagner (1958)
Silver-Meal, see Silver (1973)
Period Batch Control, see Burbidge (1962)
Least Total Cost, see Fogarty and Hoffmann (1983)
MCS heuristic, see Lambracht (1984) and Luyten (1987)

*

FOQ and POQ
Two familiar ways of determining the order quantity in practice are

the fixed order quantity (FOQ) and the period order quantity (POQ)
policy. The FOQ policy assumes that the order quantity is a (multipe of
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a) fixed lot-size. In case of a POQ policy neither the timing nor the
quantity is assumed to be fixed. In this book the POQ lot-size policy
is considered to be the representative of lot-size policies with a
variable order quantity. Most of the conclusions drawn in this book on
the consequences of the use of POQ policies in planning models for
multi-stage systems will apply to all order policies with a variable
(dynamic) order quantity.
The merits of the FOQ resp. POQ lot-size policies are:
The fixed order quantity policy is relatively stable. If the
requirements change, only the timing of the orders will change.
The period order quantity (POQ} policy is more dynamic. Both the timing
and quantities of orders may change if the requirements are unstable.
The advantage of the POQ policy can also be an important disadvantage
in a dynamic environment {see Chapter 5).
To illustrate the FOQ and POQ policy, consider the following
example:
Example: Suppose the starting inventory of product P is equal to 20
units. The planning for product P in period 1 can be
summarised in this table:
Product P, Period 1, Fixed order quantity
period

0

2

20
5

4

3

6

7

8

12

9

11

10

12

8

20

12

0

-9

-20

-30

-42

-50

20

20

20

20

12

11

10

18

10

The planning of productPin period 1 with FOQ

20

Requirements
Expected inventory
(excl. planned orders}
Planned orders
Expected inventory

0

0

(incl. planned orders}
Table 3.1

This table first determines the time-phased expected inventory of P. In
period 1 e.g. the expected inventory will be 20-8=12. Based on these
expected inventories (also called available balance), the planned
orders are determined. In period 3 e.g. the expected inventory will
become -9 and consequently a planned order equal to 20 units {the fixed
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order quantityl is needed to make the expected inventory positive
again.
Suppose that one period later the expected requirements for periods 2,
5, 6 and 7 have changed. Then the planning for product P is given by
Table 3.2.
Product P, Period 2, Fixed order quantity
period

2

0

Requirements
Expected inventory

12

20

3

4

5

7

6

13

9

11

9

9

11

-1

-10

-21

-30

-39

-50

(excl. planned orders)
Planned orders
Expected inventory

20
12

19

20
10

19

20
10

10

(incl. planned orders)
Table 3.2

The planning of product P in period 2 with FOQ

20

The expected inventory in period 1 is equal to 20-8=12 units, since
demand in period 1 appeared to be 8 units.
Two facts should be mentioned here:
1) Due to the changed requirements, the planned orders changed with
respect to their timing only.
2) The expected inventory in the period preceeding the period in which
a planned order is due is not structurally equal to zero. In other
words: the fixed order quantity policy does not minimise the
inventories as much as possible. If a new order is planned, there
may still be inventory left. This inventory is temporarily 'dead'
stock; it cannot be used to postpene the planned order. This kind of
temporarily dead stock is called (expected) remnant stock. Note that
here the remnant stock is mainly due to the fact that the
requirements are aggregated in buckets equal to one period.
Another cause for remnant stock may be the fact, that in general the
requirements are not spread uniformly over time; customers usually
require more than one unit. Therefore, even in case the bucket-size
is negligible, remnant stock is inevitable when FOQ policies are
used.
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Now consider the alternative order policy, where the period order
quantity equals two periods.
2 periods

Product P, Perioei 2, POQ
period

2

0

Requirements
Expected inventory

20

3

4

5

6

7

8

12

9

11

10

12

8

12

0

-9

-20

-30

-42

-50

(excl. planned orders)
Planned orders
Expected inventory

20
20

12

0

22

11

0

8

12

8

0

(incl. planned orders)
Table 3.3

The planning of product P in period 2 with POQ

2 periods

Now the planned order in period 3 is determined in such a way that the
expected inventory (incl. planned orders) in period 4 will equal zero.
If the requirements change again, the dynamics of this order policy
become apparent:
Product P, Perioei 2, POQ
period

2 periods
0

Requirements
Expected inventory

12

6

5

4

3

2

7

13

9

11

9

9

11

-1

-10

-21

-30

-39

-50

(excl. planned orders)
10

Planned orders
Expected inventory

12

9

20
0

9

20
0

11

0

(incl. planned orders)
Table 3.4

The planning of product P in period 2 with POQ

2 periods

Clearly not only the timing but also the quantities of the planned
orders changed. This dynamic behaviour has two advantages: remnant
stock is avoided in a deterministic environment and if the requirements
change structurally, (e.g. if they decrease rapidly) the lot-size is
adjusted automatically. In this way the risk of obsolescense is
limited. This dynamic behaviour is characteristic of all lot-sizing
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methods, which are based on variable order quantities. Dynamic lotsizing rules typically add up a number of periods net requirements in a
more ar less sophisticated way in order to obtain the lot-size. Dynamic
lot-sizing rules may also have disadvantages. Imagine for example a
supplier of product P who gets only the planned orders information.
This supplier experiences schedules which are very nervous, bath in
timing and quantity. Therefore he is obliged to build inventory buffers

*

Amplification of variations
The example with product P shows one other important feature of lot-

sizing (see also Magee (1958)):
The changes in the requirements are amplified by the lot-sizes.
An increase of

2U§

unit of product P in the requirements in period 2

implies, that
- In case of a fixed order quantity policy the first planned order
equal to 20(!) units is needed earlier: 20 units have to be supplied
in period 2 instead of in period 3.
- In case of a period order quantity policy the first planned order
equal to 10(!) units is needed earlier. Note that the increase in
requirements also leads to a decrease of the cumulative planned
orders in period 3: The cumulative planned orders up to period 3
originally were equal to 20 units. After the change they are equal to
10 units. Again this shows the alternating and strange behaviour of
order policies with dynamic order quantities.

*

Remnant stock in multi-stage systems
To further analyse the concept of remnant stock, encountered during

the discussion on FOQ policies, the following example will be used.
Example: Product F is made out of product G; one unit G is needed for
one unit F. The parameters for F and Gare:

lead time

Q

!
2 periods

peri ad

lot-size (FOQl

40 units

80 units

inventory

20 units

30 units
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In case everything is deterministic and inflexible {e.g. no lot-size
flexibility), the planning for products F and G should be according to
Table 3.5. For product F, the inventory is exhausted in period 3. Then
a new order has to be ready. Since the lead time of F is equal to 2
periods, this order has to be released in period 1. Therefore 40 units
of product G should be ready in period 1. Since only 30 unitsGare
available and the lot-sizes are inflexible, a new order for 80 units G
bas to be ready in period 1.
Product F
period

0

Requirements
Available balance

10

20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned order due

40

Planned order release

40

40

40

Product G

period
Requirements
Available balance
Planned order release

3

4

40
30

Planned order due

Table 3.5

2

0

5

6

7

-50

-50

40

-10

-10

-10

-10

-50

80
80

The planning for products F and G

Note however that the inventory of 30 units G is useless; it cannot

be used to postpene the order release for G. If the environment is
deterministic and if the lot-sizes are inflexible, there will always be
30 units G available in excess. If 30 units are destroyed or removed,
the planning remains the same. The fact, that this inventory is not
effective is due to the {inflexiblel lot-sizing of product F. To make
the 30 units of G effective, lot-size flexibility is needed: either a
smaller order for F has to be released once {30 instead of 40 units) or
a planned order equal to 90 units (or 50 units) should be suggested for
product G.
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In this example the inventory of G is not equal to an exact multiple
of the lot-size required by its downstream stage. The inventory of G is
stuck and can not be used unless a lot-size restrietion is violated
(assuming the lot-sizes are completely inflexible). This inventory is
called remnant stock here. Remnant stock is defined as the inventory of
a product just before a new order for this product will be due.
Fogarty and Hoffmann (1983) discusshow remnant stock may appear in a
stochastic environment, in which a joint replenishment order policy is
applied. In this book only the remnant stock which is due to inflexible
lot-sizes (like in the example with products F and Gl will be
discussed.
In case everything is deterministic, remnant stock may occur if the
order quantity is fixed (FOQ policy). See also Table 3.2 (and reeall
the fact that making the time discrete, is equivalent to lot-sizing the
requirements). The POQ policy, as wellas other dynamic lot-size
policies, determines the order quantities always in such a way that the
expected inventory just before the arrival of a new order equals zero
exactly. See Table 3.4. This avoids (expected) remnant stock in a
deterministic environment.
To discuss when remnant stock can be prevented, the terms linear,
convergent and divergent systems should be introduced first. A system
is linear if every component is used in one parent product only and if
every parent product needs only one type of component (see Figure 3.2).
In convergent systems the parent products need more than one type of
component. In divergent systems the components are used in several
parent products. In reality most system are mixed systems (both
convergentand divergent).
linear:

divergent:

convergent:

mixed:

Figure 3.2

Several product structures
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In case FOQ policies are applied in a deterministic environment,
remnant stock can be avoided only in linear and convergent systems. To
achieve this, the remnant stock has to be removed once and the lotsizes of products at different levels in the bill of material should be
coordinated. The lot-size of a component should always be equal to or
be an exact multiple of its parent product's lot-size. In most
divergent systems, where the parent products all have different fixed
lot-sizes and irregular requirements per period, remnant stock is
unavoidable. To see this, note that in case a parent product does not
have constant requirements per period and in case a fixed order
quantity is used, the time between two orders for the parent product is
not constant. If a component has two or more parent products, whose
order quantity is fixed, but whose time between two orders is not
constant, it is unlikely to find a fixed order quantity, which is both
efficient and always exactly equal to a number of periods 'total
planned orders for the parent products'. To see this, consider the
following example (the component has no inventory)
period

2

Pl. orders parent product

3

4

50

Pl. orders parent product 2

25

Available balance component

-25

6

5

50

50

25
-75

-75

-125

-200

The only lot-size for the component which avoids remnant stock here
would be 1, 5 or 25 (the highest common factor of the parent products'
lot-sizes). In general a lot-size this small will not be efficient. As
the number of parent products increases, the cernponent's lot-size
needed to avoid remnant stock converges to 1.
It is important to reeall here that the conclusions above with
respect to remnant stock are derived under the assumption of a
deterministic and inflexible environment. In case only demand is
stochastic, remnant stock can still be avoided by using coordinated FOQ
order policies in linear and convergent systems. In case both demand
and supply are uncertain, remnant stock is very difficult to avoid, no
matter whether the system is divergent or not, whether the lot-size is
fixed or variable (assuming the lot-sizeis larger than one). This will
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be shown in Chapter 5. Fortunately, then the lot-size flexibility can
be used to restriet the amount of remnant stock (by releasing orders
which are slightly different from the normal lot-size).

*

Imbalance
Another souree of inefficient use of inventories is imbalance, which

occurs by definition in divergent systems only. A divergent system is
out of balance, if the replenishment moment (that is: the moment when
the next order is needed to replenish the inventory) is not egual for
all parent products with the same component. Imbalance may have
consequences for the timing of the camponent's planned orders. If the
inventories of the parent products would not have been out of balance,
the planned order for the component could have been postponed. This
would have led to lower average inventories in the system.
An example may illustrate the concept of imbalance and clarify its
consequences.
Example: Let product E be a twin-brother of product F from the previous
example. Product E is also made out of G and is in every
aspect the same as product F, except for the starting
inventory: the starting inventory for E equals 40 units (as
opposed to 20 units for F). Let the starting inventory of
product G be zero now.
The planning for products E, F and G, in case the system is
deterministic and inflexible, is given in Table 3.6.
The requirements for 40 units G in periods 1 and 3 are due to a
planned order equal to 40 units for F, resp. for E. Note that the
replenishment for G in period 1 is not needed to replenish both E and
F; it is only needed to replenish F. This reflects an inefficient use
of the inventory in the system; it implies that if in the past the
inventory of G would have been assigned differently, the replenishment
of G could have been postponed. To see this, imagine that in the past
10 more units would have been assigned to product F instead of product
E. Then the inventories of E and F would bath have been 30 units now.
As a result the next order for G could have been postponed to period 2
(note that the total inventory in the system did not change!).
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Product E
period

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

30

20

10

-10

-20

-30

0

Requirements
Available balance

40

Planned order due

40
40

Planned order release

Product F

period

0

Requirements
Available balance

10
20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned order due
Planned order release

Product

40

40
40

40

G

period

40

Requirements
Available balance

-40

Planned order due
Planned order release
Table 3.6

2

0

-40

3

4

5

40
-40

-80

40
-120

-80

80
80

80
80

The planning for products E, F and G. Product G is the
component of parent products E and F.

An

example of

imbalance
To eliminate the imbalance in the example, again lot-size
flexibility is needed. A salution may be to release 50 units G to F in
period

and 30 units G to E in period 3, or to produce 100 units G in

period

and to release 60 units to product F. Whether or not imbalance

should be avoided, depends on the situation. Having no imbalance
implies that all parent products, which have the same component, need
replenishment simultaneously. If all these parent products use the same
capacity resources, and if their capacity requirements are relatively
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large, imbalance should not be avoided completely. In case the capacity
requirements are relatively small, avoiding imbalance implies
postponing the due date of the camponent's orders. As aresult the
inventories will be used more efficiently.
The example above assumed FOQ policies. Unfortunately imbalance is
also inevitable in most systems with dynamic lot-size policies. In case
a POQ policy is applied, the negative effects of imbalance can be
avoided only, if
The environment is deterministic.
- The requirements in all periods are non-zero and
- The POQ of the common component is equal to (a multiple of) the least
common multiple of the POQ's of all parent products.
Consider for example a divergent system with two final products FP1 and
FP2, having a POQ which is equal to 2 resp. 5 period requirements.
Assume their planned orders are equal to:
period

2

0

Planned orders FP1

20

Planned orders FP2

50

3

19

4

5

6

21

7

18

53

If for example the camponent's POQ-policy is equal to 2 periods, in
period 1 70 units for the component will be due. These 70 units are
allocated to FP1 and FP2 according to their lot-size: 20 units to FP1
and 50 units to FP2. In period 3 the next order for the component
should be due. At this moment the inventory of FP1 is zero, while FP2
still has enough inventory to cover three periods requirements. Clearly
the system is out of balance. If the inventory would have been assigned
differently, the order for the component could have been postponed. It
is easy to verify, that for the component only a POQ-policy with POQ
equal to (a multiple of) 10 periods is able to ensure, that the system
is balanced at the moment when an order for the component should be
due.
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This coordination of lot-sizes in subsequent stages is not always
economical. A lot-size equal to 10 periods may be too large. But it may
be worthwhile to investigate whether a slight adaptation of the lot-

sizes will reduce the imbalance. In the example with products FP1 and
FP2 it may be worthwhile to change the lot-size of FP2 into 4 or 6
periods requirements.
In case the environment is stochastic, the negative effects of
imbalance can not be avoided completely (see Chapter 8}. Nevertheless
in these situations lot-size flexibility can be used to reduce the
amount of imbalance.
From the discussion on remnant stock and imbalance, it will be clear
that lot-size flexibility is an important feature in reality. Therefore
this feature should be used in the planning model for material
coordination.

3.4

Buffers
An

other main element in a planning model for material coordination

are the buffer norms. In this section attention will be given to:
- The general need for buffers.
- The different types of buffers (e.g. materialand capacity buffers}.
- The safety stock norm and the safety time norm.
- The choice between a quantity buffer and a time buffer.
- The use of buffers.
- The location of buffers.
- Joint and separate buffers.
- Integral and local buffers.
Based on observations made in this section, additional conditions for a
good planning model will be formulated.

*

The need for buffers
Almest every system needs buffers in order to:

- Decouple manufacturing stages, in order to prevent that every
variatien in one stage affects all other stages. If the machine in
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stage 1 breaks down and no buffer is available between stage 1 and 2,
the machine in stage 2 has to remain idle too.
- Remain flexible. To meet uncertain requirements, the system needs
excess inventories and/or the possibility to reschedule released
orders. If orders can be rescheduled, this implies the existence of
queues. Queues are a manifestation of buffers. See Wijngaard and
wortmann (1985).
Although it is obvious that most systems need buffers, the size of
the buffer needed is another issue: There is always a trade-off between
higher buffers and more control.
If a system is controlled more (precisely), smaller buffers are needed.
Three notes should be made on increasing control:
It requires more effort.
- It makes the system more nervous (if the buffers are smaller, then
the control is tighter and the system reacts sooner, that is: more
frequent, to changes).
- Not everything can be solved by increased control. In case the
minimal time, which is needed to be able to react on variations is
larger than the horizon for which all variations are known, a buffer
is inevitable.

*

Different types of buffers
Buffers may have several forms:

- A surplus of capacity available (employees and/or machines) both in
quantity and in quality. This surplus is called a capacity buffer.
- A surplus of material available both on the shop floor and in the
stock rooms. This surplus is called a material or inventory buffer.
In Chapter 7 the medium-term planning of capacity buffers is discussed.
For the moment only the planning of material buffers will be examined.
Material availability uncertainty can be buffered by means of
supplying extra material or supplying material earlier. The former type
of buffer is intended for quantity uncertainty, e.g. if more is
required than estimated. The latter type of buffer is intended for
timing uncertainty, e.g. if the material is supplied later or needed
earlier than estimated.
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Buffers for quantity or timing uncertainty will be called quantity
resp. timing buffers. Examples of buffer norms, which are meant to
create these kind of buffers will be introduced in the next subsection.
In order to create a quantity buffer a safety stock norm will be used
and in order to create a timing buffer a safety time norm will be used.
In Chapter 10 other examples of quantity buffer norms will be
discussed.

*

The safety stock norm and the safety time norm
To create buffers, a buffer norm is added to the requirements in the

planning. This buffer norm may be a safety stock norm or a safety time
norm. To explain how these buffer norms affect the planning, a simple
example will be used. With this example three scenario's will be
considered:
a) No buffer norm.
b) A safety stock norm.
c) A safety time norm.
Example: Product A is purchased based on forecasted requirements. The
requirements are smooth (nat lumpy) for the first five periods and
lumpy for the last three periods. Ta determine when new purebase orders
(planned orders) should be delivered, the requirements are netted
against the available inventory. The resulting time phased projected
inventory is called here available balance. Relevant parameters of A
are:

=2

lot-size:

POQ

lead time:

1 period

periods

starting inventory: 20 units.
a) No buffer norm
According to Table 3.7 in case of na buffer norm the first planned
order has to be delivered in period 3 since the available balance then
becornes less than zero. The order quantity is equal to the arnount which
is necessary to bring the available balance at the end of period five
back to zero again.
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No buffering
period

0

Requirements

10

Available balance

20

6

7

2

3

4

10

10

10

0

30

0

-10

-20

-20

-50

-50

10

Planned orders due

5

20

30

Safety stock norm ( = 10 products l
period
Requirements

10

Available balance

20

(= 1

Requirements
Available balance

20

10

0

30

0

-20

-20

-50

-50

10

30

3

4

10

10

10

10

0

30

0

10

0

-10

-20

-20

-50

-50

1

+

0

6

7

20

5

6

7

30

20

Requirements

30

2 periods)
1

2

3

4

10

10

10

10

0

30

50

10

0

-10

-20

-20

-50

-50

Planned orders due

Table 3.7

7

10

20

Planned orders release

Planned orders release

6

2

Planned orders due

Available balance

5

period)
0

period

4

10

20

period

Increased lead time (1

10

10

Planned orders due

Safety time norm

3

2

0

20
20

Planning for product A
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5

30
30

b) A safety stock norm
In case a safety stock norm equal to 10 is used, a planned order is
generated as soon as the available balance becomes less than the norm.
This leads to a planned order in period two instead of period three.
The order quantity is equal to the amount necessary to bring the
available balance at the end of period three back to 10 again.
If the requirements are continuous (no lumpy requirements), the
quantity buffer can also be used for timing uncertainty. If the planned
order in period 2 is supplied one period later, the safety stock can
buffer this: the available balance in period 2 is zero, so there is
enough inventory to meet the expected requirements.
If however the planned order in period 6 will be supplied one period
later, the safety stock cannot cover the requirements in period 6; the
requirements are too lumpy. If the requirements are lumpy, the only
efficient remedy against timing uncertainty is to have the requirements
delivered earlier than strictly needed (to keep a safety stock equal to
30 units every period would also be effective, but not efficient).
c) A safety time norm
In case of a safety time norm equal to one period, a planned order
should be due one period before the available balance becomes less than
zero. In fact the same logic is applied to determine the planned orders
as applied in case of no buffering with the only difference that the
planned orders should be due 1 period (the safety time) earlier. The
planned order release is determined by off-setting with the lead time.
An

alternative for the safety time norm seems to be an increased

lead time. To see why this is nota good alternative, Table 3.7 also
contains the planning for A in case of an increased lead time. In that
case the same logic is applied as in the case of no buffering. The only
difference is in the off-setting, where a larger lead time is used.
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It appears that the main differences between adding a safety time
norm or increasing the lead time are:
1) The planned order due date, which is period 2 in case of a safety
time norm and period 3 in case of an increased lead time. The
planned order release date is equal in both cases. This implies that
in case of safety time the vendor is not informed about the presence
of slack. In the other case he gets all the slack. In that case no
slack is left for demand timing uncertainty. This implies extra
communication if the timing of the requirements change.
2) There is no separate registration of the size of the slack in case
of increased lead time. In fact the planner has distorted his
planning data since from the moment the lead time is increased, the
lead time no longer represents the real lead time. In planning
systems that very same lead time is used for other purposes (e.g.
Capacity Requirements Planning if product A were to be manufactured
insteadof bought), which require the expected lead time rather than
an enlarged lead time.
3) A last disadvantage of increasing the lead time is that eventually
the real lead time will become the enlarged lead time. This is due
to the self fulfilling prophecy element; If a vendor is given two
weeks time to deliver a product, while he needs only one period, it
will hardly ever be delivered earlier. In the end everybody assumes
he needs two period.

*

The choice between a quantity buffer and a time buffer
From the discussion above, it is clear how quantity and time buffers

can be created. To prevent an inefficient use of buffers, it may be
worthwhila to investigate in which situations quantity buffers should
be used and in which situations time buffers are preferable.
One advantage of time buffers is that they depend on the
requirements. So if the requirements change structurally, the buffer is
adjusted automatically.

A

disadvantage of time buffers is that the size

of the buffer norm should always be a multiple of the bucket-size in a
bucketed system. Another disadvantage is the fact that in case of lumpy
demand they do not always cover quantity uncertainty. This can be seen
from Table 3.7. The planned order for 30 products A which is to arrive
in period 5 is not sufficient if demand in period 6 increases.
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To generalise this result, two situations will be modelled. In these
situations extreme lumpy demand is faced with timing resp. quantity
uncertainty.

= expected

Define Rt

requirements at the end of period t. Since a

bucketed system is used, the material needed for this requirement
should be available at the beginning of period t.
The demand is extremely lumpy, that is: Rt
for period •: R"

=0

for all periods, except

= D.

Timing uncertainty
First consider the case where the requirements are uncertain with
respect to their timing. Imagine the maximal timing uncertainty with
respect to the requirements is equal to B periods. So the safety time
should be equal to B periods. The resulting time-phased expected
inventory is given in Figure 3.3.
inventory

D

0

Figure 3.3

Expected inventory in case of timing uncertainty, which is
covered by a safety time norm equal to B

inventory

20

D

0
---i.".

Figure 3.4

Expected inventory in case of timing uncertainty, which is
covered by a safety stock norm equal to D
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To be able to cover the same timing uncertainty with a safety stock
norm, a stock norm equal to D units is necessary. This stock norm
implies that the inventory is equal to D units in most periods.
See Figure 3.4. At the beginning of period ,;, the material ordered for
the requirements becomes available. At the end of period ,; the
inventory is reduced due to the requirements.
Clearly the most efficient way to deal with timing uncertainty in
case of lumpy demand is to create safety time. In case of a safety
stock norm, the safety stock is created too early and superfluous from
period -r on.
Quantity uncertainty
Next consider the case where the requirement in period • is uncertain
with respect to its guantity. Imagine the maximal quantity required is
equal to A+D units. In case a safety stock norm is used, this norm
should be equal to A units. The time-phased expected inventory in case
of a safety stock norm equal to A units is given in Figure 3.5.
Note that a safety time norm, no matter how large it is chosen, will
never be able to proteet against quantity uncertainty here.
~

I

inve~toryl

l

D:+Al' , ,_ _ ~~l

f/

.:_____~

1:

Figure 3.5

Time-phased expected inventory in case of timing
uncertainty which is covered by a safety stock norm

This shows that quantity uncertainty in case of lumpy demand is the
most difficult uncertainty to buffer against: a safety time is useless
here and a safety stock norm will result in superfluous inventory. Even
in case a time-phased safety stock norm (starting at the beginning of
period ,; and ending immediately after period ,;) is applied, there is a
large probability that after period

1:

excess inventory is left.

The results for extreme lumpy demand derived above explain the
simulation results of Whybark and williams (1976). A similar type of
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reasoning as applied here to the situation with extreme lumpy demand
can also be applied to a situation with extreme smooth demand (Rt

=D

for every period). This leads totheresult that safety stock and
safety time are entirely interchangeable. See also Timmer, Monhemius
and Bartrand (1984).
Summarising:
If the requirements are not lumpy, quantity or time buffers can both
be used to cover quantity and timing uncertainty.
If the requirements are lumpy, a quantity buffer should be used for
quantity uncertainty and a time buffer should be used for timing
uncertainty. Therefore a good planning model should support both a
safety stock norm and a safety time norm.
In multi-stage systems with explosion of lot-sized requirements, the
parent products' requirements turn into lumpy requirements for the
components. Due to this lumpiness, quantity and time buffers are needed
for the component in case demand and supply are uncertain with respect
to quantity and timing. This observation suggests an alternative way of
explosion. This alternative would not explode the lot-sized
requirements but the pure requirements (without lot-sizing). In multistage systems with explosion of pure requirements, the lumpiness of
requirements at downstraam stages is not increased due to lot-sizes.
Thanks to this type of explosion, both quantity and time buffers can be
used, but only one of them is required at the component level in case
the final products' requirements are not lumpy.

*

The use of buffers
In general it seems sensible to adapt planned orders as soon as any

information changes. Orders which are released already, however, are
difficult to change. It is nat possible to continually change the
timing of the orders: it would take too much communication effort and
it would make the system (and the personnel) nerveus: today a specific
order is required earlier, tomorrow it is required later. Here
additional logic is needed which describes the use of buffers.
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Buffers should be used in the most effective way. Otherwise,
according to Mehta (1980), the following problems may arise:
- Items are unnecessary expedited. The extra time and money spent to
get the items on an expedited basis are wasted.
- The nervousness of the planning system is not reduced.
- The priority system gets distorted when items are expedited and a
buffer is available.
Lowerre (1982) suggested the following rules for the effective use of
buffers:
- Expedite the scheduled receipts, only if the available balance
including the available buffer will not satisfy the expected
requirements (in this way the buffers are used if necessary).
- Determine the planned orders on the basis of expected requirements
plus buffer norms (otherwise no buffers are created).
Note that these two rules imply a planning without and with buffer
norms. The first rule also implies that the buffer should cover the
uncertainty during the lead time.

*

The location of the buffers
In a multi-stage system it may be advantageous to have buffers at

several stages and not only at the final product level las suggested by
Orlicky (1975)). Arguments to support this statement are given by
Miller (1979) and Wijngaard and Wortmann (1985). They argue that
buffers at one or more upstream stages may imply:
lower inventory costs; buffers are (partly) located in upstream
stages, where the added value is lower.
- higher applicability for common components and a lower risk of
obsolescence.
- the possibility of a smoother adjustment of subsequent production
stages.
Besides these advantages there is one more advantage of having
buffers at different stages. In an assembly environment different
components, though being used by the same final product(s), may face
different uncertainties (e.g. due to different suppliers or different
internal processes or different commonality) and thus require different
buffers. This aspect will be worked out in more detail in Chapter 10.
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It is only possible to have different buffers for different components,
if buffers exist at a number of stages. If only the final products have
a buffer, the size of this buffer will be determined depending on the
component with the largest uncertainty. This leads to excess inventory
for components with minor uncertainty.

*

Joint and separate buffers
Usually the uncertainty faced by the production environment is in

fact the aggregation of several uncertainties. These uncertainties can
be buffered by a number of separate buffers or by one so called 'joint

buffer'. A separate buffer is meant to buffer one souree of uncertainty
on its own, whereas the joint buffer is meant to buffer more than one
souree of uncertainty in the system. Suppose e.g. that a product is
facing supply as well as demand uncertainty. Two separate buffers may
be introduced; one to cape with the supply uncertainty exclusively and

one to cape with the demand uncertainty. On the other hand it is
possible to introduce one joint buffer for this product. This joint
buffer has to cape with bath supply and demand uncertainty.
From an economical point of view joint buffers should be used, since
joint buffers are based on the idea of sharing flexibility (or
combining uncertainties) and shared flexibility is cheaper. The
disadvantage of joint buffers is that in the short term responsibility
for a stock-out can not always be assigned to a single source. This
disadvantage seems not to outweigh the advantage of smaller buffers,
since the reduction in buffers can be substantial. In Chapter 8
formulae are presented, which show the effects of combining
uncertainties.
In general the concept of combining uncertainties can be applied
more than once in multi-stage systems. Amongst other things it can be
applied to cope with
- different sourees of uncertainty (demand, internal process, supply
and planning & control uncertainty)
- uncertainty in consecutive time periods
- demand uncertainty for different final products having a common
component
- quantity and timing uncertainty.
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Buffer norms which are based on the concept of combining uncertainties
are called joint buffer norms. Joint buffer norros can be applied, for
example, to combine the uncertainties in subsequent production stages.
The main distinction between a separate and joint buffer norm for
subsequent stages can be roughly stated as follows: in case a separate
resp. ioint buffer norm is used for the parent product, this buffer
norm can be considered to be an extra reguirement resp. an extra buffer
DQrm

for the component.

In case a joint buffer norm is applied, a joint use of buffers is
needed. A joint use of buffers for subsequent stages means, that in
case a buffer is available for a parent product, the component may use
the parent product's buffer to prevent expeditinq. Hereto the expedite
messages in a multi-stage system should be based on a planning without
the joint buffer norms. The planned orders should still be basedon
expected requirements plus the joint buffer norm. To achieve this in
multi-stage systems, every stage has to know the requirements from its
downstraam stage with and without joint buffer norms.
A joint use of buffers for subsequent stages does not imply, that
the joint buffers should be located at one stage. Suppose for example,
that a parent product needs a buffer equal to 20 units and the parent
product plus the component need a joint buffer equal to 30 units to
buffer against demand uncertainty. In this case a joint buffer norm
equal to 20 units may be used at the parent product level and a joint
buffer norm equal to 10 units

30-20} may be used at the component

level.
It has been mentioned above that the unequivocal assignment of
responsibilities is no langer clear in case a joint buffer is used. To
see this, suppose that in the previous example two buffer norms equal
to 20 units would have been needed for the parent product and the
component in case separate buffers were used. Note that the joint
buffer norm is smaller than the sum of the two separate buffer norms:
30 < (20+20). In case the component actually uses the 20 units to
buffer against variations, a buffer equal to only 10 units is available
for the parent product in case a joint buffer norm is used. Since the
parent product needs a buffer equal to 20 units, the parent product may
fail to meet its target due to the fact, that the component used 20
units. This example shows that the performance of the system, rather
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than the performance of individual stages should be measured in case a
joint buffer for subsequent stages is used.
In this subsectien it has been illustrated, that a planning model
should be able to support joint and separate use of buffers. The user
of the planning model should be enabled to choose between the two
alternatives. Nowadays not every planning model (and the software based
on this model) supports the joint use of buffers.

*

Integral and local buffers
A downstraam stage may contain more inventory than needed

immediately. In case there are buffer norms at upstream stages, it may
be important that in the planning the excess inventory at downstraam

stages is used to cover the buffer norm at the upstream stages
temporarily. To see this, consider the following example.
A parent product J consists of one component K. Suppose product J
has a fixed order quantity equal to 120. The expected requirements for
J

are equal to 10 units per period. Product K has a buffer norm equal

to 10 units, which is meant to meet fluctuations in demand. All lead
times are equal to zero. Suppose an order, which is equal to 120 units,
has been added to the inventory of product
that product

J

J

just now. It will be clear

will not need another order for approximately 12

periods. Therefore it is useless to keep inventory for product K now.
Apparently the buffer norm for K can be ignored for the moment.
This is due to the fact, that the buffer norm for product K can be
covered temporarily by the inventory of product J. Product K should be
ordered again as soon as the inventory of product J is too small to
meet the buffer norm of product K plus its own expected requirements.
In this example it is assumed that the buffer norm for K is an
integral buffer norm. An integral buffer norm is a buffer norm, which
can be covered by inventory in all downstraam stages. Not every buffer
norm is an integral buffer norm. Sometimes the cernponent's buffer norm
is meant to cover uncertainties, which can not be covered by the parent
product. Such a buffer norm is called a local buffer norm; the buffer
norm can only be covered by local inventory. An example of a local
buffer norm is the buffer norm for (independent or) service
requirements for a component.

-
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Integral buffer norros may be either separate or joint buffer norms.
In case a buffer norm is integral and separate, the parent product's
inventory may be used to cover the camponent's buffer norm temporarily,
but the parent product's inventory may not be used by the component to
buffer against variations.
Note that the planning model has to support integral and local
buffer norms, because it may be very inefficient to handle integral
norms as local norms. Again not every planning model for material
coordination supports integral buffer norros although this support is
essential for an efficient planning of buffers at saveral stages.

3.5

Conditions for a good planning model for material coordination
Based on the previous sections a list with a number of conditions

for a good planning model can be established. With this list any
planning model (or software) for material coordination in discrete
manufacturing processas can be judged on its effectivity on dealing
with uncertainty. The conditions are listed below.
1. The planning model should be reliable. For example the timing and
quantity of the planned orders suggested by the planning model
should take into account the flexibility available in the Production
System. More particularly, the planning model should efficiently use
the lot-size flexibility.
2. The planning model should be flexible. It should be suitable for
many different situations (in which different ways are used to
determine the timing and quantity of orders) and it should support a
quick evaluation of relevant questions, needed to obtain realistic
planned orders (such as: How do the planned orders for a component
change, if the camponent's integral buffer norm is covered by its
parent product's inventory).
3. The planning model should be as simple and transparant as possible.
For example it should not amplify variations, if this is avoidable.
4. The planning model should be robust. To achieve this, amongst ethers
a planning with and without buffer norms is needed. The expedite
messages should be based on the planning without buffer norms. The
planned orders should be based on the planning with the buffer
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norms. The buffer norms should cover the uncertainty during the
cumulative lead time.
5. The planning model should effectively deal with integral and local
buffer norms. To support the joint use of buffers for subsequent
stages, a planning without the joint buffer norms is needed.
6. The planning model should support both quantity and timing buffer
norms. These buffer policies are needed in order to cover quantity
and timing uncertainty of products with lumpy requirements.
7. Buffers may be planned at one or more stages. The location of
buffers should nat be restricted to the final product stage only.
Therefore the planning model should be able to efficiently plan
buffer norms at every stage. Often these buffer norms should be
independent of the final products' buffer norms. This is necessary
to provide diversification of buffer norms.
Even if the buffer norms are planned as extra requirements at the
final product level only, it should be possible to plan the
goodsflow in such a way, that the buffers will also be located at
lower levels in the bill of material.
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Chapter 4

4.1

MATERIAL COORDINATION IN A DETERMINISTIC ENVIRONMENT

Introduetion
In this book the attention is restricted to multi-stage production

systems with repetitive manufacturing. These systems are assumed to
consist of subsequent manufacturing stages, which are deccupled by
order release points; in order to get material from one stage to the
next, an order has to be released. Basically there are two options for
the coordination of the material flow between all stages:
1. There is no material coordination for the successive stages; the
orders at each stage are released independently.
2. The successive stages are coordinated; the orders at each stage
are released in mutual dependance.
In case material coordination is required (option 2), a suitable
planning model is needed to support this.
The intention of the chapters 4, 5 and 6 is to find a suitable
planning model for material coordination in multi-stage systems. But
first it will be argued in this chapter in which situations material
coordination is necessary. Hereto a system which is based on Stochastic
Inventory Control (SIC) is studied in Sectien 4.2. In the system based
on SIC there is no material coordination. It will turn out that
material coordination is especially useful for environments with an
irregular production pattern.
Since many systems face irregular production patterns, there is a
clear need for a good planning model for material coordination. In this
chapter two alternative planning roodels for material coordination are
explained and evaluated in a deterministic environment. More
particularly, in Section 4.3 Material Requirements Planning (also known
as MRP I and in this book denoted by MRP) and in Section 4.4 Line
Requirements Planning (LRP) are discussed. For a deterministic
environment the main conclusion will be, that sametimes MRP is toa
rigid and in general LRP is too rough. Chapter 5 will continue the
comparison between MRP and LRP; then these planning roodels are
evaluated in a stochastic environment. In Chapter 6 a new planning
model for material coordination will be presented, based on the strong
features of both MRP and LRP.
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In this chapter simple examples will be used. In order to understand
the behaviour of complex (and more realistic) systems, it is helpful to
study the behaviour of simple systems.
The following example will be used to show the deficiencies of SIC
in dynamic multi-stage systems and to explain MRP and LRP.
Example: Consider final product A and its component B. One unit of item
B is needed for each unit A. Since the environment is
deterministic, no buffering is needed. The characteristics of
products A and B are:
lead time:

period for A as well as for B

lot-size:

2 periods requirements for A and B

starting inventory:

20 units A and 20 units B.

The optimal planning for A and B, based on just-in-time deliveries
and consequently minimal inventories, is given in Table 4.1. If 20
units A have to be released in period 2, 20 units B have to be
available in period 2. In other words: the future order release of A is
equal to the requirements of B, i f the production environment is
assumed to be deterministic.
Product

A

Period

0

Requirements
Available balance

10
20

2

3

4

10

10

10

-10

-20

10

Future order due

6

7

30
-20

20

Future order release
Product

5

-50

-50

30

20

30

B

Period

2

0

Requirements
Available balance

3

4

20
20

6

30
-30

20

Future order due

-30

30

Future order release
Table 4.1

5

30

Optimal planning for products A and B in a deterministic
environment

-
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With this optima! planning in mind, SIC, MRP and LRP will be explored.

4.2

SIC in multi-stage systems
In this sectien the performance of a multi-stage system without

material coordination is investigated. Each stage is controlled by
Stochastic Inventory Control (SIC): an order is releasedas soon as the
local inventory (on hand plus on order) is below a reorder point.
Roughly speaking, it will be shown that the poor performance of SIC in
dynamic environments is due to the lack of material coordination
between successive stages. The results in this section are similar to
results reported by Forrester (1961) and Van Aken (1978).
In terms of the example with products A and B, the fact that there
is no material coordination implies that, when product B is planned, no
information on the status of product A is used. The only information
which is used for the planning of product B with SIC is:
- The reorder point of B
- The actual inventory on hand plus on order of B and
- The lot-size of B; since no information about the future requirements
is available, the lot-size is equal to 2 periods average {historica!)
requirements.
If the actual inventory of B is less than its reorder point, a new
order wil! be released. The reorder point is based on the expected
requirements during the lead time plus review period. The review period
is the time between two reviews of the actual inventory. The inventory
is assumed to be reviewed at the beginning of every period. At these
review moments it is possible to release an order if necessary. The
order quantity is determined by the lot-size.
To evaluate SIC, a comparison with the optima! planning will be
made. To simplify this comparison, it is assumed that the requirements
forA are known (in a pure SIC system this assurnption is not valid;
however, this assumption only improves the performance of the SIC
system). Since the requirements forA are known, they can be used to
determine the future orders for A. Therefore these orders are equal to
the optima! orders in Sectien 4.1. It is typical for the lack of
material coordination, that the planner of product B is not aware of
the future orders for A.
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For product B the lead time plus review period is equal to
1

+

=2

periods. The average demand in the past bas been 10 units B

per period. Based on this the reorder point is set equal to 20. Since
the inventory is equal to 20, noorder is released in period 1. In
period 2 the inventory of B decreases by 20 due to the release of an
order for A. Then the inventory of B is below its reorder point and a
new order of 20 units is released. This order will be ready in
period 3. The optimal planning in Table 4.1 however shows that after
the release of 20 units A in period 2, the first requirements for
product B will be in period 5 and those requirements equal 30. In order
to compare the optimal planning and SIC, the time-phased inventory for
B is determined for both planning methods. This yields:

4

Period

0

Optimal

20

20

0

0

0

0

SIC

20

20

0

20

20

-10

Table 4.2

2

3

5

The time-phased inventory of B

The explanation why the order for B will be ready two periods early
is illustrative for SIC. There are two causes:
1. SIC does not use actual inventory information in downstraam stages.
If product A has a large lot-size (e.g. POQ=7 periods), the planning
of product B does not take into account the fact that if product A
has been ordered recently, there will be no need for product B for a
long time. Instead, product B is replenisbed immediately after A has
been ordered.
2. SIC does not use the requirements information in downstraam stages.
In centrolling product B, it is assumed that the demand remains
stable at a rate of 10 units per period; its reorder point is based
on this assumption. Although it is known that the pattern of
requirements for A is changing from period 5 on, this information is
not passed on to product B. Therefore the planner of product B
cannot take advantage of the fact that there are no requirements for
A in period 5. The wrong quantity of the order of B (20 instead of
30) has the same cause: no knowledge on the exact future
requirements of A.
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Note that the basic cause of these inefficiencies is the lack of
material coordination between the successive stages.
The lack of material coordination has two additional consequences:
1. If the lot-size of the downstream stage is large, new information is
passed on to the upstream stage with long delays. This is due to the
fact that the upstream stage only receives information if the
downstream stage releases orders. Suppose the lot-size for A is 6
periods requirements. If 60 units A have been ordered just now and
if it becomes known then to the planner of product A, that the
requirements for A will be 12 instead of 10 per period from now on,
the planner of product B will find out this if he receives the next
order for A; five periods from now on! And even then, the planner of
product B may not be aware of the exact reason, why the order is
needed one week ealier.
2. Variatiens are amplified. If for product A an order of 30 units is
released instead of the regular 20 units, the planner of product B
might assume that the average requirements have raised with 50% and
he will therefore raise the reorder point of B up to 30. By doing so
20 additional units B have to be replenisbed unexpectedly: 10 since
the inventory decreased more than expected and 10 since the reorder
point is raised. Soa raise of 10 units A leads toa raise of 20
units B.
Summarising:
If there is no material coordination, the production control
- Is relatively simple.
- Needs local information only.
However, this way of production control is not suited for multi-stage
systems with lumpy demand, large lot-sizes in downstream stages,
substantial variations or non-stationary requirements, since

* information is delayed

*

no information on downstream future requirements is used

*
*

no information on downstream {lot-size) inventories is used
variations are amplified.

See Orlicky (1975) and Van Aken (1978) for more details.
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It is interesting to note that production control without material
coordination is succesfully applied
a. for cheap products, due to its simplicity
b. for systems with stable continuous requirements and smal! lot-sizes.
This has led to systems without material coordination, which use
kanbans. See Silver and Peterson (1979).
The conclusion from this section is, that material coordination
between successive stages is needed for multi-stage systems with an
irregular production pattern due to lumpy demand, large lot-sizes,
substantial variations or non-stationary requirements.
In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 two planning models for material
coordination are discussed in a deterministic environment. This
discussion is extended in Chapter 5 for a stochastic environment. The
planning roodels will be evaluated solely on the quality of the planning
they suggest. The planner's additional expertise wil! be ignored: the
purpose here is to evaluate the planning roodels and not the planners.

4.3

MRP
Since the basic logic of MRP has been discussed already in many

text-books, e.g. Orlicky (1975), the attention in this sectionis
restricted to characteristics of MRP, which may be less familiar. The
main conclusion of this section will be 1 that sametimes the planning
according to MRP is not optima!, even in a deterministic environment.
The quality of the planning according to MRP depends on the lot-size
policy: MRP in combination with FOQ policies may yield a planning,
which is substantially different from the planning suggested by MRP in
combination with POQ policies. Therefore the interaction of MRP and
both lot-size policies will be evaluated.

*

An

example to illustrate MRP

The planned orders according to MRP are determined in the same way
as the future orders in the example with products A and B in Table 4.1.
Therefore MRP yields the same result as the optima! planning for
products A and B in this deterministic environment. It is clearly
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visible that MRP tries to coordinate the material between successive
stages: for the planning of product B, the planned orders of A are used
tagether with the billof material (BOM), which states that 1 unitBis
needed for 1 unit A. The planned orders for A in turn are derived from
the requirements and the actual inventory of product A.
In a deterministic environment there is only one argument against
the use of MRP: MRP does not always use the inventories effectively.
More particularly:
MRP in combination with FOQ policies gives no support to prevent
remnant stock even though the lot-sizes are flexible in reality.
- MRP does not try to avoid imbalance. This fact does not depend on
whether a FOQ or a POQ policy is used.
To illustrate this, the examples from Chapter 3 will be used again.

*

Remnant stock
For remnant stock, the following example was introduced in

Chapter 3.
Example: Product F is made out of product G; one unit G is needed for

one unit F. The parameters for F and Gare:

lead time

I
2 periods

g
period

lot-size

40 units

80 units

inventory

20 units

30 units

Table 4.3 represents the planning according to MRP in case a fQQ
lot-size policy is applied; it is exactly the same as Table 3.5, which
assumed a deterministic, inflexible environment. Clearly MRP does not
consider any lot-size flexibility, when a FOQ policy is applied. Here
MRP accepts the remnant stock of 30 units G, even though these 30 units
may well be made effective (if the lot-size flexibility of E or G is
large enough}. If it is up to the combination of MRP and FOQ lot-size
policies, there will be 30 units G remnant stock for ever.
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Product

F

period

0

Requirements
Available balance

10
20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned order release

Product

40

40

Planned order due
40

40

G

period

0

Requirements
Available balance

Table 4.3

3

4

5

-10

-10

-10

-50

40

40
30

-10

Planned order due
Planned order release

2

80
80

The planning for products F and G according to MRP

In case in this example a

~

policy is applied with POQ

=8

periods

for the component, MRP is able to avoid the remnant stock. The first
planned order for G will be equal to 50 units. The remnant stock is
eliminated as soon as this order is due. This shows, that it is
possible to avoid remnant stock with MRP, by using appropriate
(dynamic) lot-size policies, like the POQ policy. This is a good
salution for deterministic environments. In stochastic environments
however, the combination of MRP and dynamic lot-size policies is rather
questionable (see Chapter 5).

*

Imbalance
For imbalance the following example was introduced in Chapter 3 (see

also Table 3.6).
Example: Let product E be a twin-brother of product F from the previous
example. Product E is also made out of G and is in every
aspect the same as product F, except for the starting
inventory: the starting inventory for E is equal to 40 units
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(as opposed to 20 units for F). Let the starting inventory of
product G be zero now.
For this example MRP suggests the planned orders, which are presented
in Table 4.4. Note that the planning according to MRP is equivalent
again with the planning presented in Table 3.6, which assumed a
deterministic and inflexible environment.
Product E
period

2

0

Requirements
Available balance

40

3

4
10

10

10

10

30

20

10

Planned order due

5

6

7

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

40

Planned order release

40

Product F
period

0

Requirements
Available balance

10
20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned order due

40

Planned order release

40

40

40

Product G
period

0

Requirements

2
40

Available balance

-40

Planned order due

80

Planned order release
Table 4.4

3

4

40
-40

80

-80

5

40
-80

-120
80

80

The planning for products E, F and G according to MRP,
i f product G has two parent products: E and F.
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Note that MRP in combination with a POQ lot-size with POQ

=4

periods

for products E, F and G will yield exactly the same planning as
depicted in Table 4.4. It is clear that MRP does not use any lot-size
flexibility. MRP accepts the imbalance; MRP does not try to coordinate
E and F in such a way, that these two parent products have to be
replenisbed simultaneously. If it is up to MRP alone, the imbalance
will continue to exist forever, resulting in unnecessary high
inventories if the lot-sizes of E, F or G are flexible.
The main element, which prohibits the use of lot-size flexibility by
MRP, is the way the successive stages are coordinated by MRP. MRP
determines planned orders for the parent product, irrespective of the
situation for the components, and explodes (read: dictates) these
detailed planned orders to the component. At the component level
discussion about the relevanee or flexibility of these requirements is
no longer possible. The planned orders of the component should always
be larger than or equal to these strict requirements. In a stochastic
or flexible environment this makes little sense (see Chapter 5).
Summarising:
The conclusion from the discussion above is, that MRP in combination
with FOQ lot-size policies does not try to eliminate the remnant stock.
Furthermore, imbalance is not structurally reduced by MRP, regardless
whether fixed or variabie lot-sizes are applied.
Once a planned order for the parent product is determined by MRP,
its order quantity and timing are firm for the component. Lot-size
flexibility, which could be used to diminish for example the imbalance,
is not taken into account by MRP.
Apart from this point, MRP gives optima! order suggestions in a
deterministic, inflexible environment.

4.4

LRP
In this sectien an alternative planning model for material

coordination will be introduced: LRP. LRP stands for Line Requirements
Planning. LRP is based on the base-stock concept of Magee and the
echelon concept of Clark and Scarf (1960). To clarify LRP, first its
ancesters (e.g. Base Stock Control) are introduced. Then the logic of
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LRP is presented. The example with products A and B is used to
illustrate this logic. Just like in the previous sectien it is
investigated thereafter, how the planning model LRP deals with remnant
stock and imbalance. It will be shown that LRP may be too rough for a
deterministic environment. Finally, the planning of firm planned orders
as well as the order release decision are discussed for a system, which
is assumed to be controlled by LRP.

* The

ancesters of LRP

The concept of LRP is primarily based on the echelon concept as
introduced by Clark and Scarf (1960) which in its turn is an extension
of the base-stock concept of Magee (1958). For every product Clark and
Scarf define an echelon, which starts with the release point of this
product and contains all products in downstream stages having this
product as a component. For stationary linear systems they prove the
optimality of the following reorder policy: 'order up to a stock norm
S, if the content of the echelon is below a norm'. Note that this
reorder policy takes into account the inventory in all the downstraam
stages. Therefore this reorder policy will be referred to as an
integral reorder policy. The traditional reorder policies are local
reorder policies: they are based on the inventory in one stage only.
To clarify the echelon concept consider the following example: A
toy-car (C) has five wheels (W). Let

and Iw denote the inventories

on hand plus on order of the car and the wheels. The variables
~w

~C

and

indicate the lead times. The review period is equal to one period.

The demand for the car equals

~c

cars per period.

llc per period

The echelon for the car e consists of the last part of the production
process, starting from the release point for C. The content of the
echelon should cover at least a norm re. In a deterministic environment
re is equal to the average demand during the lead time plus review
period: re= (€e

+ 1)·~.

The reorder policy for C can be formulated as:
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This shows that for the final product stage the integral reorder policy
is equivalent with a local reorder policy. The echelon for the wheel

W

consists of the entire production process, starting from the release
point for W and ending with the stock point for the car. The inventory
in this echelon, expressed in number of wheels, equals Iw+5*Ic (recall
that one car contains 5 wheels). The echelon for the wheel should
contain at least rw wheels. This leads to the following reorder policy:

Magee (1958) suggested earlier already to immediately pass on the
bistorical demand information available at downstream stages to the
upstream stages and to reorder as soon as the echelon inventory drops
below the so-called base-stock level. This idea prevents two problems
of locally controlled systems, discussed in Sectien 4.2:
- information delay and
- ignorance of the inventory status information from downstraam stages.
Magee calls his planning metbod Base Stock Control (BSC). Magee still
uses echelon buffer norms which are based on the idea, that every stage
should buffer against its own variations. Timmer, Monhemius and
Bertrand (1984) redefine BSC by suggesting to use echelon reorder
policies with joint buffer norms. In fact Timmer et al. suggest to set
the base-stock level equal to the sum of the joint buffer norm for all
stages in the echelon and the average demand during the cumulative lead
time plus review period. In a deterministic environment this buffer
norm equals zero. In the previous example with the car and wheels, the
lead time of the echelon for the wheels equals ec+ew periods.
The demand per period equals

~C

cars; this demand is equivalent to

5~C

wheels per period. Therefore Timmer et al. suggest to set rw equal to:

Finally Van Donselaar, Jenniskans and Timmer (1987b) suggest to use BSC
as the basis for a time-phased planning. They call this planning
metbod LRP. Their ideas are not exclusive: Earlier Stommels (1979),
Büchel (1982), Luyten (1987) and Kwikkers (1987) have proposed similar
planning methods.
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*

The logic of LRP

To obtain LRP, BSC is adapted in two ways:
- The reorder point rw is_turned into a dynamic reorder point,
basedon the forecasts DC(t+i), i=O, ... , CLT. Here CLT is the
mnemonic for the cumulative lead time, that is: the lead time of the
echelon. Consequently, in the previous example rw is determined by:

- Not only order release suggestions for the current period are
generated. Also a time-phased planning consisting of planned orders
is made to facilitate e.g. capacity planning.
Before the determination of these planned orders will be described, the
integral inventory will be introduced here. The integral inventory for
a particular production stage is defined as the inventory on hand in
this production stage and the inventory on hand plus on order in all
downstraam stages. The (integrall inventory is reviewed here at the
beginning of the period, before the inventory has been replenishad by
scheduled receipts and decreased by the demand. The replenishment takes
place at the beginning of the period, after the review moment and
before demand takes place.
Suppose that in the example with the car, the inventory on hand for
the car and the wheels are equal to IOHC resp. IOHW. In this example
the integral inventory for the wheels is equal to IOHW + 5*Ic.
The planned orders determined by LRP are based on an available
balance. This available balance is defined as the integral inventory
plus the cumulative scheduled receipts minus the cumulative integral
requirements. For the example with the cumulative integral requirements
and the car, the available balance for the wheels equals
(for j

~

0):

available balancew(t+j)

integral inventoryw{t)
+ cum. scheduled receiptsw(t+j)
- cum. integral requirementsw(t+j)
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where
integral inventoryw(t)

cum. integral requirementsw(t+j)
j

E

cum. scheduled receiptsw(t+j)

scheduled receiptsw(t+i)

i=O
In case a FOQ policy is applied with parameter Q, the planned orders
due are equal to:
0

y(t+j)

elsewhere

where

y(t+j)

l ·Q
r max(O,-z(t+j))
Q

z(t+j)

available balancew(t+j) +

j-1

E

planned orderw(t+i)

i=O
- integral buffer normw
In case the production environment is deterministic, the integral
buffernorm is equal to zero.
It should be noted that LRP explodes not only information on
inventories but also information on expected requirements to upstream
stages. This is also the main difference with MRP: MRP explodes planned
order information to upstream stages whereas LRP explodes information
on inventories and requirements (and buffer norms, see Chapter 5)
separately.

*

An example to illustrate LRP
To clarify LRP, the example with products A and B from Sectien 4.1

will be used. In this example planning tables rather than mathematica!
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formulae will be used. The logic behind these tables is equivalent with
the logic expressed by the previous mathematica! formulae, which apply
to linear systems. The planning according to LRP for products A and B
is presented in Table 4.5.
Product A
peri ad

0

Integral requirements

10

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

2

3

4

10

10

10

0

30

0

-10

-20

-20

-50

-50

10

Planned order due
Product

5

6

20

7

30

B

peri ad

0

Integral requirements

10

Integral inventory

40

Available balance

30

2

3

10

10

10

0

30

0

20

10

0

0

-30

-30

Planned order due
Table 4.5

4

5

6

30

The planning for products A and B according to LRP

For product A the planning according to LRP is exactly the same as
the planning according to MRP. Reeall that for the final stage the
integral planning is always equivalent with the local planning. For
product B the planning according to LRP is based on the requirements of
product A. The requirements of A are modified by offsetting with the
lead time of A: If 30 units A are needed in period 6, and if it takes
one period to make those products, then 30 products B should be
available in period 5. The requirements for A are not netted with the
inventory of A, which would have resulted in the local requirements for
B. Instead, the integral requirements for B are compared with the
integral inventory of B. The integral inventory of B is equal to the
number of products B in all downstraam manufacturing stages. This
includes both the 20 units B on hand as well as the 20 units B which
have been used to make the on hand inventory of A. As a result the
integral inventory of B equals 40 units. As soon as the available
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balance becomes less than zero, a new order is planned. In this example
LRP and MRP yield the same planned order.

*

Remnant stock
If the environment is deterministic, LRP differs from MRP in the way

remnant stock and imbalance are handled. Note that LRP ignores lot-size
restrictions in the explosion of requirements. Consequently LRP
implicitly assumes that the remnant stock can always be used
effectively. With LRP the planning for products F and G, assuming that
product F is the only parent of G (comparable with Table 4.3), is given
in Table 4.6.
Product

F

period

0

Integral requirements

10

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned order due

40

Planned order release

40

40

40

Product G
period

0

Integral requirements

20

Integral inventory

50

Available balance

30

2

3

4

5

10

10

10

10

10

20

10

-10

-20

Planned order due
Table 4.6

80

The planning for products F and G according to LRP

The planned order is now due in period 4 instead of period 1 (as in
Table 4.3). Apparently LRP assumes that the local inventory of G, equal
to 30 units, can be made effective by releasing an order equal to 30
units. Of course this depends on the flexibility of the lot-size for
product A. If the lot-size of A is flexible, this is the best advise.
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If however the lot-size of A should always be exactly equal to 40
products, then LRP is wrong. Apparently sametimes the planning
according to LRP is toe rough: LRP does net take into account lot-size
inflexibility.

*

Imbalance
To point out how LRP reacts on imbalance, the LRP logic for

divergent systems is described first. In a divergent system the
integral requirements of the common component are equal to the sum of
the off-setted integral requirements of all its parents. Likewise the
integral inventory of the common component is equal to the inventory
(on hand) of the common component plus the sum of the inventories (on
hand plus on order) in all downstraam stages. Just like in linear
systems LRP determines the available balance for the common component
by subtracting the integral requirements from the integral inventory.
Since LRP only considers integral inventories, it ignores the way
the inventories are assigned to the different products in the divergent
system. As a result it ignores imbalance toe. Unlike MRP, LRP assumes
that the imbalance does not affect the planning of the component. In
case product G has two parent products, E and F, LRP suggests the
planning, which is given in Table 4.7 (comparable with Tabla 4.4).
Due to the imbalance LRP gives a wrong order suggestion. LRP
implicitly assumes a kind of flexibility, which is net available in the
system; LRP assumes that the integral inventory for G equal to 60 units
is (or can be) distributed equally over the two final products.
Therefore LRP suggests to plan the next order for G due in period 2.
However the integral inventory is distributed already and cannot be
redistributed. From Table 3.6 it is known, that the first planned order
for G should be due in period 1. In genera!, the more deterministic and
inflexible the environment, the more important the role of imbalance
may be. In Chapter 8 a theoretica! analysis on the consequences of
imbalance in divergent LRP-controlled systems is presented, which
confirms the latter statement.
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Product

E

period

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

30

20

10

-10

-20

-30

0

Integral requirements
Integral inventory

40

Available balance

40

Planned order due

40

Planned order release

Product

40

F

period

0

Integral requirements

10

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned order due

40

Planned order release

40

40

40

Product G

period

0

Integral requirements

40

Integral inventory

60

Available balance

20

2

3

4

5

20

20

20

20

20

0

-20

-40

-60

-80

Planned order due
Table 4.7

*

80

The planning for products E, F and G according to LRP

Firm planned orders
LRP does not take into account firm planned orders of downstream

stages. Firm planned orders are planned orders, of which the quantity
and timing are made firm by the planner. That is: the planner has
decided that those orders should be planned in a specific (detailed)
way. The planning system is no langer allowed to automatically overrule

these planned orders if a new planning is made.
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In this way planning logic, which deviates from the normal planning
logic can be incorporated in the planning system. Firm planned orders
can be helpful if, for example, the lot-size which is required for a
planned order, is larger than the normal lot-size. Firm planned orders
provide the flexibility to deviate from the standard planning logic.
Once the planned orders are firmed however, they are inflexible. The
planning system does not automatically adjust them, even though the
situation may change drastically. A further discussion on firm planned
orders is presented in Chapter 7.
LRP explodes the requirements instead of the planned orders. As a
result LRP does not take into account the firm planned order
information from downstraam stages when the planned orders for a
component are determined. The more these firm planned orders deviate
from the normal planned orders, the more serieus this problem is.
In MRP theMaster Production Schedule (see Orlicky (1975)) should be
a set of firm planned orders. This might argue against LRP. However,
the arguments in Chapter 7 indicate, that extra research is needed to
find out whether firm planned orders are the most appropriate means to
formalise agreements between the Production Department and the Sales
Department.

*

The order release
The planner, whowants to release an order in a deterministic

environment, in which LRP is applied, is faced with two problems:
- There is no guarantee, that sufficient components are available to
release the appropriate order quantity. As a result, the component
availability has to be checked before an order is released.
- In case insufficient components are available in a divergent system,
an allocation rule is needed.
In case MRP is applied in a deterministic environment, in which both
the normative and the actual lead time are constant, there will always
be sufficient components available. In a stochastic environment,
neither MRP nor LRP is able to guarantee, that sufficient cornponents
are available, and with both planning models a component availability
check as well as an allocation rule are needed. A discussion with
respect to the allocation rule is given in Sectiens 8.4.2 and 8.4.3.
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Summarising:
MRP explodes only planned orders, which contain requirements,
netting, offsetting and lot-sizing considerations. After the explosion,
the only information directly available for the product, which uses the
exploded requirements, is planned order release dates and quantities,
but not the informatiori which led to these dates and quantities.
The main advantage of LRP as compared with MRP, is the fact that the
distortion of information with respect to requirements, buffers and
inventories is minima!. LRP explodes inventory and requirements
separately and in their basic form; the requirements e.g. are not
transformed by lot-sizing. This contributes to a higher transparancy.
Requirements for the component are directly derived from the
requirements for the final products. Therefore it is easier to see how
the requirements are built up. Moreover, changes {e.g. due to a
simulation) in the final products' requirements are clearly
recognisable at the component level. Note that on the other hand this
way of explosion also causes the loss of lot-sizing and scheduling
information.
As a result, the main disadvantage of LRP in deterministic
environments is the fact that LRP structurally ignores restrictions
like firm planned orders at downstream stages, remnant stock and
imbalance. In general LRP is too rough for a deterministic environment.
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Chapter 5

5.1

MATERIAL COORDINATION IN A STOCHASTIC ENVIRONMENT

Introduetion
In the previous chapter two planning models for material

coordination were introduced: MRP and LRP. Both planning models were
evaluated in a deterministic environment. In general LRP appears to be
too rough and sametimes MRP appears to be too rigid. Since reality is
seldom deterministic, it is important to study the behaviour of both
planning models in a stochastic environment as well. The analysis in
the next sections will show, that MRP is too rigid for many stochastic
environments. A rigid planning concept should be avoided in a
stochastic environment. Nervousness, large inventories and loss of
faith in the planning may be the result. It will turn out that the
nervousness of the plans based on MRP depends amongst other things on
the average lot-size. The smaller the lot-size, the less nervous the
plans.
The fact that

~RP

is too rigid, is due to the facts that

- Only the planned orders are exploded. Detailed information of the
factors which led to these planned orders is not exploded.
- The planned orders for a parent product do not take into account
information about the components. An example of this information is
the material availability at the component level.
LRP does not take into account information about the components either,
when it determines the planned orders of the parent product. Yet LRP
offers considerably more flexibility than MRP. The extra flexibility of
LRP is due to the fact that, instead of exploding planned orders, LRP
explodes detailed information on how these planned orders were derived
(see Figure 5.1).

PARENT

PLANNED

PRODUCT

ORDERS

~m

I ::~~UCT

INTECRAL
--~COMPONENT

INVENTORY

'

INTEGAAL
BUFFER NORM

MRP

Figure 5.1

LRP

The information explosion in case of MRP and LRP
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This detailed information enables LRP at the component level to
react in a sensible way to circumstances, which deviate from the
assumptions made at the parent product level.
To illustrate all this, MRP and LRP will be compared in three
situations. In the next sections it will become apparent, that the
three situations have one thing in common: the situation at the
component level necessitates a replanning of the planned orders for the
parent products. This replanning has to take into account the
information about the component. The three situations will deal with

*
*
*

lot-size flexibility
integral buffer norros
joint use of buffers

5.2

The basic scenario
All situations will be illustrated starting from one basic scenario.

In this basic scenario one product

J

consists of one product K (see

Figure 5.2). This product structure is extremely simple. Yet this
product structure reflects the core, which is used in every explosion
in a planning model for material coordination. Even for the most
complex and realistic product structures, the relationship between a
parent product and a component remains the basis of an explosion.
Results derived in this chapter for the simple product structure apply
to ether product structures as well.
In the basic scenario a safety stock norm and a fixed order quantity
is used. It will be demonstrated how ether lot-size policies affect the
results, which were obtained with this example.
The parameters for J and K are:
~

lead time (i)

~

0 periods

period

40 units

40 units

inventory

20 units

0 units

safety stock norm

10 units

0 units

lot-size

(Q)
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Figure 5.2

*

The product structure of J and K

Scheduled receipts
To illustrate the concept of rescheduling a scheduled receipt for K

in period 2 is added. In both MRP and LRP this scheduled receipt is
considered to be available inventory from the due date on. Therefore it
is added to the available balance from the due date on.

*

Safety stock norms
In this example the integral safety stock norm for K, determined for

LRP, is equal to the sum of the safety stock norms for J and K, which
are defined for MRP. That is: the integral safety stock norm for LRP is
equal to 10

+

0

= 10 units for product K. In reality, however, this

equality may not hold.
On one hand the integral safety stock norm for LRP may be smaller
than the sum of the safety stock norms for MRP, since LRP, as opposed
to MRP, is able to
- Use joint buffer norms, which are smaller than separate buffer norms.
See Sectien 5.5.
Plan integral safety stock norms in an efficient way.
See Sectien 5.4.
- Take advantage of the lot-size flexibility.
See Sectien 5.3.
On the other hand the safety stock norm for LRP may be larger, since
LRP, as opposed to MRP, does not have the ability to recognise the
parent product's lot-size inflexibility. See Chapter 4. This ability is
necessary to detect
- remnant stock
- imbalance
- the restrictions imposed by firm planned orders.
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To compensate for this inability, LRP will need larger safety stock
norms. The results of a theoretica! analysis with respect to the impact
of imbalance on the safety stock norms are reported in Chapter 8.
In many situations this impact turns out to be small. However,
especially in (nearly) deterministic divergent systems with relatively
large lot-sizes for the parent products, this impact is large.

*

The planning according to MRP and LRP
In the planning tables for MRP and LRP the safety stock norm is not

subtracted from the available balance. In the basic scenario the
production is in line with the planning. Both MRP and LRP yield the
same planning.
Nevertheless the basic scenario once again illustrates the differences
between the explosions in case of MRP and LRP.
MRP explodes the planned orders for J. These planned orders
consitute the local requirements for product K. All the other
parameters used to determine the planned orders for K are local
characteristics of K: the local inventory (equal to 0), the local lead
time (equal to 1 period) and the local safety stock norm (equal to 0).
LRP explodes the inventory of J, the safety stock norm of

J

and the

off-setted requirements for J. Basedon this exploded information, the
integral inventory, integral safety stock normand integral
requirernents for product K are determined: integral inventory K
inventory J

+

stock norm K

= local

local inventory K = 20 units. Likewise: integral safety

= 10+0=10

units. The integral requirements for K are equal

to the off-setted requirements for product J. Basedon these integral
variables, the available balance for K can be determined.
The available balance starts with the integral inventory, it is
decreased by the integral requirements and increased by the scheduled
receipts. The available balance for K does not take into account any
buffer norm; neither the norm for J, nor the norm for K. The buffer
norm is used as soon as the planned orders are determined.
With LRP the due date of the planned order of K is based on the
integral safety stock norm of K, as indicated in Sectien 4.4.
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Product J, according to MRP and LRP
Period

0

Requirements
Available balance

10
20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned order due

40

40

Product K, according to MRP
Period

2

0

Requirements

40

Scheduled receipts

40

3

4

5

6

7

40

Available balance

-40

Planned order due

40

Product K, according to LRP
Period

0

Integral requirements

10

Scheduled receipts

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10 <

30

20

10

40

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

10

40

Planned order due
Table 5.1

5.3

-10
40

The basic scenario according to MRP and LRP

Lot-size flexibility
In this section the relevanee of the fact, that a planning model

takes account of the lot-size flexibility in a stochastic environment,
will be discussed. For this purpose it is assumed, that the lot-sizes
in the basic scenario are flexible: any lot-size between 36 and 44
units is acceptable.
Lot-size flexibility is very useful as soon as the planned orders
for the parent product are no longer exactly in line with the
cernponent's expected inventory. The cernponent's inventory may slightly
deviate from the planned orders of the parent product if
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- The planned orders change from period to period, e.g. due to dynamic
order policies and changes in the expected requirements or dynamic
order policies and deviations between actual and expected demand.
- The (expectedl inventory of the component changes from period to
period, e.g. due to scrap.
Suppose for example that the quantity of the scheduled receipt of K
in the basic scenario suddenly appears to be 39 units instead of 40
units due to scrap. How do MRP and LRP react to this?
MRP wil!
• advise to release the first planned order for 40 units K immediately
• replan all other planned orders four periods earlier.
LRP will
• replan all planned orders one period earlier.
LRP notes that the available balance for K is 39 instead of 40 in
period 2 and recognises that this is still sufficient to meet three
periods of requirements for

J

(assuming a flexible lot-size for J).

Clearly the two planning concepts give very different results!
The cause of the difference here is the fact that MRP interprets the
planned order quantity extremely strictly: Exactly 40 units have to be
available, no matter what the consequences are.
In other words: MRP does not take into account the available lot-size
flexibility. The result is that MRP considers the 39 units to be
remnant stock, when MRP determines the first planned order. This is a
serious problem.
One might argue, that this is highly exaggerated, since "the release
of an extra order is only an advise of the MRP planning system; the
planner may ignore this and will ultimately release an order for J
equal to 39 units, and then the situation is such that the planned
orders have to be planned only one period earlier". The problem however
is, that
al With MRP the planned orders for K are replanned four periods
earlier, which implies that requirements for its components (if
there are any) get very nervous and the change has been amplified.
Reeall that for components the higher level planned orders are seen
as true requirements, on the basis of which orders are released.
To avoid erroneous order releases for upstream stages, the planner
would have to check the planned orders for all products at all
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downstream stages; usually this is impossible, especially in systems
with many stages or many products. Besides this, it is the purpose
of the planning model to give sensible order release suggestions.
The planner should not have to check all planned orders.
b} Incorrect planned orders also imply a distorted capacity
requirements planning.
c) If the planner will ultimately release 39 products J, the planned
orders are planned 3 periods later again (after they had been
planned four weeks earlier)! Employees both in the planning
department and on the shop floor may soon loose faith in such a
nervous planning system.
d) The planner gets a huge amount of exception messages like the one
for product K and its components. Because of the huge amount of
"false" messages he is unable to see the truly serious massages.
It is interesting to note, that (inventory) data inaccuracy has the
same effects as random scrap as far as MRP is concerned. This is one of
the explanations why MRP requires high data accuracy.
A counting error equal to only one unit may cause unnecessary
nervousness in the planning, incorrect planned orders at more than one
level in the bill of material, incorrect capacity requirements and
incorrect priorities for scheduled receipts.
At first glance, it seems to make sense to introduce a quantity buffer
norm for K to absorb the fluctuations due to random scrap, date
inaccuracy, etc. However, it will be shown in Section 5.5 that MRP is
unable to deal efficiently with such buffer norms.
No matter what lot-sizing policy is applied for the parent product,
MRP will assume that the lot-size guantity is a strict requirement for
the component. If the available inventory or scheduled receipt(s) for
the component are only slightly smaller than the planned orders for the
parent product, MRP will always make sure that the entire order
quantity is satisfied, even though in reality the lot-sizes are
flexible. As a result MRP may have a problem in dealing efficiently
with random scrap, regardless of the lot-size policy which is applied.
For lot-sizing policies with a fixed order quantity there is a small
comfort. These lot-size policies may use the (unplanned) remnant stock,
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which may be available (see Table 3.2), to moderate the effects of
minor scrap variations. Dynamic lot-size policies on the other hand try
to avoid remnant stock systematically (see Table 3.4). This limits the
possibility to modereate the effects of minor scrap variations in case
MRP is applied. Note that the latter remark is not an argument against
dynamic lot-size policies, but an argument against the combination of
dynamic lot-size policies and MRP.
This combination has more (similar) disadvantages. To see this,
another example is introduced. Since this example is straightforward,
no planning tables will be used here.
Example: Consider a parent product called PP, with POQ
inventory = 25, lead time
per period

= 10.
= 0.

In period

buffer norm

=0

periods,

and expected requirement

The component of PP, called COM, has the following

characteristics: POQ
buffer norm

= 0,

=4

=8

periods, inventory

= 35,

lead time

=0

and

One unit of COM is needed for one unit of PP.
MRP determines the planned orders of PP: 35 units in

period 3 and 40 units in periods 7, 11, etc. The camponent's inventory
is exactly equal to 35 (the amount needed for the first planned order
of PP), since the POQ policy of COM ensured that no remnant stock is
created. The planned orders for COM, determined by MRP, are equal to 80
units in periods 7, 15 etc.
In period 2 a new planning is made. The demand in period 1 has been
11 (recall that the expected demand for period 1 was equal to 10). As a
result the inventory of PP is now equal to 25 - 11

14. The new MRP

planning suggests the following planned orders: 36 units in period 3
and 40 units in periods 7, 11, etc. MRP recognises that the inventory
of COM (equal to 35 units) is insufficient to meet the first planned
order of PP (equal to 36 units). MRP will plan a planned order equal to
41 units in period 3 and 80 units in period 11.
If the planned orders for COM (made in period 1 and 2) are compared,
the nervousness of the planning is clear. On the other hand, if it is
recognised that the planner will release 35 units instead of 36 units
COM in period 3 (and thus use the available lot-size flexibility) it is
also clear that the planning does not need to be this nervous.
Again the basic cause for the nervousness and the inefficient,
unrealistic planned orders in this example is the fact that MRP does
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not use the lot-size flexibility; in the planning made in period 2, MRP
considers the 35 units COM to be remnant stock when the first planned
order for COM is determined at 36 units.
The phenomenon described in the example above occurs frequently in
case MRP is used in combination with dynamic order policies. In case
demand is stochastic, the demand usually deviates from the forecast.
Roughly speaking, in 50% of all cases demand is larger than
anticipated. Since most dynamic order policies strive for a remnant
stock, which is equal to zero, they continually adapt their planned
orders to compensate for the unforeseen change in the inventory. In
case of a dynamic lot-size policy and stochastic demand, at least the
first planned order changes. If the forecasts are dynamic too, all
planned orders may change.
Anyhow, if the first planned order changes, all cumulative planned
orders will change. The result is a substantial amount of incorrect
planned orders at all levels, except the final product level (at the
final product level the error in the planned orders is relatively
small). As aresult the capacity requirements planning and order
release suggestions will be distorted. In conclusion: the combination
MRP and dynamic lot-sizes is not advisable in a stochastic environment

(except for the raw materials; see Steele (1975)).
A minor comfort here is the fact, that the extent of nervousness
depends on the lot-size of the parent product. In case the parent
product uses a lot-for-lot policy, equivalent to a policy with
POQ

=1

period, the nervousness is smaller than in case a lot-size

policy with POQ

4 periods is used.

Someone may argue that there is a cure for the nervousness caused by
stochastic demand and dynamic lot-size policies. This cure freezes the
requirements as fellows: the forecasts in period 2 are adapted if the
actual demand in period 1 differs from the expected value. In the
previous example with products PP and COM, the foracast in period 2
would be decreased from 10 units to 9 units, since the demand in period
1 was 11 units (instead of 10). This technique tries to keep the
cumulative requirements constant. In fact, it assumes that requirements
in consecutive periods will have a negative correlation coefficient. In
many situations this assumption is violated, which leads to an
incorrect planning and a delay in the reaction of the system. Moreover,
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freezing the requirements is no cure against all other sourees of
uncertainty (e.g. scrap and data inaccuracy).
The same argument holds for an other well-known technique which aims
to freeze the cernponent's requirements: Master Production Scheduling by
means of firm planned orders. This technique prevents, that the
planning reflects the actual situation with respect to the expected
requirements. And again this technique is no cure against other sourees
of uncertainty. See also Chapter 7 for a more elaborate discussion on
firm planned orders in a stochastic environment.
A final salution might seem to be the introduetion of a quantity
buffer norm. To see why this does not help either, imagine the
following change in the example with component COM: The buffer norm for
the component COM is equal to 10 units (originally it was equal to 0
units) and its inventory in period 1 is also raised with 10 units: 35
10

= 45

+

units are now available. It is easy to verify that in this case

MRP suggests exactly the same planned orders compared with the previous
situation, in which the buffer norm was equal to zero. Apparently MRP
does not use the safety stock to benefit from the available lot-size
flexibility.
In general LRP does not take into account sny lot-size restrietion
of the parent product, when the component is planned. As a result LRP
may be too rough, but at the same time this characteristic of LRP
prevents an overreaction in a stochastic environment with dynamic lotsizes. It can be verified, that in the example above in period 2 LRP
will replan the planned orders for COM for periods 7 and 15 only one
period earlier.
The main conclusion from the discussion above is that MRP does not
take into account lot-size flexibility. If the lot-sizes are flexible,
this leads to excess inventories and nervousness, even in situations
with minor uncertainty. The basic cause of this phenomenon is the fact,
that MRP does not take into account information of the camponent's
material availability, when MRP plans the orders for the parent
product. Unfortunately if MRP were to take this into account, this
would require a more complex planning model and extra computational
effort. LRP automatically takes into account the lot-size flexibility
without additional complexity or computational effort, since LRP
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ignores all lot-size restrictions of the parent product. However, as
shown in Sectien 4.4, this implies also that LRP is not able to
recognise unavoidable remnant stock, imbalance and firm planned orders.

5.4

Integral buffer norm
A good planning model should be able to plan buffers at all levels

in the bill of material in an efficient way. Therefore the planning
model should be able to cope with integral buffer norros (see Sectien
3.4). MRP has notbeen designed for this purpose; MRP is not able to
cope with quantity buffer norros at the component level in an efficient
way, if the parent products' requirements are lot-sized. To illustrate
this, a safety stock norm for K, equal to 10 units, is added in the
basic scenario. In the basic scenario the parameters for J and K were:
lead time (Q)
lot-size

period

0 periods
40 units

40 units

inventory

20 units

0 units

safety stock norm

10 units

0 units

(Ql

The planning in the basic scenario was equal to:
Product J, according to MRP and LRP
Period

0

Requirements
Available balance

2
10

20

10

10

Planned order due

3

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

40

40

Product K, according to MRP
Period

4

safety stock norm = 0

0

2

Requirements

40

Scheduled receipts

40

3

4

5

6

40

Available balance

-40

Planned order due

40

-
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7

Product K, according to LRP
Period

safety stock norm = 0

0

Integral requirements

10

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

30

20

10

40

Scheduled receipts
Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

10

40

Planned order due

-10
40

If a safety stock norm equal to 10 units is added for K, the planning
for

J

remains unaltered. For product K, MRP will suggest the following

planning:
Product K, according to MRP
Period

2

0

Requirements

40

Scheduled receipts

40

3

safety stock norm = 10
4
6
7
5

Available balance

40
-40

-40

Planned order due

40

40

Since MRP interprets the stock norm for K as an immediate requirement
in period 0, MRP will
• advise to release the first planned order for K immediately
• replan all other planned orders four periods earlier.
This seems to be an extreme reaction. Reeall that the stock norm for
Kis equivalent with

~

period requirements for J. It would seem to

make more sense if all planned orders for K were replanned only one
period earlier. If, for example, the safety stock norm for K had been
replaced by a safety time norm equal ·to one period (equivalent to a
safety stock norm equal to 10 units), MRP would have recognised that
all planned orders should be due only one period earlier.
The reaction of MRP observed in this example is not essentially
different for other types of lot-size policies (with variable order
quantity). This can be rapidly seen by changing the FOQ policy into a
POQ policy in this example. In case a POQ policy with POQ

4 periods

is applied, MRP will advise to release an order equal to 10 units
immediately. Note also, that in case a POQ policy with POQ
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=8

periods

is applied for K, MRP will advise to release 50 units for K immediately
and to replan all planned orders starting from period 10, four periods
earlier.
The extent to which MRP will overreact on an integral stock norm for
the component mainly depends on the size of the order quantity for the
parent product. In case FOQ = 20 (instead of FOQ = 40) for product J,
MRP will replan all planned orders for K only two periods earlier.
In the example with FOQ = 40, MRP reacts in an extreme way, because
it interprets the stock norm for K as a local stock norm. It should
have been recognised, that no additional stock is needed for product K,
for the periods in which product J has enough inventory on hand plus on
order (due to lot-size inventory) to cover its own requirements plus
the stock norm for K. MRP could have recognised this if the planned
orders for J and K were replanned, based on the following question:
What happens to the planned orders of

and K if the stock norm for

J

product K is added to product J? In general a planning model, which
takes these kind of questions into account at the parent product level,
is no viable alternative (see also Chapter 10).
LRP does recognise that it is nat necessary at all to replan all
planned orders for K four periods earlier; LRP interprets the stock
norm for K as an integral stock norm: As long as the inventory of
product J is able to cover its own requirements as well as the stock
norm for K, no inventory of K is needed. According to LRP, product K
should be planned as fellows:
Product K, according to LRP
Peri ad

integral safety stock norm
0

Integral requirements

10

Scheduled receipts

10+10=20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

30

20

40

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

10

40

Planned order due

10
40

Therefore, LRP will
• replan all planned orders one period earlier.
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-10

Note, however, that LRP will interpret every stock norm as an
integral stock norm. Also local stock norms (that is: stock norms which
can only be covered by local inventory, see Sectien 3.4) are
interpreted by LRP as integral stock norms. As a result LRP may not
suggest a new planned order to replenish the local stock norm if the
local inventory on hand is too small to cover this norm. For a local
stock norm this is not appropriate. Whereas MRP is unable to interpret
integral stock norms in the most appropriate way, LRP is unable to plan
local stock norms in the most appropriate way.
To conclude this section, the impact of MRP's inability to cope with
integral stock norms is discussed. It will turn out that the fact that
MRP can not cope with integral stock norms has severe impact on the
order and buffer policies, which can be used in combination with MRP.
From Sectien 3.3 it is clear that
the POQ order policy is dynamic with respect to both quantity and
timing
- the FOQ policy is dynamic with respect to timing only.
With MRP the cernponent's requirements are equal to the planned orders
for the parent products. As a result the dynamics of the cernponent's
requirements are equal to the dynamics of the parent products' planned
orders.
This implies that if MRP is used
- in combination with a POQ order policy for the parent product, both a
quantity and a timing buffer norm is needed for the component.
- in combination with a FOQ policy for the parent product, a safety
time is needed for the component.
Since MRP cannot cope efficiently with quantity buffer norms for the
components, either no buffer norms should be used at the component
level or only safety time policies for the components in combination
with fixed order quantity policies for the parent products should be
used. With LRP on the ether hand, there is no restrietion on the lotsize and buffer policies. With LRP, for example, either a quantity or a
timing buffer policy can be used for the components in combination with
a dynamic lot-size policy for the parent product.
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5.5

Joint use of buffers
Starting from the basic scenario in Sectien 5.2 again, consider the

following change in the requirements of product J, due to timing
uncertainty: The requirements for Jin period 1 raise from 10 to 11 and
at the same time the requirements for J in period 2 decrease from 10
to 9.
With MRP the available balance for J is equal to 9 units in
period 1. From period 2 on the available balanceis the sameasin
Table 5.1. Consequently the planned order for J and the first
requirement for K will move to period 1 (due to the safety stock norm).
To meet the first requirement for K, MRP will advise to reschedule the
scheduled receipt for K.
With LRP the planning for product J is conform MRP. The requirements
for Kin periods 1 and 2 become 11 resp. 9 units. So the available
balance for K is equal to 9 units in period 1 and 40 units in period 2.
Evidently there is plenty of inventory to meet the requirements. In
this case LRP does not reschedule or change any planned order.
This scenario shows another aspect of MRP:
MRP does not use the safety stock for J to prevent a rescheduling for
product K. In ether words: MRP does not support a joint use of buffers
for successive stages. To achieve this, an additional MRP-explosion
without buffer requirements is necessary. This additional explosion
reveals that the scheduled receipt of K in period 2 is early enough to
meet the expected requirements for J. LRP does netneedan extra
explosion to reveal this.

5.6

Summary
From Chapter 4 it is known that LRP is too rough; it ignores

unavoidable remnant stock, imbalance and firm planned orders. This
chapter reveals that MRP is too rigid for a stochastic environment; as
soon as the production environment becomes uncertain, the performance
of MRP decreases rapidly. The following characteristics of MRP in a
stochastic environment have been demonstrated:
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*

MRP is unable to cope with lot-size flexibility. Therefore it cannot
deal efficiently with (minor) variations due to random scrap, data
inaccuracy or POQ order policies.

*

The only way MRP is able to support integral buffer norms is by
having safety time norms. As a result only FOO order policies should
be used in case buffers are preferred at levels other than the final

product level. However, the combination of MRP and safety time does
not prevent an erroneous planning in case the components face
quantity uncertainty.

*

MRP does not support a joint use of buffers for successive stages.

The nervousness of the plans based on MRP depends amongst other things
on the average lot-size. The smaller the lot-size, the less nervous the
plans.
In general the planner wil! be smarter than any planning model. He
or she wil! roughly check the advise given by the planning model before
he or she expedites or releases an order. However, the computational
capacity of the planner is limited (this is why he or she uses a
planning model). Moreover, if the result of the planning model is often
unreliable (that is: if the planned orders, reschedule messages, order
release suggestions and capacity requirements planning are unreliable),
the planning model hardly provides any help to the planner. In case the
unreliable planning is due to the fact that the planning model cannot
cope with uncertainty, the only remedy then is to freeze the planning
as much as possible. No need to say that this results in an inflexible
planning. In Chapter 6 a new planning model for material coordination
wil! be proposed, which is able to cope with both uncertainty and
flexibility.
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Chapter 6

TOWARDS MORE FLEXIBLE PLANNING CONCEPTS:
A NEW PLANNING MODEL FOR MATERIAL COORDINATION

The intention of chapters 6 and 7 is to indicate how current
planning concepts for material coordination can be improved. In this
chapter the first impetus for an alternative planning model for
material coordination is given. This alternative planning model is
basedon the observations which were made in the previous chapters.
In Chapter 7 the incorporation of a medium-term capacity plan in a
material coordination system is investigated. This investigation will
reveal, that the current planning concepts, which can be used for this
purpose (particularly the firm planned orders) are poor and inflexible.
A more flexible planning concept is proposed.

6.1

Introduetion
From the previous sections it will be clear that both MRP and LRP

have strong features. Evidently, if both concepts can be combined to
come up with one new concept having all these strong features, this new
planning concept would be a major improvement: it would lead to
- stabilised production
- a flexible and transparent planning instrument
- and reduced inventories.
In this sectien the first impetus for such a concept is given.
The concept is named FiRST: Flexible Integral Requirements planning
STrategy.
Flexible since FiRST can be used in both flexible and inflexible
production environments. FiRST can e.g. deal effectively with flexible
lot-sizes and uncertainty with respect to the supply quantity. If on
the other hand a planning is desired strictly based on firm planned
orders, FiRST can handle this too: the planner determines the amount of
flexibility he wants in his planning and FiRST will plan accordingly.
Integral since the heart of FiRST is an integral planning concept.
Therefore FiRST is able to plan integral buffer norms in the most
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efficient way. Because of its flexibility FiRST can deal with local
buffer norros as well.
Requirements planning STrategy since FiRST includes a strategy on how
to cope with flexibility and uncertainty in the planning, without
causing a nerveus system. Besides this, FiRST seems to provide a good
basis for true integral planning and master planning at bottleneck
capacities.
It should be stressed here, that FiRST is still a theoretica! concept.
No practical experience with FiRST is available. Later on there may
turn out to be a number of details, which are not (fully) elaborated in
this chapter. However, it is not the intention of this chapter to give
a detailed solution for every aspect, which has to be incorporated in a
planning model. The intention here is to give a sketch of a planning
model, which can be used in a deterministic as well as in a stochastic
environment. The concept of FiRST is open for any extension or
improvement.
Since LRP is the most flexible planning concept, LRP is used as the
basis for FiRST. FiRST starts with the determination of planned orders
according to LRP. After the 'planned orders LRP' are determined, a
local check is carried out to investigate whether the 'planned orders
LRP' should be adapted due to remnant stock (caused by inflexible lotsizes), imbalance or firm planned orders.
The basic concept of FiRST is explained in Sectien 6.2. In Sectien
6.3 it will be explained how FiRST is able to cope with uncertainty in
a multi-stage system. Some final remarks are made in Sectien 6.4.

6.2

The basic concept of FiRST
FiRST will be explained in this section in several steps. First of

all, two basic elements of FiRST will be introduced:
- the lot-size inflexibility factor and
- the minimal planned orders.
After introduetion of these two elements, FiRST will be described.
The description of FiRST is clarified with an example.
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*

The lot-size inflexibility factor
In Chapter 3 it has been mentioned, that lot-sizes may be flexible.

This lot-size flexibility is modelled in FiRST as follows: the quantity
of any order, which has to be released, should be at least equal to a
predefined percentage of the standard lot-size. This percentage has to
be determined for every product separately and is denoted by LIF: the
Lot-size Inflexibility Factor. So if the normal lot-size of a parent
product is 40 units and if its LIF equals 80% then any order quantity,
which is equal to or larger than 32 units

(=

40*0.8) is acceptable.

Suppose this parent product has a component, and suppose the
inventory of this component equals 33 units. In this case FiRST assumes
that these 33 units may be released, even though the order quantity of
the parent product's planned order is equal to 40 units. With MRP this
is not possible; if MRP planned 40 units for the parent product, the
planned orders for the component are based on these 40 units and MRP
considers the inventory of 33 units to be remnant stock.
If the inventory of the same component equals 28 units, FiRST
assumes that it is not allowed to use only this quantity to meet the
parent's requirements; for an order release at least 32 units have to

be available. FiRST will consider this inventory to be remnant stock.
Note that LRP, as opposed to FiRST, cannot recognise this lot-size
inflexibility: at the component level LRP always assumes that the
inventory can be used, regardless of the lot-size restrictions imposed
by the parent product.'

*

The minimal planned orders
In genera!, the concept behind FiRST can be considered to be a

combination of the concepts bebind LRP and MRP. As a start, FiRST will
determine planned orders for a parent product and its component
according to the integral planning concept LRP. These planned orders
are called planned orders LRP. However, the planning according to LRP
for the component may have ignored lot-size and netting restrictions.
Therefore the planned orders LRP for the component have to be checked.
Rather than checking them on violation of normal lot-size restrictions
imposed by the parent product, like MRP does, FiRST will check them on
violatien of minimal lot-size restrictions. For this purpose FiRST
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needs to know the minimal planned orders for the parent product. The
minimal planned orders for the parent product will constitute the
minimal reguirements for the component, which are used to check whether
the planned orders LRP for the component should be replanned.
In order to define the minimal planned orders in a sensible way, a
parent product and its component are considered. One unit of the
component is needed for one unit of the parent product. For the moment,
time is assumed to be continuous. The parent product has constant
requirements equal to

~per

unit of time and no inventory. The parent

product's requirements as well as its cumulative lot-sized requirements
(planned orders) are depicted in Figure 6.1. The normal lot-size of the
parent product is equal to Q, the minimal lot-size is equal to Q*LIF.

requirements

planned orders
units

---t>

Figure 6.1

t

The requirements and the planned orders for the parent
product. All lines are cumulative.

units

0

Figure 6.2

--t:>

t

The cumulative minimal planned orders
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The cumulative minimal planned orders are equal to a sum of planned
orders, whose exact quantity is not known beferehand {the quantity of
the parent product's planned orders will depend on the amount of
components, which are available). There are two restrictions with
respect to these planned orders:
Q*LIF

~

POi

~

Q and

n(t)

L PO.1

~

CUMREQ(t),

i=1

where POi is the i-th planned order, n(t) is the number of planned
orders up to time t and CUMREQ(t) is the cumulative requirement up to
time t. The objective with respect to the cumulative minimal planned
orders is to minimise the sum of these planned orders.
Now the cumulative minimal planned orders up to time t, denoted by
CMPO(t), can be written as:
n(t)
CMPO(t)

min

E PO.l

i=1

n(t)

L PO.1

~

CUMREQ(t) and Q*LIF

~

POi

~

Q,

i=1

i=1, ... ,n(t)
This formula states, that up to period t

(see Figure 6.2) CMPO(t)
1
should be equal to Q*LIF: this results from the fact, that at time t=O
a planned order is needed and its minimal quantity is equal to Q*LIF.
On the interval [t ,t l CMPO(t) is equal to CUMREQ(t): this results
1 2
from the fact, that the planned order which minimises CMPO(t) on the
interval [t ,t J, is a planned order in period 0, whose quantity is
1 2
sufficient tomeet the requirements on the interval [O,t). In other
words: CMPO(t) is the graph depicted in Figure 6.2.
The cumulative minimal planned orders for the parent product will be
used as a lowerbound for the camponent's requirements. However, the
condition that the cernponent's expected inventory should cover at least
the parent product's cumulative minimal planned orders is a necessary,
but not a sufficient condition to ensure, that there are always
sufficient components available for a suitable order release

(~

Q*LIF)

for the parent product. This will be explained in more detail in the
next subsection.
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Note that a MRP-run based on minimal lot-sizes would not yield the
same planned orders as depicted in Figure 6.2. With a MRP-run based on
minimal lot-sizes, the cumulative planned orders would be equal to
Q*LIF on the interval [O,t ) and equal to 2*Q*LIF on the interval
1
[t ,t ). This implies, that the cumulative planned orders on the
1 2
interval [t ,t ), which arebasedon the MRP-run with minimal lot1 2
sizes, would be larqer than the cumulative normal planned orders for
the interval [t ,t l in case LIF>50%: 2*Q*LIF > Q if LIF > 50%.
1 2
Therefore such a MRP-run is no viable alternative for the check of the
planned orders LRP in FiRST.
From period t

on the cumulative planned orders will be larger than
2
or equal to 2*Q*LIF. Note that it is assumed here that the order
quantity of the parent product is never larger than Q. Whenever in
reality a larger order is released, this may result in an additional
reschedule-out message, since only after this order release FiRST will
recognise that the next order is needed later.
The cumulative minimal planned orders are equal to 2*Q*LIF for
t

st< t {see Figure 6.3). Starting with period t , the cumulative
2
3
3
minimal planned orders are equal again to the cumulative requirements,
etc. The bold line in Figure 6.3 represents the cumulative minimal
planned orders for the parent product.

units

O*LIF
0

Figure 6.3

..,.._~./".
/

/1'equirements

t, t2 t3

--!>

t

The cumulative minimal planned orders

This figure clearly shows that
• The cumulative minimal planned orders are equal to the maximum of
- the cumulative requirements and
- the cumulative planned orders times LIF.
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• The influence of the lot-size restrictions decreasas as t increases;

in the end (if LIF < 1) the cumulative minimal planned orders are
equal to the cumulative requirements. This fact will be discussed in
more detail in Section 6.3.
Three comments should be made on the interaction of the LIF and the
minimal planned orders.
Camment 1
In a pure deterministic and inflexible environment (if such an
environment exists at all) the variabie LIF should be set equal to
100%. Then the cumulative minimal planned orders are equal to the
cumulative planned orders (note the resemblance with MRP).
Comment 2
If the parameter LIF is decreased, the influence of the lot-sizing
restrictions diminishes. In fact, if LIF < 50% only the first planned
order influences the cumulative minimal planned orders. Figure 6.4
illustrates the impact of the LIF. In Figure 6.4 the cumulative minimal
planned orders are determined for the same situation, but with a
different value for the LIF; the LIF equals 90% resp. 60%.

units

0

---t··

Figure 6.4

The cumulative minimal planned orders in case LIF
resp. LIF

t

= 90%

= 60%

Camment 3
The determination of the minimal planned orders, described above, is
based on a FOQ policy. In case POQ policies are used, an analogous
procedure as applied in case FOQ policies are used can be applied:
either multiply the planned orders (which are based on the regular POQ
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logic) by the LIF, or multiply the number of periods (the POQ value) by
LIF and determine the resulting minimal planned order

~uantity

based on

the smaller POQ value.
So far, the cumulative minimal planned orders have been defined for
the case, in which the product's inventory is equal to zero. In case
the inventory is equal to b, with b > 0, the cumulative minimal planned
orders are equal to the maximum of
- the so called cumulative minimal net requirements and
- the cumulative planned orders times LIF.
The cumulative minimal net requirements will be defined at the end of
this section. For the moment, it suffices to know that for a final
product, the cumulative minimal net requirements are simply equal to
the cumulative net requirements. In Figure 6.5 the minimal planned
orders are determined for a product, whose inventory is positive.

t

units

b/p
Figure 6.5

The minimal planned orders for the parent product in case
its inventory is positive

*

The local check
The first step in FiRST is to determine planned orders according to

the standard LRP logic. However, the planned orders LRP for the
components have to be checked and possibly they have to be replanned in
order to avoid errors due to remnant stock, imbalance, etc. For this
purpose FiRST needs the (cumulative) minimal planned orders for the
parent product.
First of all, the cumulative minimal planned orders for the parent
product are off-setted with the parent product's lead time. These
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orders are exploded to the component. That is: they are multiplied by
the explosion factor (according to the BOM). In this way the cumulative
minimal reguirements for the component are obtained. These cumulative
minimal requirements have to be compared with the scheduled receipts
and planned orders LRP to determine whether the scheduled receipts
should be expedited or whether the planned orders LRP should be
replanned. For this purpose the (time-phased) cumulative inventory is
determined for the component. The cumulative inventory at time t is
equal to the sum of the local inventory, scheduled receipts and planned
orders LRP, which are due before or at time t. Consider for example the
cumulative inventory represented in Figure 6.6.

__j

t

,. ,- - - -' EO ='"'

units

cumuialive inventory

SCHEOULED RECEIPT

0

I

I

Figure 6.6

t

= tPO

t

The cumulative inventory

= t 3R a

At time t

--!>

PO

SR

scheduled receipt is expected to be due. At time

the first planned order LRP is planned to be due.

Î

units

cum. minimal
requirements

0

•--~~-+---r-------

t

t
SR

Figure 6.7

I

1

PO

Comparison of the cumulative inventory
and the cumulative minimal requirements
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In Figure 6.7 the cumulative inventory is compared with the
cumulative minimal requirements for the component. This comparison is
called the local check. Figure 6.7 shows that the cumulative inventory
is too smal! on the intervals [O,t R) and [t ,tp ). Therefore the
1 0
5
scheduled receipt should be expedited. Besides this, the planned order
LRP should be replanned; the minimal lot-size restrictions reveal that
the first planned order should be due at time t 1 .
The fact, that the cumulative inventory is larger than or equal to
the cumulative minimal requirements is a necessary, but not a
sufficient condition to ensure, that sufficient components will be
available in time to release acceptable orders for the parent product.
Acceptable orders have an order quantity, which is at least equal to
the minimal lot-size and at most equal to Q.
To see this, consider Figure 6.8. There the cumulative inventory for
a particular component is depicted. Its inventory on hand is equal to
Q*LIF units. At time t=t 1 a scheduled receipt equal to QC (the lot-size
of the component) will be due. This cumulative inventory is compared
with the cumulative minimal requirements. Although the cumulative
minimal requirements on the interval [O,t l are smaller than the
2
cumulative inventory, the cernponent's inventory may be insufficient.
At time t=O an order should be due for the parent product. Its quantity
has to be Q*LIF. At time t=t 1 the next order is needed. At time t=t 1 ,
there are Qc units available. An acceptable order can be released only
if QC

~

Q*LIF. Apparently, the lot-size of the component should beat

least equal to the minimal lot-size of the parent product in order to
guarantee that acceptable orders can be released in time.

Î
units

-

cum. inventory
cum. minimal
requirements

0

t,
Figure 6.8

Comparison of the cumulative inventory and the
cumulative minimal requirements for the component
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*

FiRST: an outline
FiRST distinguishes two types of planning: The 'Normal Planning' and

the 'Minimal Planning'. For each product the following three steps are
carried out successively:
Step A: Determination of the Normal Plan.
Step B: Determination of the Minimal Plan.
Step C: Explosion to the lower level in the BOM.
In order to perform these steps for a particular product, the plans for
all its parent products must have been determined first.
Below, the three steps will be explained in more detail for a product
structure, which consistsof a component C and its parent products: P1,
P2, •.. ,Pm. Product P1 has no parent products, as opposed to product
Pm. In Figure 6.9 a schematic representation of FiRST is given for this
product structure.

Parent product P1,

LOCAL

Step A:
Normal

Planning

Stop S:
krt. reQUJrementa

tnt. lnventory

MINmal

PLANNING.

Planning

Min. s>'amed orders
Stop C:

Component C

~-·-

-.................~~P.~~~~~...... .

MINIMAL
PLANNING

Figure 6.9

A schematic representation of FiRST in a multi-stage system
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Step A: Determination of the Normal Plan
The Normal Planning consists of an integral planning and a local check:
1. First a proposal for planned orders is made, solely basedon the
integral planning concept LRP. The resulting planned orders are
called 'planned orders LRP'. Figure 6.9 illustrates that the planned
orders LRP for product P1 consitute the output of the integral
planning and the input for the local check.
2. Since the planned orders LRP may have not taken into account
restrictions imposed by the downstraam stages, such as remnant
stock, imbalance or firm planned orders (since they were determined
by LRP), alocal check is made: The cumulative minimal requirements
are compared with the cumulative inventory (that is: the local
inventory, scheduled receipts and the planned orders LRP).
Based on this comparison
a. Reschedule-in messages are generated, if the scheduled receipts
are insufficient to meet the cumulative minimal requirements.
b. The planned orders LRP are replanned if they are not able to meet
the cumulative minimal requirements. The resulting planned orders
are called 'planned orders FiRST'.
Fora final product, like product P1, there are no restrictions imposed
by the downstraam stages. Therefore, the local check is superfluous for
product P1. Fora final product, the planned orders FiRST are equal to
the planned orders LRP.
Step B: Determination of the Minimal Plan
The Minimal Planning determines the minimal planned orders for an item.
See product P1 in Figure 6.9. The minimal planned orders are basedon
the planned orders FiRST and the cumulative minimal requirements.
The minimal planned orders are needed solely for the component(s)
of the item.
Step C: Explosion to the lower level in the BOM
As far as the explosion in a multi-stage system is concerned: apart
from the regular LRP explosion, (that is: explosion of the integral
requirements and the integral inventory) only the cumulative minimal
planned orders are exploded. See the arrows between products P1 and C
in Figure 6.9. After off-setting and after multiplication by the
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explosion factor according to the BOM, these cumulative minimal planned
orders for the parent product consitute the cumulative minimal
requirements for the component. These cumulative minimal requirements
are used in the local check and the Minimal Planning for the component.
In case a component bas more than one parent product, the cumulative
minimal requirements are simply equal to the sum of the parent
products' exploded cumulative minimal planned orders {after these
cumulative minimal planned orders have been off-setted and multiplied
by the appropriate explosion factor). Note the arrows between products
Pm and C in Figure 6.9. In case the component has any components, the
same explosion is applied as described above.
From Figure 6.9 it is clear, that the integral planning {LRP) is
independent of the Minimal Planning! The Minimal Planning on the other
hand is based on the integral planning.

*

An

example to illustrate FiRST

In this subsectien an example is used to further clarify FiRST.
Here the demand is assumed to be deterministic. Since planning tables
will be used here, time is no longer assumed to be continuous.
To illustrate FiRST the same example is used as in Chapter 4,
Table 4.2, for a multi-stage system in a deterministic environment.
Example: It is assumed that product F has a lot-size inflexibility
factor equal to 70%. Product F and its component, product G,
have the following parameters:

lead time

~

f
2 periods

period

lot-size

40 units

80 units

inventory

20 units

30 units

Step A: Determination of the Normal Plan

(product F)

For product F, FiRST applies the standard LRP logic. This results in
the following planning table:
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Product F

Normal Planning

Integ:ral Qlanning::
period

0

Integral requirements

10

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned orders LRP

40

40

For a final product the local check is superfluous (by definition a
final product is never faced with lot-sizing and netting restrictions
from a downstream stage) and the planned orders FiRST are simply equal
to the planned orders LRP. Therefore:
period

2

0

Planned orders FiRST

3

4

5

6

40

Step B: Determination of the Minimal Plan

7

40

(product F)

For the planning of product G, FiRST needs to know the cumulative
minimal requirements for G. These cumulative minimal requirements for G
are derived from the cumulative minimal planned orders for F. Therefore
the Minimal Plan for F is determined first now.
The cumulative minimal planned orders for F should be at least equal
to the cumulative minimal net requirements. As mentioned before, for a
final product the cumulative minimal net requirements are simply equal
to the cumulative requirements after netting with the inventory on hand
and the scheduled receipts. This will be explained later on, when the
Minimal Planning for a component will be discussed.
For product F the cumulative (minima!) net requirements are
determined as follows:
period

0

Local inventory

20

Cum. min. requirements

10

2

3

20

Cum. min. net req.
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4

5

6

30

40

50

60

70

10

20

30

40

50

7

on

the other hand, the minimal planned orders for F should also be

at least equal to the lot-size inflexibility factor times the planned
orders FiRST for F. In period 3 the planned order for F equals 40
units. The LIF for F (=70%) states that at least 40*70%=28 units F
should be available in period 3.
Below, the cumulative minimal planned orders are determined for
product F. They are defined as:

cumulative minimal planned orders

max (cum. minimal net requirements, cum. planned orders FiRST

*

LIF).

See also Figures 6.3 and 6.5.
Minimal Planning

Product F
period

0

Local inventory

20

2

3

4

5

6

7

2'0

30

-4lil

50

50

7'0

Cum. min. net req.

10

20

30

'4l'J

50 (a)

Cum. pl. orders FiRST

40

40

40

40

80 (b)

Cum. pl. orders

28

28

28

28

56

(C)

28

28

30

40

56

(d)

Cum. min.. requirements

*

Hl

LIF

Cum. min. pl. orders

Note that in the table above, the following equations hold for
rows (c) and (d):
(c)

(b)*LIF and

( d)

ma x ( (a ) , {c) ) .

Step C: Explosion to the lower level in the BOM

(product F)

The requirements and the inventory of product F are exploded to
determine the integral requirements and the integral inventory for
product G:
Product F
period

0

Integral requirements

10

2

3

4

5

6

10

10

10

10

10~0

7

offProduct G
Integral requirements

s:tting
20

10

10
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10

10

10

inventory product F:

20 units

inventory product G:

30 units

integral inventory product G:

50 units.

Finally, the cumulative minimal planned orders for F are off-setted
with the lead time for F (equal to 2 periods) and exploded. After
explosion they constitute the cumulative minimal requirements for G.
Product G
period
Cum. min. requirements
step

a:

~ion

28

2

3

4

5

28

30

40

5~

of the Normal Plan

(product G)

After the detcer.mination cf tbe integral requirements, the integral
inventory and t.be oumulative minimal reqwireae.nts for G, product G can
be planned with FiRST, '!Ibe planning for product G starts, as alway.s
with FiRST, with the standard LRP 1oqic: the integral requirements are
netted with the integral inventory to determi:ne the planned orders LRP.
The integral planning for G yields:
Normal Planning

Product G
Integ:ral ]2lanning::
period

0

Integral requirements

20

Integral inventory

50

Available balance

30

2

3

4

5

10

10

10

10

10

20

10

-10

-20

Planned orders LRP

80

After this intecrral planning: for G, a local check is performed;
it is checked whether the minimal requirements for G can be covered by
the local inventory, scheduled receipts and the planned orders LRP.
For this purpose the (time-phased) cumulative inventory is calculated,
which is equal to:
Cumulative inventory

local inventory on hand
receipts

+

+

local scheduled

planned orders LRP.
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If the cumulative inventory is less than the cumulative minimal
requirements in any period, apparently either the scheduled receipts or
the planned orders LRP are not sufficient to meet the minimal
requirements. In that case either FiRST generatea reschedule-in
messages for the scheduled receipts or FiRST changes the timing of the
planned orders LRP. The planned orders which thus result are the final
planned orders for G, called 'planned orders FiRST'. The determination
of reschedule-out messages will be discussed in Section 6.4.
For product G the local check is performed below. Apparently there
are no scheduled receipts for G and the planned orders LRP are
sufficient to meet the minimal requirements. Consequently no
reschedule-in messages are generated and the planned orders FiRST are
set equal to the planned orders LRP.
Normal Planning

Product G
Local check:
period

0

Local inventory

30

2

3

Planned orders LRP
Cum. inventory
Cum. min. requirements

80
30

30

30

30

110

110

28

28

30

40

56

Planned orders FiRST

*

5

4

80

The difference between FiRST and LRP
In this example the planned orders LRP are correct. This is due to

the fact that LRP (correctly) assumed that the 30 units can be released
when needed. To show how FiRST differs from LRP, consider the same
example with a lot-size inflexibility factor for F equal to 80%.
Apparently only orders equal to 32 or more units F are allowed.
The planning according to FiRST is presented in Table 6.1 (note that
the cumulative minimal net requirements and the planned orders for F
remain unaltered). Although LRP suggests to plan the first order for G
in period 4, FiRST recognises that the inventory of 30 units G is not
enough for the release of an order for F. Therefore FiRST replans the
planned order for G; it bas to be ready in
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period 1.

Minimal Planning

Product F
2

3

4

5

6

7

20

30

40

50

60

70

Cum. min. net req.

10

20

30

40

50

(a)

Cum. pl. orders

40

40

40

40

80

(b)

Cum. pl. orders*LIF

32

32

32

32

64

(c)=(b)*LIF

Cum. min. pl. orders

32

32

32

40

64

(d) =max( (a), (c))

period
Local inventory

20

Cum. min. req.

10

Product G

Normal Planning

Integ:ral ]2lanning::
period

0

Integral requirements

20

Integral inventory

50

Available balance

30

2

3

4

5

10

10

10

10

10

20

10

-10

-20

Planned orders LRP

off-setting

80

with 2 periods
Local check:
Local inventory

30

Planned orders LRP
Cum. inventory

80
30

30

30

30

110

110

Cum. min. requirements

32

32

32

40

64

Planned orders FiRST

80
replanning the planned orders LRP

Table 6.1

Planning according to FiRST, if LIF=BO% for product F
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Note that in case the LIF is equal to 100%, the minimal requirements
are exactly equal to the standard MRP requirements for G; see Table
4.2. If on the other hand the LIF is equal to 0%, the minimal
requirements are exactly equal to the netted LRP requirements.
The planning concept FiRST can be used in every production system
regardless of the system's flexibility. It is the planner who decides
on the amount of flexibility which he desires to have in the planning,
taking into account the flexibility of his production system.

*

The Minimal Planning for a component
Up to this point the Minimal Plan has been determined only for final

products. For components a generalisation of the Minimal Planning
procedure for final products is suggested. For final products the
cumulative minimal planned orders are defined as the maximum of the
cumulative (minimal} net requirements and the cumulative planned orders
FiRST times LIF. This definition is basedon the observation, that for
a final product a set of planned orders is needed with two
restrictions:
These cumulative planned orders should be at least equal to
- The cumulative net requirements (otherwise the inventory on hand plus
on order together with these planned orders are insufficient to cover
the cumulative requirements}.
- The cumulative planned orders FiRST times LIF (otherwise a minimal
lot-size restrietion may be violated}.
Analogous logic is applied for the cumulative minimal planned orders
for the component. For the component a set of planned orders is needed
with two restrictions:
- These cumulative planned orders together with the inventory on hand
plus on order should be at least equal to the cumulative minimal
requirements for the component.
- These cumulative planned orders should be at least equal to the
cumulative planned orders FiRST times LIF.
Define the cumulative minimal net requirements as the cumulative
minimal requirements after netting with the local inventory on hand
plus on order.
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With this definition, the first restrietion can be reformulated as:
'These cumulative planned orders should be at least equa1 to the
cumulative minimal net requirements'.
Based on the two restrictions above, the cumulative minimal planned
orders for the component are defined as the maximum of
- the cumulative minimal net requirements
- the cumulative planned orders FiRST times LIF.
Note that according to the definition above for the cumulative minimal
net requirements, the cumulative minimal net requirements for a final
product are equal to the cumulative net requirements, since for the
final product the minimal requirements are equal to the requirements.

*

The Minimal Planning for product G

Step B: Determination of the Minimal Plan

(product Gl

In the last example, in which the planned orders LRP for G were
replanned (see Table 6.1), suppose that product G has a lot-size
inflexibility factor equal to 40%. If product G has any component(s)
too, it is necessary to determine the minimal planned orders for G.
These minimal planned orders are based on the cumulative minimal net
requirements.
Therefore the Minimal Planning for G is as fellows:
Product

Minimal Planning

G

period
Local inventory

30

Cum. min. requirements

32

Cum. min. net req.
Cum. pl. orders FiRST

Cum. pl. orders

*

LIF
Cum. min. pl. orders

2

3

4

5

32

32

40

64

2

2

2

10

34

80

80

80

80

80

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

34
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*

Firm planned order logic in FiRST
It is now also easy to incorporate firm planned order logic. Firm

planned orders are orders whose quantity and date are 100% fixed in the
eyes of the planning system. In order to guarantee that these orders
are delivered in the right amount and time by their components, the
minimal planned orders for the eerrasponding product(s) should be set
equal to the firm planned orders, irrespective of the LIF. For the
orders which are not firm planned, the regular FiRST logic should be
applied, taking into account the LIF.
Suppose e.g. that in the previous example an order equal to 70 units
F is firm planned with due date period 3. In that case the minimal
planned orders for F and the planned orders for G are determined as
described in Table 6.2. The firm planned order for F is visible there
as the minimal requirement of 70 units G with due date period 1
(=

*

period 3 minus the lead time for F).
Integral and local inventories in FiRST
FiRST uses integral inventories (in the integral planning) as well

as local inventories (in the local check and the Minimal Planning).
Since these entities are interdependent, it is advisable to store only
one entity in the information system and to calculate the ether entity,
whenever it is needed. This prevents inconsistency in the data. The
local inventory seems to be the most suitable entity to store, since
the local inventory is used for other purposes too, e.g.:
- The determination of the value of the work-in-process.
- The material availability check when an order has to be released.
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Minimal Planning

Product F
2

3

4

5

6

7

20

30

40

50

60

70

Cum. min. net req.

10

20

30

40

50

Cum. pl. orders FiRST

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

period

0

Local inventory

20

CUm. min. requirements

Cum. pl. orders

*

10

LIF

Cum. min. pl. orders

Normal Planning

Product G
Integral Qlanning:
period

0

Integral requirements

20

Integral inventory

50

Available balance

30

2

3

4

5

10

10

10

10

10

20

10

-10

-20

Planned orders LRP

80
off-setting
with 2 periods

Local Check:
Local inventory

30

Planned orders LRP
CUm. inventory

80
30

30

30

110

110

CUm. min. requirements

70

70

70

70

70

Planned orders FiRST

80

30

<

replanning the planned orders LRP
Table 6.2

The planning for products F and G according to FiRST, in
case the planned order for F in period 3 is firm planned
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6.3

FiRST in a stochastic environment
In this sectien it is explained how FiRST operatas in a stochastic

environment. To start with, the role of the LIF in a stochastic
environment is examined. Then a general view on how FiRST copes with
uncertainty is given. After this general view, it will be demonstrated
in more detail how FiRST is able to deal with integral safety stock
norms and a joint use of buffers, while taking into account lot-sizing
and netting restrictions. Finally, a qualitative comparison with LRP
and MRP is made.

* The

LIF in a stochastic environment

A main element of FiRST is the Lot-size Inflexibility Factor (LIF).
Thanks to the LIF, FiRST takes into account the lot-size restrictions
relatively strict in the short term, whereas in the long term lot-size
restrictions are considered to be less important (see Figure 6.3).
It is confirmed by the results, which are reported in Chapter 8, that
in a stochastic environment the short term should be controlled in a
more detailed way than the long term.
Using the LIF as indicated in Section 6.2, implies that the lot-size
restrictions for a particular period in the future become more and more
tight as time goes by. To make sure, that enough inventory is available
in the system to meet the more tight restrictions, two solutions can be
applied:
Coordination of lot-sizes in successive stages and
- The use of the available flexibility in the system.
If the lot-sizes of the component are a multiple of the parent
product's lot-size in linear systems, the component is always able to
meet the restrictions imposed by the parent product (see Sectien 3.3 on
how to avoid remnant stock in multi-stage systems). However, this
solution may result in larger lot-size inventories.
Another salution to enable the planner to meet the more tight
restrictions, is to use the flexibility which is available in the
system (inventory and capacity buffers}, or to increase this
flexibility by increasing the buffer norms. These buffer norros are
taken into account by the planned orders LRP and provide additional
slack in the system. In Section 8.2 it will be discussed how much extra
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slack is needed in a divergent system in case an integral control
concept is applied, which completely ignores the lot-size restrictions.
If the solutions given above are not preferred, the only alternative
is to release smaller lot-sizes or to increase the LIF-value. However,
a larger value of LIF in a stochastic environment leads to more
nervousness, incorrect planned orders and unplanned excess inventory
(see Chapter 5).
The determination of the appropriate value for LIF has to be done by
the planner, based on his experience. Planners who are used to MRP
systems should start with a LIF, which is close to 100% and then slowly
decrease the LIF value, when they apply FiRST. They will find that the
number of incorrect planned orders, the nervousness of the planning and
the number of incorrect reschedule messages will decrease. At a certain
point the planner may find, that a further decrease of the LIF is no
longer beneficia!. For every system (even for every planner) the
appropriate value of the LIF may be different. In general the following
rule holds: the more flexible the lot-sizes are or the more stochastic
the environment is, the smaller the value of LIF may be {see also
Chapter 8).

*

The logic of FiRST in a stochastic environment
The logic of FiRST in a stochastic environment is analogous to the

logic for a deterministic environment, except for these two facts:
- In a stochastic environment the integral planning in FiRST (that is:
LRP) takes into account the buffer norms. See Section 5.2 for more
details on how LRP deals with buffer norms.
In a stochastic environment the minimal net requirements in the
Minimal Planning of FiRST are less restrictive, since in general
extra inventory {due to the buffer norm) is available. This aspect is
illustrated in Figure 6.10. The minimal net requirements of a
particular product shift to the right due to the available buffer.
Note that this is due to the fact, that the buffer norm is not
included in the minimal net requirements. The reasoos for this will
be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6.10

Determination of the minimal net requirements in case the
buffers for successive stages are used separately

The general concept of FiRST described here will be worked out in
more detail below. It will be illustrated that FiRST is able to cope
with both integral buffer norros and a joint use of buffers at
successive stages (see Sectien 3.4), although lot-size restrictions
resulting from upstream stages are taken into account. Neither MRP nor
LRP is able to cope with all these aspects.
The way in which FiRST deals with buffers will be explained by using
the example of Sectien 5.4. The products J (the final product) and K
(its component) from this example have the following parameters

.\[

lead time

.!S
period

0 periods

lot-size

40 units

inventory

20 units

0 units

integral safety stock norm

10 units

20 units

LIF

95%

80%

*

40 units

Integral buffer norros
In this subsectien it is investigated, how FiRST is able to deal

with quantity buffer norms for components efficiently (as opposed to
MRP; see Sectien 5.4). Note that component K has an integral safety
stock norm equal to 20 units, whereas the integral safety stock norm
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for J is equal to 10 units. For products J and K, FiRST suggests the
following planning:
Normal Planning

Product J
Integral Qlanning:
period

0

Integral requirements

10

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

2

3

4

5

6

1

10

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

10

Planned orders LRP

40

40

Local check: Not necessary for final products
Planned orders FiRST

40

40

Product J

Minimal Planning

period

0

Local inventory

20

Cum. min. requirements

10

2

3

20

Cum. min. net req.

4

5

6

30

40

50

60

70

10

20

30

40

50

7

cum. pl. orders FiRST
cum. pl. orders * LIF

40

40

40

40

80

80

38

38

38

38

76

76

Cum. min. pl. orders

38

38

38

38

76

76

Product K Integral safety stock norm

20 units

Normal Planning

Integral Qlanning:
period

0

Integral requirements

10

Scheduled receipts

2

3

4

5

6

1

10

10

10

10

10

10

30

20

10

40

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

10

40

Planned orders LRP

40
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-10

Product K Integral safety stock norm
Loc al

20 units

Normal Planning

~heek:

Local inventory

0

Scheduled receipts

40

Planned orders LRP

40

Cum. inventory
Cum. min. requirements

40

40

40

80

80

80

38

38

38

38

76

76

Planned orders FiRST

40

If K bas any component, the minimal planned orders for K should be
Product

Minimal Planning

K

period

0

Local inventory

2

3

4

5

6

7
(g)

0

Scheduled receipts

40

Cum. min. requirements

38

(h)

38

38

38

Cum. min. net req.

76

76 (i)

36

36 (j) *)

40

40

Cum. pl. orders FiRST

40

Cum. pl. orders * LIF
Cum. min. pl. orders

32

32

32

32

36

36

t

*)Note that j(t)

max(O,i(t)-

~

t

g(m)-

m=O

~

h(m)).

m=O

There appears to be no need to reschedule the scheduled receipts or
to replan the planned orders LRP for product K. Note that the inventory
of K is equal to zero units, whereas the stock norm for K is equal to
10 units. This implies that FiRST recognised, that the stock norm of K
can be covered temporarily by the inventory of J. See also Sectien 5.4,
where MRP appeared to be unable to recognise this and where LRP, just
like FiRST, planned the first order for K due in period 5. This example
shows, that FiRST is capable to plan integral quantity buffer norms for
components in an efficient way. This capability is entirely due to the
integral planning part of FiRST (which is equal to LRP). To see this,
note that the local check for K takes into account the safety stock
norm for K only by means of the planned orders LRP.
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* Joint use of buffers
In case of a joint use of buffers, not only the minimal net
requirements take advantage of the available buffer; also the planned
orders FiRST in the Minimal Planning will be postponed if the available
buffer is sufficiently large. Note that in case of a separate use of
buffers, the planned orders FiRST in the Minimal Planning are still
basedon the expected requirements plus the buffer norm. In Figure 6.10
for example, the first planned order FiRST is planned at time 0,
whereas a buffer is available. This buffer could have been used to
postpene the planned orders FiRST in the Minimal Planning. Then
however, it is assumed that it is allowed to use the buffer, which is
meant for the parent product, at the component level. Therefore this
postponement of planned orders is only applicable in case a joint use
of buffers is allowed.
This postponement of planned orders FiRST is exactly what is done by
FiRST, in case it is allowed to use the buffers jointly. In Figure 6.11
not only the mimimal net requirements are shifted to the right, but
also the planned orders. Of course this postponement is only used in
the Minimal Planning; the planned orders FiRST in the Normal Planning
for this product remain unaltered.

I

t
units

PQstponed
pl. ordera

--!>

Figure 6.11

t

Determination of the minimal net requirements and the
postponement of planned orders in the Minimal Planning in
case of a joint use of buffers

To illustrate how FiRST is able to support the joint use of buffers,
the example from Sectien 5.5 is used. This example is very much
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identical to the example, which has been used just now to illustrate
how FiRST deals with integral buffer norms. The only differences are:

- the integral stock norm for K is equal to 10 (instead of 20) units.
- Due to timing uncertainty, the requirements for J in period 1 are
equal to 11 (instead of 10) and the requirements in period 2 are
equal to 9 (instead of 10) units.
Step A: Determination of the Normal Plan

(product Jl

For product J the Normal Planning is given in the following table:
Product J
period

Normal Planning
2

0

Integral requirements

11

Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

Planned orders LRP

9

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

9

40

40

Local check: not necessary for final products
Planned orders FiRST

40

Step B: Determination of the Minimal Plan

40
(product

J)

For a truly integral planning, which also supports the joint use of
buffers, the procedure for the Minimal Planning has to be adapted. This
requires only a small change: Instead of using the planned orders FiRST
directly as a basis for the minimal planned orders, the integral slack
in these orders is eliminated first. This is done by replanning the
planned orders FiRST in such a way that they will meet the minimal net
requirements justin time. See also Figure 6.11. The resulting orders
are called replanned orders.
It is important to note that during this replanning the
orderguantities remain unaltered. Otherwise the cumulative minimal
planned orders may soon be larger than the cumulative planned orders.
To see this, consider a product, which has the following requirements:
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period
10

Requirements

2

3

4

5

6

10

10

10

10

50

Suppose this product's inventory as wellas its buffer norm are equal
to 20 units, a POQ policy with POQ = 4 periods is applied, and the
leadtime is zero. Then the first planned order for this product will be
due in period 1; its quantity is 40 units. In the Minimal Planning the
minimal net requirements are equal to
period

2

Minimal net requirements

3

4

5

6

10

10

10

50

Replanning the planned orders now, in order to meet the minimal net
requirements, might suggest, that the first planned order for this
product should be replanned; its timing should be period 3 and its
quantity should be 80

(=

4 periods requirements}. Note however that

thus the cumulative replanned orders are larger than the cumulative
planned orders. Surely this makes no sense as a basis for a minimal
planning. Therefore only the timing of planned orders is replanned in
the Minimal Planning.
After the replanning procedure explained above, the standard Minimal
Planning procedure, normally applied to the planned orders FiRST, can
be applied to the replanned orders. So the replanned orders are

multiplied by LIF. The cumulative minimal planned orders are the
maximum of the cumulative minimal net requirements and the replanned
orders times LIF.
Applying the above procedure for the Minimal Planning to product J
leads to Table 6.3. Note that the first replanned order is needed in
period 3 to meet the minimal net requirements equal to 10 units. This
replanned order is sufficient to cover the cumulative minimal net
requirements up to and including period 6. In period 7 the next
replanned order (which was originally due in period 6} is needed.
This replanned order is needed one period later than the planned order:
this is due to the buffer norm, which is equivalent with 1 period
requirements.
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Product J

Minimal Planning
(for joint u se of buffers)

period

0

Local inventory

20

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

10

20

30

40

50

40

40

40

40

40

80

80

Cum. replanned orders

40

40

40

40

80

Cum. replanned orders*LIF
cum. min. pl. orders

38

38

38

38

76

38

38

38

40

76

Cum. min. requirements

Cum. min. net req.
Cum. pl. orders FiRST

Table 6.3

The Minimal Planning for J in case of joint use of buffers

Step C: Explosion to the lower level in the BOM

(product Jl

After explosion it is known, that the integral inventory of K is
equal to 20 units. Since the lead time of

J

is zero, the integral

requirements for K are equal to:
period

0

Integral requirements

2

11

9

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

and the cumulative minimal requirements for K are equal to:
periad

0

2

Cum. min. requirements

Step A: Determination of the Normal Plan

3

4

5

6

7

38

38

38

40

76

(product K)

The Normal Planning for product K is given in Table 6.4. Apparently
FiRST does not yield reschedule-in messages for K. This is the result
of the joint use of buffers. See also Sectien 5.5.
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Product K integral stock norm

Normal Planning

10

Integ:ral :Qlanning::
pericd

0

2

11

Integral requirements

9

3

4

5

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

30

20

10

40

Scheduled receipts
Integral inventory

20

Available balance

20

9

40

-10
40

Planned orders LRP
Local check (in case of joint use of buffers) :
40

Scheduled receipts
Local inventory

0

Planned orders LRP

40
40

Cum. inventory
Cum. min. requirements

40
38

40
38

40

80

80

38

40

76

Planned orders FiRST
Table 6.4

40

The Normal Planning for K in case of joint use of buffers

In case of separate use of buffers, the minimal requirements for K
would have been more stringent, which would have led to the local check
for K, as depicted by Table 6.5. Clearly this would have led to a
reschedule-in message for the scheduled receipt of product K.
Product K
Local check (in case of separate use of buffers):
period

2

0

Scheduled receipts
Local inventory

3

4

5

40
40

Cum. inventory

Table 6.5

7

0

Planned orders LRP
Cum. min. requirements

6

38

40

40

40

40

80

80

38

38

38

38

76

76

Local check for K in case of separate use of buffers.
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In order to be able to support both separate and joint use of
buffers in FiRST, an extra boolean variable is introduced: JOINT. This
variable may apply either to the entire system, or to a specific
product, depending on the extent to which management prefers a joint
use of buffers. If JOINT equals FALSE then the buffers should be used
separately. Otherwise the buffers are available for joint use. Note
that the difference in the planning algorithm for JOINT

= FALSE

resp.

TRUE is only the additional replanning of the planned orders FiRST in
the Minimal Planning in case JOINT

= TRUE.

By introducing the parameter

JOINT, the planner can choose whether he wants to use separate or joint
buffers. Thus his planning concept is not limited to one choice. He may
start with separate buffers and then slowly change over to joint
buffers where appropriate.

*

Independent requirements and local stock norros
It is straightforward to include independent requirements in the

planning according to FiRST. The expected independent requirements
should be
Included in the integral requirements in the integral planning and
- Added to the minimal (dependent) requirements in the local check.
If the independent requirements are lot-sized requirements, it may be
worthwhile to introduce a LIF for the independent requirements in order
to increase the flexibility. This is especially appropriate if the
independent requirements stem from an internal warehouse, which orders
products for service requirements in lots in order to minimise the
clerical efforts.
If a local safety stock norm is needed for independent demand, this
stock norm should always be covered by local inventory. This requires
additional logic, since LRP is only capable to interpret the local
stock norm as an integral stock norm. As opposed to integral buffer
norms, the local stock norm has to be taken into account by the Minimal
Planning. The most simple way to deal with this local stock norm is to
define a separate requirements line for the local stock norm. This
extra requirements line is added to the minimum requirements which are
used in the local check.
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*

The transparancy of FiRST
Compared with MRP and LRP, the number of calculations needed with

FiRST has increased. This might suggest that FiRST is less transparant
than MRP or LRP. Whether this is true, strongly depends on the way
FiRST is implemented in practice. In many situations the planners, who
have to release and reschedule orders, are too occupied to check every
advise of the planning system. They are primarily interested in a
realistic advise. Secondly they want to have a quick glance at the main
factors which led to this advise and finally they prefer an option to
analyse the advise in further detail. In genera!, the planner should
not be bothered with the Local Check and Minimal Planning tables for
every product. A first prerequisite is reliable and sensible exception
messages. These messages tell the planner which products need
attention. For those products the LRP planning and the planned orders
FiRST are an excellent quick reference to the planner. Compared with
MRP or LRP, this involves approximately the same amount of information.
But as opposed to MRP the FiRST information provides integral insight
(how many requirements are due to integral buffer norms, how long can
the system last with the integral inventory available, etc.). Besides
this, FiRST provides less (false) exception messages if LIF < 1. As a
result, FiRST is less nerveus than MRP: probably a blessing for the
planner!

6.4

Final remarks with respect to FiRST
In this sectien three final remarks on FiRST will be made.

These remarks deal with the following three subjects:
- Master planning at the bottleneck(s) with FiRST
- The buffer norm and the minimal requirements
- The determination of reschedule-out messages.

*

Master planning at the bottleneck(s) with FiRST
It has been stated inSection 6.1, that FiRST provides a good basis

formaster planning at the bottleneck(s). If the planning for the
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bottleneck is significantly more important than the planning of other
machines, the bottleneck should be planned first.
Nith MRP II, the MPS-products have to be planned first. These
products are not necessarily processed on the bottleneck. By the time
the components, which are made on the bottleneck, have to be planned,
their requirements are fuzzy transformations of the real requirements.
The fuzziness results from lot-sizing and addition of buffer norros at
higher levels in the BOM. This fuzziness makes an optima! planning at
the bottleneck a difficult if not impossible task. FiRST has the
ability to prevent the demand information from being distorted. Note
that FiRST does not provide a scheduling algorithm for the master
planning; FiRST only provides less-fuzzy input information for the
(manual} master planning.
The planner simply has to set the parameters LIF at 0%, and JOINT at
TRUE for all products which are at a higher level in the BOM relativa
to the components, which are made on the bottleneck. The planner may
then use firm planned orders for the bottleneck schedule. In this way
the lot-sizes of the non-bottleneck components will depend on the lotsizes of the bottleneck components and not the other way around. See
also Vollmann, Berry and Whybark (1988).

*

The buffer norm and the minimal requirements
Imagine a system in which an integral buffer norm is attached to

every product. This buffer norm is meant to cover the uncertainty for
this product's stage and all its downstraam stages. A natural condition
forthese integral buffer norms, denoted by b{.), is:
b(j)

~

b{i), if product j is a component of product i.

The 'local part of the integral buffer norm' is defined for any product

as the difference between the integral buffer norm for this product
minus the sum of the integral buffer norros for all its parent products.
In the example in Section 6.3 the integral buffer norros for J and K
were equal to 10 resp. 20 units. According to the definition just
given, the local part of the integral buffer norm for K is equal to
20-10=10 units.
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In FiRST, the local part of the integral buffer norm is not added to
the (cumulative) minimal requirements. There are three arguments to
support this:
1) The localpart of the integral buffer norm is taken into account in
the integral planning already. The minimal requirements are merely
used for a check.
2) The local part of the integral buffer norm is. amongst other things
meant for variatien due to imbalance (see Sectien 8.4.2). The
minimal requirements take account of imbalance in a more direct way.
Therefore they should not include the entire buffer norm used for
the integral planning.
3) The minimal requirements may be based on lot-sizing at higher levels
in the BOM. In this case the requirements have become lumpy. Then it
is no longer clear (just like in MRP) how an additional buffer norm
should be added to the minimal requirements.

*

The determination of reschedule-out messages
In case of LRP it seems sensible to create a reschedule-out message

for an order only if the available balance without this order is larger
than twice the buffer norm. This guarantees the same expected amount of
reschedule-in and reschedule-out messages, if the probability
distribution function of the stochastic variables is symmetrie.
Define B as the expected requirements plus the integral buffer norm.
Whether reschedule messages are created, depends on whether JOINT.
equals TRUE of FALSE. In case JOINT=TRUE, reschedule-in messages are
created as soon as the expected inventory is lower than the expected
requirements

(=

B minus the integral buffer norm). Therefore

reschedule-out messages are determined as soon as the expected
inventory is larger than B plus the integral buffer norm.
In case JOINT=FALSE, reschedule-in messages are created below the level
B minus the local part of the integral buffer norm. Consequently
reschedule-out messages should be created above the level B

+

the local

part of the integral buffer norm.
Besides this check, it should also be investigated whether the
cumulative inventory without the order is larger than the cumulative
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minimal requirements. Although the LRP planning suggested a rescheduleout message, the latter condition may be violated (resulting in a
reschedule-in messagel due to remnant stock or imbalance.
Summarising:
In this chapter the first impetus for a planning model for material
coordination is given, which is able to deal efficiently with lot-size
flexibility, remnant stock, imbalance, firm planned orders, integral
buffer norms, local buffer norms and joint use of buffers.
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Chapter 7

THE PLANNING OF CAPACITY INVENTORIES
IN A MATERIAL COORDINATION SYSTEM

7.1

Introduetion
Medium-term planning typically involves decisions like production

rates, overtime budgets, inventory levels and subcontracting. One of
the main tasks of medium-term planning is the coordination of the
availability and the requirement for dominating production resources.
This chapter will investigate the integration of the medium-term
(capacity-oriented) planning and the (product-oriented) material
coordination. More particularly, it will be investigated how capacity
inventories (also known as anticipation inventories), which have been
determined at the medium-term planning level, can be taken into account
by the material coordination system.
In MRP-type systems which are currently used in practice, this is
only possible by using firm planned orders. It will be shown why firm
planned orders are not the most appropriate instrument for this
purpose. By using firm planned orders, available flexibility may be
lost. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the aim of this book is to seek for
more flexible planning & control tools. Therefore, in this chapter an
alternative and more flexible instrument will be proposed for the
planning of capacity inventories in a material coordination system.

7.2

The aggregate medium-term capacity planning
The capacity requirements may be out of line with the capacity

availability because of a seasonal pattarn in demand, extensive
maintenance, holidays, etc. A common (although not the only possible)
approach to bring capacity requirements and availability in line again
is to build up 'capacity inventories', also referred to as
'anticipation inventories'. See Fogarty and Hoffmann (1983), pp. 26-30
and Barnelmans (1986).
In periods where the capacity requirements are lower than the
available capacity, the remaining capacity is used to produce products,
which are not needed right away. This results in excess (capacity)
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inventory. Later on, in periods where the capacity requirements exceed
the available capacity, the capacity inventory is used. In those
periods, part of the demand is met from inventory instead of
production, and consequently the capacity requirements in the busy
periods are reduced.
To illustrate this, consider the following example:
Products

c1 , c2 , c3

and

c4

are made in production unit

x.

Here it

suffices to note that a production unit is a set of machines and/or
personnel. For a more precise definition the reader is referred to
Bertrand, Wortmann and Wijngaard ( 1989). The capacity requirements for
each of these products, starting from period 6, are given in Table 7 .1.
In general, the size of a period in the medium-term planning is larger
than in the short-term planning.
6

7

8

9

10

11

c,

14

16

27

24

27

20

Capacity requirements c2
Capacity requirements c3

3

4

3

10

6

2

period
Capacity requirements

Capacity requirements

4

4

c4

4

4

Total capacity requirements

18

24

30

38

37

26

Total capacity availability

30

30

30

30

30

30

Tabla 7.1

The capacity requirements and availability
for production unit X

In Tabla 7.1 the sum of the capacity requirements is compared with
the capacity availability. Apparently in periods 6 and 7, there is
excess capacity available, whereas in periods 9 and 10 a shortage of
capacity exists. To see whether this problem can be solved by using
capacity inventories, the cumulative capacity requirements and capacity
availability are compared. See Table 7.2.
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period

6

7

8

Cum. capacity requirements

18

42

72

Cum. capacity availability

30

60

90

Table 7.2

10

11

110

147

173

120

150

180

9

Cumulative capacity requirements and availability
for production unit X

According to Table 7.2 the cumulative capacity availability is
always larger than the curnulative capacity requirements. This implies
that the capacity requirernents can be met by shifting capacity
requirements from busy periods to earlier periods with a capacity
surplus. As a result inventory is built up in these earlier periods.
In the busy periods the (capacity) inventory is reduced.
Several algorithms are available to optimise the redistribution of
the capacity requirernents. See Silver and Petersen (1979). In this
chapter the intention is not to discuss these algorithms, but to find
out how the final solution, which is proposed by these algorithms can
be implemented in a material coordination system. Therefore a very

simple algorithm is used here. This algorithrn shifts capacity
requirements from a busy period to the latest preceeding period(s) with
free capacity available.
From Table 7.1 it is known, that the production unit is fully
utilised in period 8. In periods 6 and 7 free capacity is available.
Therefore the capacity requirements in period 9 and period 10 are
reduced by 8 (=38-30) resp. 7 (=37-30). As aresult the capacity
requirements in earlier periods have to be increased by 7+8=15.
Therefore the capacity requirements in period 7 are increased by 6:
6

min(free capacity in period 7, capacity needed for future periods)
min(30-24,15).

The capacity requirements in period 6 are increased by 9:
9 = min(30-18,15-6).
The resulting aggregate capacity requirements are given in Table 7.3.
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period

6

7

8

Total capacity requirements

18

24

30

Capacity shifts

+9

+6

Total

27

30
30

Total capacity availability

Table 7.3

7.3

30

9

10

11

38

37

26 (a)

-8

-7

(b)

30

30

30

26 (a)+(bl

30

30

30

30

The aggregate capacity planning for production unit X

The decomposition of the aggregate capacity planning
Clearly, when and how much capacity inventory is needed, is an

aggregate (time-phased) inventory level decision. After this decision
has been taken, it can be decomposed into decisions per product. The
result of the decomposition will be referred to as the 'capacity
inventory plan'.
In practice usually capacity inventory is not built up for all
products, but only for a subset of products. For example, this subset
may be restricted to products with a stable, continuous and high
demand. The arguments for this restrietion are:
the number of products which have to be monitored in order to balance
capacity is relatively small
- the risk of obsolescense is relatively small
- a considerable amount of the capacity inventory can be used every
period.
It is particularly advantageous to create capacity inventory for
products with a large ratio capacity requirements/material
requirements.
For production unit X there are several options to decompose the
aggregate capacity shifts into a capacity inventory plan (CIP) for one
or more products. One solution is to select only one product, e.g.

c 1 . In case this solution is selected, the corresponding CIP
for c is given in Table 7.4. Note that the cumulative CIP for c
1
1

product

reflects the time-phased extra inventory (in terms of capacity
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requirements) caused by the discrepancy between the production and the
regular requirements. In period 7 this extra inventory is maximal.
period

6

7

8

9

10

11

Capacity requirements c 1
CIP

14

16

27

24

27

20

-8

-7

16

20

Total capacity requirements
Table 7.4

7.4

The CIP for c

c1

+9

+6

23

22

27

20

1

Capacity inventories in a material coordination system
Surely the capacity inventory plan should be used in the material

coordination system. Otherwise the material which is needed to build up
the capacity inventory will not be available in time.
But, if the capacity inventory plan (CIP) is to be used in the
material coordination system, the question rises: How should the CIP be
incorporated? There are several options.
The option which coincides most with the MRP logic, transfarms the
CIP into firm planned orders (just like the Master Production
Schedule).
This option has the following disadvantages:
- All planned orders up to the last firm planned order, needed for the
CIP, are turned into firm planned orders. This is due to the
rescheduling assumption. See Wight and Landvater (1983).
- To keep the firm planned orders realistic, every planning run they
should be manually adjusted to the latest requirements. Since often
this requires too much effort, the information changes are delayed
before they are exploded to lower levels in the BOM. This information
delay leads to excess inventory for the products with firm planned
orders.
Simulation affects lower levels in the BOM only after the last firm
planned order.
For order acceptance, for example, a short-term simulation is needed.
However, since the planned orders are firm in the medium-term, all
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planned orders (also in the short-term) are firm planned. In this
case a simulation of a change in the requirements for a product does
not affect the planning for the components in the short-term; the
change is overruled by the short-term firm planned orders. Therefore
it is impossible to check whether the change is feasible as far as
the components' material availability is concerned.
- Firm planned orders do not allow lot-size flexibility. In the
automated planning, the order quantity of a firm planned order is
assumed to be 100% inflexible.
- Firm planned orders restriet the joint use of buffers.
- Many reschedule messages are generated for the firm planned orders,
since they are (deliberately} not in line with the regular
requirements.
- Either separate orders should be firm planned for the regular
requirements resp. the CIP, or a combined order should be firm
planned. Separate firm planned orders are not realistic and will
result in a distorted capacity requirements planning (based on twice
the set-up time, while in reality only one set-up takes place). Of
course the extent of distortien depends on the number of firm planned
orders and the set-up times.
In case of a combined order, on the other hand, it is not registered
separately which part of the firm planned order is meant for regular
requirements and which part is meant for capacity inventory.
Therefore, in case of a combined firm planned order:

*

The new capacity inventory plan, which has to be made every
planning run, can not be related to the previous capacity inventory
plan, since the previous plan is not registerd separately.

*

The capacity inventory plan can not be exploded to lower levels in
the BOM separately from the regular production orders.

*

It is not possible to distinguish the effect of the capacity
inventory plan in the (rough-cut) capacity planning. No need to say
that this is a major drawback.

It wil! be clear by now, that firm planned orders are not fit to
incorporate the CIP in the material coordination system.
A second option for the incorporation of the CIP in a planning
system for material coordination, is the use of firm requirements. Firm
requirements are requirements, whose quantity and timing can only be
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changed by the planner manually. They are not adapted automatically if
new demand information becomes available. This option avoids those
disadvantages mentioned above, which are typically due to order
characteristics (like the lot-size flexibility and set-up time).
If this option is chosen, despite the remaining disadvantages, it
will turn out to be advisable to firm both the regular requirements and
the capacity inventory plan (CIP). Unfortunately, this is nota
flexible solution. But if only the CIP is frozen, changes in the
regular requirements may cause a planned order in a period, where no
order should be planned. The following example may clarify this.
Product A has requirements in every period. Due to capacity problems
in period 9, it is decided to produce the requirements of period 9 two
periods earlier. This results in the following planning (assuming a
lot-size equal to 20 and no inventory).
Product

A

period

6

Requirements

10

CIP

7

8

10

10

+10

Tot al requirements

10

20

Planned orders

20

20

9

10

10

11

10

10

10

10

-10
10

20

Suppose that new information becomes available; the requirements in
period 9 will be 11. This results in (recall that the CIP is frozen):
Product A
period

6

Requirements

10

CIP

7

8

10

10

+10

Tot al requirements

10

20

Planned orders

20

20

9

11

10

11

10

10

10

10

-10
10
20

20

Apparently a planned order is created in a period, for which the CIP
indicates that production of product A should be avoided. This affects
the capacity requirements planning in an undesirable way, if the
capacity requirements are based on planned orders. If the new
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requirements in period 9 would have been 9, the total requirements in
period 9 would have been negative: 9-10=-1. Probably this was not the
intention of the planner.
The basic cause of these errors is, that the CIP is frezen in more
detail than actually intended (a common phenomenon with firm planning
in real life production planning systems and an indication that these
systems are not very flexible). Clearly, the only intention of the CIP
was to state, that 'the requirements in period 9 should be considered
as requirements in period 7, irrespective of the quantity of these
requirements'. So what is actually neededis a planning system, which
is capable of storing and interpreting these kind of more general CJPstatements. This would provide more flexibility, since only the (more
generall CIP-statement would be frozen.
A

possible solution which is relatively simple is the introduetion

of a time-phased safety time. This time-phased safety time is needed
separately from the regular time-independent safety time norm. The
time-phased safety time is attached to a particular product

(A)

and a

particular date (period 9). It indicates how many periods the
requirements in period 9 should be shifted forward, before the regular
planning logic is applied. For product A the time-phased safety time is
equal to 2 periods in period 9. This results in the following planning
table for product A:
Product A

period

6

7

8

time-phased safety time
Requirements

10

9

11

2

10

CIP

10

10

11

10

10

10

10

-11

+11

Total requirements

10

21

10

Planned orders

20

20

20

20

A planning concept like the time-phased safety time has one minor
disadvantage: the amount of capacity requirements which move forward is
not controlled explicitly. If the requirements change, the planned
capacity inventory changes too. However, the products which are
selected for the CIP have stable requirements in general. Besides this,
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a continuous monitoring and maintenance of the CIP is needed anyhow,
since the total capacity requirements and availability are stochastic.
Every period new information will be available and the CIP has to be
checked.
In a number of situations, the capacity requirements for a
particular product in a particular period may be large. These
situations may occur, if only a limited number of products are
processed on the critica! capacities, or if the size of the periods is
very large. In these situations it may be desirabie to shift forward
only a part of the capacity requirements for a particular product. This
can be solved by adding an attribute to the time-phased safety time,
which represents the percentage of the requirements which have to be
shifted.
It should be stressed here, that the salution given here for the
medium-term integration by means of a time-phased safety time does not
solve all short-term aspects (e.g. how to determine the actual amount
of capacity inventory, which is available in the stock rooms?). Further
research is needed here.
Not only further research is needed. The results of the research
should also be implemented in standard software. Material coordination
systems, which support the integration with the medium-term planning in
a sensible way, are rare nowadays.
Finally note that, if the software for material coordination is
based on LRP or FiRST rather than on MRP, it is possible to explode the
CIP separately from the regular requirements. In this way the
consequences of the CIP are clearly recognisable at every level in the
BOM and every planner will be aware, to which extent a planned order is
needed for regular requirements or for the CIP.
Summarising:
In this chapter it has been shown, that firm planned orders are not
suitable for the incorporation of the capacity inventory plan in the
material coordination system. An alternative, the time-phased safety
time, has been presented. The time-phased safety time is a more
flexible planning instrument for material coordination, compared with
the firm planned orders.
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Chapter 8.

8.1

DETERMINATION OF STOCK NORMS: THEORETICAL ASPECTS

Introduetion
Where material requirements are planned under uncertainty 1 an

inventory buffer is needed. To create these buffers 1 a stock norm may
be used in the planning process. The determination of appropriate stock

norms is the subject of this chapter. The objective of this chapter is
not to provide one stock norm formula which can be applied in every
situation. As wil! be argued by means of a practical case in Chapter 9
such a magie formula does not exist.
The main intention of this chapter is to give insight into the
influence of the logistical parameters on the stock norms. This will be
achieved by investigating simple mathematica! models. These roodels wil!
lead to simple stock norm formulae which clearly show the influence of
all logistical parameters considered in the model. These models 1
formulae and the method which led to these formulae can be used then as
a base for situation-specific models and formulae.
The mathematica! roodels used in this chapter assume no rescheduling
possibility {to influence lead times). This is not in line with the
original MRP concepts. The roodels in this chapter are more consistent
with the planning concepts LRP and FiRST; LRP and FiRST wil! use the
buffer, before they consider rescheduling. Since the need for buffers
is lower in case rescheduling is possible, the stock norms derived in
this chapter are upperbounds for the stock norms in systems 1 which are
controlled by MRP, LRP or FiRST. An elaborate discussion on the
applicability of the type of roodels described in this chapter in MRPcontrolled environments is given in Wijngaard and Wortmann (1985).
In this chapter stock norros will be determined for single-stage
systems as well as for multi-stage systems. For the multi-stage
systems joint buffer norros will be determined. These norms are
applicable in systems, which are controlled by LRP or FiRST. MRP, on
the other hand, does not support the joint use of buffers in successive
stages.
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In the next sections the influence of several system characteristics
on the stock norm will be investigated. In order of appearance:
- uncertainty in demand
- the lead time period and the review period
- the performance criterium
uncertainty in the lead time
uncertainty in the supply quantity
- the lot-size
- the number of consecutive stock points
- commonality in product structures, with special attention for the
impact of imbalance on the system's performance. The research on this
topic will yield a guideline for the applicability of integral
control concepts (like LRP) versus local control concepts (like MRP
and the local check in FiRST).
- mixed product structures (i.e. hoth divergent and convergent product
structures).
To study the influence of these characteristics, several inventory
systems will be considered. Sectiens 8.2 and 8.3 will deal with 1-stage
systems resp. with 2-stage linear systems. The results for the 2-stage
linear systems are used then to come up with roodels and formulae for
the 2-stage divergent system in Section 8.4. Section 8.5 will discuss
systems with mixed product structures. In the final section the two
main conclusions resulting from the analysis in this chapter are given.

8.2

*

Uncertainty in single-stage systems

Uncertain demand
A single stage inventory system with one product is considered. In

the model for this system it is assumed that:
The product faces demand, which is stationary in time. The demand in
consecutive periods is distributed independently. Demand which can
not be satisfied due to a shortage of inventory will be backordered.
- The system is reviewed periodically.
The order policy is an order-up-to policy: If the inventory on hand
plus on order is less than the reorder point, an order is placed to
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bring the inventory on hand plus on order up to the reorder point
again. So the order-up-to point bere is equal to the reorder point.
- The time which elapses between the moment an order is placed and the
moment this order arrives at the stock point is constant. This time
is called the lead time.
The system is reviewed at the beginning of the period. Orders arrive
after the review moment and befere demand takes place.
- As an indicator for the system performance a service level is used,
which is defined as the probability that the inventory on hand will
be sufficient to meet the demand in the next period. This type of

service level is chosen because of its mathematica! tractability.
- The demand is not (partly) known beforehand. Most of the results of
this chapter can also be applied (with minor adaptations) in
situations where information on future demand is available.
Define

l.t

- the average demand per period

0

- the standard deviation of demand per period

€

r

- the lead time
- the reorder point

\f/{.)

- the standard normal dis tribution function

a

- the target service level.

In order to get a service level equal to a, the reorder point should
be chosen such that a is equal to the probability that the demand (st)

is smaller than or equal to the inventory on hand at the beginning of
this period {Xt). Note that the inventory on hand is negative in case
there are backorders. The service level should satisfy:

But the inventory on hand is equal to the inventory on hand plus on

order € periods ago {It-€) minus the demand in the past € periods.
Because of the specific order policy, It-€ is always equal to the
reorder point r.
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Therefore:

P(

.e
Z:: Et . s r)
i=O
-1.

A simple formula for r can be derived if it is assumed that the
demand per period is normally distributed. See for example Silver and
Peterson (1979). Formula (8.1) represents this simple formula.

r
with lb(k)

( 8. 1)

= a.

The variabie k is called the safety factor. The safety factor is fixed
as soon as a is determined.
Formula (8.1) states that after ordering the inventory on hand plus
on order should be equal to the average demand during the "lead time
plus review period" plus safety stock. The safety stock is equal to the
safety factor times the standard deviation of demand during .e+1
periods. This formula shows how the reorder point depends on the
uncertainty indemand (reflected by a). If the uncertainty can be
reduced, the reorder point and consequently the average inventory on
hand (r -

.e~)

can be reduced too.

In case demand is (partially) known, the most straightforward
adaptation of the stock norm is to replace

(€+1)~

by the demand

forecast for the next (e+1) periods and 4(€+1)a by the standard
deviation of the forecast error for (€+1) periods demand.
It should be mentioned however that this parameter setting will yield a
service level which is (slightly) higher than planned. This is due to
the fact that if demand forecasts decrease suddenly and heavily, it is
not possible to eliminate the excess inventory in the system.
Formula (8.1) also demonstrates the impact of the lead time and the
review period (equal to one period here). It is important to note that
the lead time is assumed to be given and constant here. In practice the
lead time is often determined mainly by waiting time for a bottleneck
capacity. In those cases it should be recognised that the average lead
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time is determined by the average utilisation factor of the bottleneck
capacity. Especially if the utilisation factor tends to be very high
(90% - 100%) the lead time and consequently the average inventory in
the system will be extremely high and unstable. Here a medium-term
planning is needed to stabilise the capacity requirements and the lead
time (see Chapter 7). For more details on .the interaction between
utilisation rates and lead times, see Karmarkar (1987) and Durlinger
(1989).
The effect of the target service level on the stock norm can be seen
from Table 8.1, which shows the safety factor for various values of a.
a

0.80

0.85

0.90

0.95

0.99

k

0.8

1.0

1.3

1.6

2.3

The influence of the service level on the safety factor k.
Table 8.1
Table 8.1 shows that the safety factor increases rapidly as a function
of the target service level, if the target service level is high.
This increase depends on the distribution function of the demand.

*

Uncertain lead time
If not only demand is uncertain, but also the lead time, and if it

is assumed that the priority of the orders is basedon the 'first in,
first out' principle, then the stock norm r can still be solved from
the equation

€

a

= P( L

i=O

st-i s r)

The only difference here is the distribution function of the demand
during lead time plus review period. The average demand is still
{~+1)~,

where

~stands

for the average lead time, but the varianee is

2

no longer {ë+1)·o . The varianee now consistsof two factors: (~+1)o 2

and ~ ·a~, where o~ stands for the standard deviation of the lead time.
2

If the lead time and the demand are independently distributed, the sum
of these factors constitute the varianee of the demand during the
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lead time plus review period. Assuming that this demand is distributed
normally, the reorder point r can be determined by
(8.2)

with

~(k)

= a.

This is an example of joint buffering; the uncertainties in demand
and in lead time are buffered by one joint buffer quantity. This
reduces the total buffer norm. In case of separate buffering the total
required buffer norm would have been:

*

Uncertainty in supply quantity
The sparse literature on uncertain supply quantities is discussed in

Ehrhardt and Taube (1987). Fora single period problem these authors
describe the optimal solution. For the multi period problem the main
difference with demand uncertainty is the fact, that in general the
uncertainty depends on the actual amount ordered.
This fact complicates the theoretica! analysis considerably. See for
example Gerchak, Vickson and Parlar (1988b). In practice, however, the
problems are limited in case the lot-sizes are large. To see this,
suppose there is no demand uncertainty and suppose, the expected supply
quantity is considerably larger than the demand during the lead time
plus review period
still

(e+1)~.

(=

(e+1)~).

In this scenario the reorder point is

Only the quantity and not the timing of the orders is

affected by the uncertainty. This is the result of the fact that the
uncertainty vanishes as soon as the quantity ordered is delivered.
Since the order size in this scenario is relatively large, it is
guaranteed that there is no quantity on order (and consequently no
supply uncertainty) at the moment a new order bas to be placed.

*

Lot-sizing
In many production and inventory systems a lot-size is applied to

obtain economies of scale. If an order is placed, the order quantity
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should at least be equal to the lot-size. In the model here, it is
assumed that the order policy is a FOQ order policy with lot-size Q.
The FOQ policy is selected because of its mathematica! tractability and
because it is frequently used in practice.
After ordering, the inventory on hand plus on order will be anywhere
between r and r+Q. According to Hadley and Whitin (1963) the inventory
on hand plus on order (It) just after the periodic inventory review is
uniformly distributed between r and r+Q.
Let f(i) be the probability distribution function of It.
Clearly

f(i)

1/Q

for r s i < r + Q

0

elsewhere.

=

The service level still equals

e
P(st s It-e-.E

a

1=1

st-i)

This is equal to

a

=

x)f(x)dx

In case demand is normally distributed, this can be rewritten:

~

It is known that the stochastic variable Zt = It-~ -.L st-i is on
average equal tor+ Q/2-

(~+1)~

1=0

2

and has a varianee equal to Q /12 +

(~+1Jo 2 . Assuming a normal distribution function for Zt, a simple
approximative formula for the reorder point will evolve:
r =
with

(~+1)~-

~(k)

Q/2

+ kj[(~+1)o

2

2

+Q /12]

a.
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(8.3)

The assumption of a normal distribution function is less appropriate
if Q is large. In Van Donselaar (1989) it bas been shown that it is
better to assume a uniform distribution function if Q is large. This
yields a formula, which is equal to (8.3) except for the safety factor
k. Assuming a uniform distribution function the safety factor equals:

(8.4)

k = (a-0.5H'12

In Van Donselaar (1989) it has been investigated in which cases formula
(8.3) resp. (8.4) should be used for the reorder point. It appeared
2

that (8.3) should be used for small Q. Particularly if Q /12 <
2

4·(~+1la.

For larger Q formula (8.4) is the best of these two

approximations. These formulae illustrate the fact that the average
inventory on hand plus on order

(=

r+Q/2) increases if the lot-size

increases. Note, that the lot-size inventory is also available for
buffering against uncertainties. This is reflected by the term -Q/2 in
the reorder point r.

8.3

Uncertainty in linear multi-stage systems
In this sectien and the following sections linear, divergent and

mixed systems will be considered. A system is linear resp. divergent if
the component has exactly one resp. more than one final product, which
uses that component. A mixed system consists of components which are
used for more than one final product (divergence) as well as final
products, which require more than one distinct component (convergence).
In this sectien the attention is restricted to linear systems. First a
2-stage system will be analysed and after that a multi-stage system
will be analysed.
The reorder policy for every system is BSC with joint buffer norms
{see Section 3.4 and Sectien 4.4). The systems studied in this chapter
assume that one unit of every component is needed for each unit of the
parent product. The extension to situations where more than one unit of
a component is needed for each unit of the parent product, is
straightforward. See Van Donselaar (1989).
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*

2-stage systems
Suppose a production/inventory system is made up of two consecutive

stock points: one for the component and one for the final product made
out of that component. The advantages of the extra stock point for the
component are described in Sectien 3.4. A clear disadvantage is the
fact, that inventory which is retained in this stock point can not be
used to meet demand for the final product.
Define
rfp

- the reorder point for the final product

rcom

- the integral reorder point for the component

~

- the lead time for the final product

~com

- the lead time for the component

afp

- the service level used to determine rfp

a com

- the service level used to determine r

com

'lli(.) - the i-th convolution of the demand distribution tunetion
si

- the demand during i periods.

Suppose the integral stock norms rfp and rcomare chosen such that:
e +€+1
(rf ) = af and W com
(r
)
a
p
p
com
com
Note that the integral stock norm rcom is thus determined by
~+1

considering the 2-stage system as a 1-stage system with lead time
~com+e+1.

In case no inventory would be retained in the stock point for

the component, the service level would be equal to acom· However, since
the order release for the final product is based on the reorder point
rfp' the exact service level for the 2-stage system will be equal to

a

(8.5)
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r

I

fp

-co

e
"
w com(r com - Y )dW~+ 1 (Y ).

Formula (8.5) can be proven as follows: For any period t,
immediately after ordering, the inventory in the system equals rcom
Note that due to the lead time assumption (constant lead time, that is:
no rescheduling) every order which is placed aftar period t, will not
be available for release to the final product in period t+ecom· As a
result the inventory in the system, which is avalable for release to
the final product in period t+€com' equals the inventory in the system

e

in period t minus the demand in the last ecom periods: rcom-s com. The
inventory on hand plus on order for the final product after the release

e

-s

in period t+€

equals rnin(rf , r
com). Since the final product's
com
p
com
inventory on hand plus on order is meant to cover €+1 periods demand,

the final product's expected service level equals

a

P(§1l+l s min(rfp' r

-s
com

e

~:: com
s rfp AND ",

e

com))

+€+1
s r

com

l

Q.E.D.

Formula (8.5) implies, that a < minlaf ,a
) and a > af ·a
. In
p com
p com
other words: the system is never 'stronger' than the waakest stock
norm. Moreover: a

min(af p ,acom l if e com is very small compared to
e
+1l+1 and a ~ af ·a
if 1l+1 is very small (since then the
com
Pe co~1l+ 1
.
€+1
com
var1ables s
and s
are almost independent).
~

Suppose, in a particular multi-stage system it is desirabie to
reduce the number of successive stock points. The results derived above
may be helpful to determine which stock point should be eliminated in
such a situation. In fact, the results above show, that the entire
system needs less inventory, if the upstream stock point is located
further away from the stock point for the final products, provided the
total lead time remains the sarne. This suggests to eliminate the stock
points, which are closest to the stock point for the final products.
A disadvantage of this strategy is the fact, that the safety stock
needed for the final product stage increases as €+1 increases, while
ecom+1l+1 remains the same. In many systems the costs of keeping
inventory at the final product stage are relatively high due to more
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volumineus products, more expensive storage facilities or higher added
value.
If W(.) is the normal distribution function, then
(8.6)

r com

(ecom+e+1l~

+ kcom4(e com +e+1lo

with ~(kfp) = afp and ~(kcom) = acom·
The exact service level then equals

= 9(kfp ,kcom ;pJ

a

where 9(.,.;p) is the standard bivariate normal distribution function
with correlation coefficient p. In this case p is determined by:
p

2

= (e+1J/(e

com

+e+1l

A simple approximation formula for a is:
2
4(1-p ). According to Van
a= taf pa com + (1-t) min(af p ,acom ) with t
Donselaar (1989), a limited number of tests on this approximation
indicates an absolute error for the service level, which is smaller
2
than ( 1-a) .
If the safety factors kfp and kcom are both equal to k, then a very
straightforward reasoning yields, that the stock norms can be
determined by (8.6) with k solved from
~(k)

1
2
3 + 3·a

(8.7)

in order to get a service level, which is approximately equal to a for
a 2-stage system. The more general derivation of this approximation is
given in 'multi-stage linear systems' later on in this section. It
should be noted that formula (8.7) is a rough approximation for the
safety factor. Despite this, simulations showed that this simple
approximation perfarms surprisingly well for systems with
+e+1) ~ 1/3 (lower values havenotbeen examined).
com
See van Donselaar (1989) for more details.
(e+1)/(e
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This approximation gives an impression of the extent to which the
negative effect of retaining inventory in the stock point for the
component has to be compensated by higher safety factors and
consequently higher inventories. For example, if the target service
level equals 95%, the safety factor in a system without stock point for
the component would have to be equal to 1.65

(~(1.65)~0.95)

whereas in

a 2-stage system the safety factors should be equal to 1.83
(~(1.83)~1/3

+ (2/3)·0.95); an 11% increase of safety stock due to the

extra stock point. Strictly speaking in terms of service levels
(abusively ignoring arguments with respect to costs) it is never
worthwhile to have more than one stock point in a linear system.

*

2-Stage linear systems with lot-sizing
Suppose the component and final product have a lot-size equal to

Qcom resp Qfp" As mentioned before, the lot-sizes are given. Define
Icom as the integral inventory of the component immediately after the
periodic inventory review. Due to the integral reorder policy it is
known that rcom is uniformly distributed on the interval
[rcom'rcom+Qcom): Icom- u[rcom'rcom+Qcom}. Starting with an inventory
level Icom' the inventory available for release to the final product
after

.e

If I

com

periods equals r

e

.e

com

-~ com.

-6 com ~ rfp' then after release to the final product the
com

inventory in the stock point for the component equals x·Qfp' assuming
there is no remnant stock due to lot-sizes (see Sectien 4.3), with

e

I
-6 com_r
x=Lcom
fpJ.
Qfp
Consequently, the final product's inventory on hand plus on order after
release equals I

.e

If Icom-s

com

com

-s

ecom

- x·Qf .
p

< rfp' then the final product's inventory on hand plus

on order after release equals Icom
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secom

So the service level for this system will equal

a

~

~

_c com! c~+1 AND I
c com
l OR
com ""
""
com-""
< r fp

P[(I

~

(I

com-

~

§ com_xQ

~ c~+1 AND I
_c com ~ rfp)J
fp
""
com ""

Clearly, this is a complex formula. The more interesting it is to
note, that very simple approximation formulae for the stock norros rfp
and rcom exist, which perferm well. See Van Donselaar (1989) for
simulation results, which illustrate this performance. The simple
approximation formulae are based on the results for systems with lotsizing derived in Sectien 8.2 and the results for 2-stage systems
without lot-sizing derived earlier in this section. In fact the 2-stage
system is first considered as two independent 1-stage systems with lead
times and lot-sizes ecom+e+1 and Qcom' resp. e+1 and Qfp" Secondly, the
safety factor is corrected for the fact that the system is a 2-stage
system. In case the stock norms are equal to

(8.8)
the resulting service level will approximate a, if
~(k)

=

1

3

2 . a,

+ 3

and if the lot-sizes are coordinated. If the latter condition is
violated, the service level will be lower due to remnant stock.

*

Multi-stage linear systems
The result derived for 2-stage systems without lot-sizing can be

easily extended to multi-stage systems. For a system with n consecutive
stock points and lead

times~,.

e2, ... , en

(~,

is the lead time of the

final product, en is the lead time of the raw material) the exact
service level equals
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e 1.1
e 1.e 2 +1
e 1+ ••• +en+1
a = P(r 1 ~ s
AND r ~ s
AND •.. AND rn :!: s
).
2
i-th
stock
point.
The
proof
Here r. is the integral stock norm of the
l.

is analogous with the proef for the 2-stage system and therefore
omitted here.
Now the following inequalities hold:
·a

n

and

a~ min(a , ... , an)
1
where a is the service level of the n-stage system (equal to the

service level of the first stage) and ai is the service level which
determined the integral stock norm for the i-th stock point:

ai

= P( ri

If ai

~

t:

e1 • ••.• e. +1
l.

!>

) •

a' for all i=1 ,2, ... ,n then a'

then (1-y) > a > (1-y)n. If y ~

2:

a > (a' }n. So if y=1-a',

then (1-y)n ~ 1-ny. A simple

{and rough) approximation for a is:
a= 0.5[(1-y)

+

(1-ny}]

0.5(n+1 )a'

0.5(n+1}y

O.S(n-1).

This equation shows that if a service level a is required in a n-stage
system, the stock norms ri' i=1,2, ... ,n should be basedon a service
level a' which approxirnates
a'

n-1
n+1

+

n+

a.

(8.9)

Note that in case n=2, formula (8.9) yields formula (8.7).
In case lot-sizing is applied at various stages in the multi-stage
system, forrnula (8.9) should be used in combination with forrnulae,
which are analogous to forrnula (8.8).
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8.4

Divergent 2-stage system
Divergent systems are considerably more complex than linear systems.

Therefore the determination of stock norros is split up here in three
parts. Consecutively this sectien will deal with divergent systems
- without lot-sizing
- with lot-sizing and identical products
- with lot-sizing and non-identical products.
For a divergent system without lot-sizing it will appear that the
impact of imbalance on the service level is negligible. Therefore stock
norros can be determined by simply 'collapsing' the divergent system
into a linear system. For the resulting linear system, the results from
the previous sections can be applied.
In a divergent system with lot-sizing and identical final products,
imbalance may no longer be negligible. For many systems the impact of
this imbalance can still be ignored. For other systems either the
integral stock norm has to be raised or a reorder policy, which takes
into account the actual state of imbalance, has to be used.
For divergent systems with lot-sizing and non-identical final
products, the analysis turns out to be very complex. Complicating
factors are for example the inevitability of remnant stock and the fact
that the service level definition and the imbalance definition become
more complex.

8.4.1

Divergent systems without lot-sizing

Consider a divergent system with one common component and N final
products. Again it is assumed (without loss of generality) that one
component is needed for one final product. In case there is no stock
point for the components, the system resembles a 1-stage system. If
such a stock point is present, the system is a 2-stage system.
Eppen and Schrage (1981) consider the system without a stock point
for the component and come up with the following approximation for the
stock norm:
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N

r

with

N

2

N

2

[ ce
+e+1)ll. + k..f[e
[a.+ { [..f(e+1)a.} 1
j= 1 com
J
com j= 1 J
j= 1
J

com

a.

~(k)

It is interesting to note that the varianee term consists of two
parts: the first part is the varianee of ecom periods aggregate demand
and the secend part is the varianee of (e+1) periods non-aggregated
demand. The total varianee term shows the benefits of sharing
uncertainty: the demand uncertainties in the consecutive periods are
shared and during ecom periods the demand uncertainties for the N final
products are shared too.
The stock norm formula was based on the assumption that imbalance
(see Sectien 3.3) was negligible. Under the same assumption a similar
stock norm formula for rcom can be determined for the divergent system
with a stock point for the component. The only difference is the safety
factor. Since a system with a stock point for the component is a 2stage system, the safety factor has to be increased. The safety factors
can be solved approximatively, if it is assumed that
demand is distributed normally distributed with mean ll and varianee
2
2
a :
n(ll,O l

s-

- imbalance is assumed to be negligible and
the inventory of the common component is allocated in such a way that
the expected service level of the final products are equal. Such
an allocation implies, that if an amount equal to Inv has to be
allocated, the inventory on hand plus on order for final product j
after allocation will be equal to
+

m .

for all j

with
Inv-[(e.+1lll.
m

l.

l.

[./(e.+1)o. ·
l.

l.

For the case with different service levels for the final product, the
reader is referred to De Kok (1989).
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Under these assumptions it can be proven that the safety factors should
satisfy:
P(§~+1 s rf

(aj : =)

J

pj

s.e com

AND

+ §€+ 1 s
rcom)
sep

agg

for j=1,2, ... N

a

with
.e

§ com:=

agg

.e
[ §.com _ n (.e
Lll J. , .e com[a 2J. )
com
j=1 J
N

and

§.e+1 sep

n<I:<.e .+1 )}.l., n:.J{.e .+1 )a.} 2 ) .
J

J

J

J

Proof:
Any period immediately after ordering, the inventory in the system
equals rcom· After .ecom periods the inventory in the system, which is
available for release to the final products at that moment, equals
r

.e
-6
com. Then the order release for the final products takes place.
com agg

The inventory on hand plus on order for the final products after this
release equals

So the inventory on hand plus on order for final product j equals
.e

r
min(rf

pj I

(€.+1)}.l. +
J
J

-s com_L{€.+1)J.l.
com agg
~

~

!;..f{€.+1)a.
~

· ../(€.+1)a.).
J

~

J

So the expected service level equals

€.+1
P(§.J
s min(rf
J

r
pj I

(€. +1 )J.l. +
J
J

.e

_c com_~(.e

com ~agg

~ i
L..f(€.+1la.
~

+1)

lli

~

·.f(.e.+1)a.)
J
J

.e

r

€.+1

= P(§.J
J

AND

-6 com_L(€.+1)J.l.

com agg
~
[.J'(€.+1)a.
~
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~

~

)

s r

fpj

AND

.ecom
r com agg -r<.e.+1)~.
1
1
SN :s
E4<.e.+1)a.
),

-s

1

1

where SN is a random variable with standard normal distribution
function: SN- n(0,1). The service level can now be written as
.e.+1
a. =
J

s rf

P(s.J

J

.e.+1
P(c.J
s r
~J

.e

sagg
com)

AND E<.e.+1)~. + SN·E4(.e.+1)o. s r com pj
1
1
1
1

fpj

AND

1
s.esep
+

s r

com

-

s.eagg
com)

Q.E.D.

As an alternative for using this expression to determine the
stock norms, an approximation can be used, which combines the ideas of
Eppen and Schrage (collapse a divergent system into a linear system by
assuming that imbalance is negligible) and the approximation method for
2-stage linear systems presented in the previous section .

r

com

= E {s

.e

com
agg

+

S.e+1)
sep

+ k4 var

N

.e

(sagg
com
N

2

E o. +
r <.e
+.e . +1 >]l . + k4[.e
j= 1 com J
J
com j= 1 J

+ s.e+1>
sep
N

[ E 4(.e.+1}o.}
j=1

J

2

]

J

and
r

fp j

= (.e.+1)]J. + k J(.e.+1)a.
J

J

J

with k determined in the same way as described in Section 8.3:
~(k)

1

3

2

+ ~

In Van Donselaar (1987a) it is shown by means of simulation that the
assumption that imbalance is negligible is generally valid for
divergent systems without lot-sizing.

-
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8.4.2

Divergent systems with lot-sizing and identical final products

In case lot-sizing is applied to the final products and the
component, the imbalance may no longer be negligible. Due to the lotsizes, the final products can no longer be brought back to a balanced
position, even though in principal there is enough inventory available
to be allocated to the final products. Suppose that final .product F1
and F2 both have 30 products on hand and assume that 40 components have
to be allocated to F1 and F2. Assume next that F1 and F2 are identical
with respect to their demand characteristics. In case there were no
lot-sizing restrietion for F1 and F2, the optimal allocation would be
to allocate 20 components to each of them and then the system would be
balanced. If however F1 and F2 have a lot-size equal to 40, the
inventory can be allocated to only one of the products. As a result the
system will be out of balance after allocation.
The stock norros determined for integral reorder policies in
subsectien 8.4.1 arebasedon the assumption that the imbalance is
negligible. In case this assumption is severely violated (e.g. due to
lot-sizing), a solution has to be found which takes account of the
imbalance effect.
There are several ways to deal with this imbalance effect
- Zipkin (1984) e.g. derived an aggregate (dynamic) program, which
takes account of the actual state of imbalance.
- MRP tackles the imbalance-effect by not using integral reorder
policies.
- FiRST tackles the imbalance-effect by performing a local check for
imbalance.
Another approach is to structurally increase the integral stock norm
based on the average amount of imbalance in the system. This approach
is most appropriate for LRP. The increase of the stock norm compensates
the negative impact on the service level caused by the imbalance. The
latter approach has two major advantages:
- it is a simple way to deal with imbalance
the reorder policy is still integral.
Before this imbalance effect is incorporated in the stock norm,
first the lot-sizing effect is incorporated. From subsectien 8.4.1 the
stock norm formula for a divergent system without lot-sizing is known.
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From subsections 8.2 and 8.3 it is clear how the lot-sizing can be
taken into account. Combining these results leads to formula (8.10) in
case the final products are identical with respect to demand
characteristics, lead times and lot-sizes.

r

com

In this subsectien the final products are assumed to be identical. In
subsectien 8.4.3 a system with non-identical final products is
investigated.
The derivation of formula (8.10) still assumes a balanced system. In
order to be able to incorporate imbalance in the stock norm, imbalance
has to be defined properly first. Imbalance in a system with identical
final products is defined as

imbalance.

J

where I. is the inventory of product
J

j

(on hand plus on order) after

possible ordering and I is the average inventory of the N products

(I=

EI./N). Note that E[imbalance.] equals zero, in case a fair
J

J

allocation rule is applied. The varianee of imbalance. will be denoted
2

by

J

0 imb'

The fact that befare demand takes place the system is out of
balance, can be modelled as starting with a balanced system, which is
first confronted with an extra artificial (possibly negative) demand
with expectation zero and varianee o~ b befere the real demand takes
~m

place.
Thus in order to get a good estimation of the service level the
varianee for product

j

should be set at (~+1)o

2

+ o~ b insteadof

2

(~+1Jo . This yields formula (8.11):
r

com = (.ecom+.e+l)N]..l

Qcoi 2

~m

+

2

+

k

Qcom
2
2
2
4
e Ncr 2 +N[(e+1)o+
oimbl 1
com [1'2 + com
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(8.11)

Extensive research to find an appropriate estimator for the varianee of
imbalance a~mb is reported in Van Donselaar (1989}. The major results
are split up here: first a divergent system with lot-sizing for the
component only will be analysed. Secondly a system is analysed, in
which the final products as well as the component apply lot-sizing.

*

Lot-sizing at the component level only
The major findings for a divergent system with lot-sizing at the

component level only are:
a) The varianee of the imbalance for a system without a stock point for
the component is always larger than or equal to the varianee of the
imbalance for a system with a stock point for the component.
b} For a system with a stock point for the component the varianee of
the imbalance depends on the ratio kf /k
where kf and k
are
p com
p
com
the safety factors for the final product resp. the common component.
As this ratio gets larger, the system with a stock point for the
component will resemble more and more a system without a stock point
for the component with the same integral stock norm. Consequently
the varianee of the imbalance will increase as kf /k
gets larger.
p com
c) In most cases the imbalance is still negligible.
d) Only in a divergent system without a stock point for the component,
/N~ is large) and with very uncertain
com
is large), imbalance becomes large.

with a large lot-size (Q
demand

(a/~

e) A reasonble estimator for the varianee of the imbalance in a system
without a stock point for the component and with lot-sizing at the
component level only, is the following (the subscript 'no' refers to
the absence of a stock point for the component):

1.. (Qcom
A2
0
imb, no

2

N~

N-1 2

1l·Na

~ N~,

~

elsewhere

0

In case Qcom

com /N~

if Q

the estimator is the result of the fact that in a

system without a stock point for the component, where the final
products get out of balance due to the varianee in the demand, the
balance cannot be restored every period; The system has to wait for
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the next order for the common part in order to be able to reduce the
imbalance again. The average time between two orders for the common
part equals Q /N~ periods. The increase in the varianee of the
com
2
imbalance due to the varianee of the demand equals (N-1)o /N per
period. If the time between two orders is less than one period, this
increase is assumed to be negligible.
f) Simulation has shown, that the expressions for the varianee of the
imbalance are good estimators only under certain circumstances.
Fortunately however, under all circumstances they perfarm well
enough to serve as estimators for the varianee of the imbalance in
stock norm formulae. This is due to the fact that the estimator
perfarms poorly only when other varianee elements in the stock norm
2

formula (like the lot-size factor Q /12 and the varianee of the
com
demand factor) dominate over the varianee of the imbalance. Because
of this dominancy, the damage done by the mis-estimation of the
varianee of the imbalance is restricted.

*

Lot-sizing at bath levels
In case lot-sizing is applied bath at the component and the final

product level, the varianee of the imbalance will generally be larger.
Research revealed that:
a) The varianee of the imbalance is always larger than or equal to
2

~
12

N-1

T·

b) The varianee of the imbalance for a system without a stock point for
the component is always larger than or equal to the varianee of
imbalance for a system with a stock point for the component.
c) The varianee of the imbalance will increase as kf /k
gets larger.
p com
dl A reasonable estimator for the varianee of the imbalance in a system
with a stock point for the component is the following (the subscript
'yes' refers to the presence of a stock point for the component):
2

.2
0
imb, yes

~

N#1

0

N=1

12
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e) A reasonable estimator for the varianee of the imbalance in a system

without a stock point for the component is the following:
2

~.N-1.N+2
12

N

if Q /N~
com

N +

~

1

2

~.~.N+2
12

N

elsewhere

N

In case Qcom ~ N~ the estimator consists of two parts:
The first term is the varianee of the imbalance just after
allocation of an order to all final products. Note that this term is
very close to the estimator for the system with a stock point for
the component: In case N=1, N=2 and if

N~~

the expressions are the

same.
The second term is due to lot-sizing at the component level.
f)

Simulation has shown, that the expressions for the varianee of the
imbalance perform just as well as reported for the system with lotsizing at the component level only.
2

g) In general Qfp/12 can also be used as an estimator for the system
without a stock point for the component, except in those cases where
both Q /N~ and o/~ are high.
com
h) In most cases neglecting imbalance has little impact on the expected
service level. The simple explanation for this is that the varianee
of the imbalance is only one of many varianee factors and it is
large only if other varianee factors are large too.
Imbalance only has a significant influence on the system's
performance
in case the coefficient of variation of demand

(o/~)

is relatively

smal! and the varianee of the imbalance is large due to a long
time between two orders for the final products

(Qfp/~

is large).

- in case no stock point for the component is available and
imbalance is significant, that is: if Q /N~ and
com
a system without a stock point for the component.

o/~

are large in

Apparently the relevanee of imbalance decreases, if the uncertainty
in the production environment increases (except for the specific
situation, where no stock point for the component is available and
the lot-size of the common component is relatively large).
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All these results are derived under the assumption of unlimited
capacity, unlimited availability of raw materials and stationary demand
distribution functions. Since the lot-sizes of the final products were
equal'and since the lot-size of the component was always equal toa
multiple of the final product's lot-size, remnant stock did not
influence the system's performance here.
The study of imbalance reveals some guidelines for the applicability
of integral control concepts like LRP in divergent systems. Apparently,
in most situations imbalance has negligible influence on the service
level and integral control concepts will perferm very well. In a
limited number of situations imbalance has a significant effect on the
performance of the system. In those situations it may be worthwhile to
take into account the actual state of imbalance (like MRP and the local
check in FiRST do, when they make planned order suggestions) rather
than take into account only the time-average varianee of the imbalance
(like LRP}.
The base stock reorder policies used in this chapter assume constant
forecasts (equal to the average demand). In case better forecasts are
available (that is: demand is (partly) known beforehand) and if these
forecasts are used in the reordering decisions, systems which take into
account local information (like MRP and the local check in FiRST) are
able to foresee the actual state of imbalance better and react on this.
But the relevanee of the detailed imbalance forecast diminishes as the
time-horizon grows (or more generally: if the uncertainty increases).
Therefore in a multi-stage system it makes sense to control the
downstream stage(s} in the production system by taking into account the
actual state of imbalance and to control the upstream stages with an
integral planning concept. Likewise it makes sense to control the short
term based on the actual state of imbalance (provided the short term is
quite predietabla and the parent products' lot-sizes are quite large}
and to control the long term based on the time-average varianee of
imbalance. Note that FiRST is based on this concept. It will be clear
from Chapter 6, that the LIF in FiRST determines the extent to which
the planning takes account of the actual lot-size restrictions.
Moreover, due to the LIF, the extent to which the planning takes
account of the actual lot-size restrictions, diminishes as the time
horizon increases (provided that the LIF is smaller than one).
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Note also that in the simulations , which led to the results above,
the demand was stationary. In casedemand is not stationary (in
particular if expected demand declines heavily and suddenly), the
imbalance effect wil! be larger. In those situations imbalance is not
only due to lot-sizes, but also due to obsolete inventory.
Therefore integral reorder policies are more suitable for stationary
situations than non-stationary situations. For the long term however,
the negative effects of the obsolete inventory are relatively smal!.
Moreover, the long term requirements are usually very uncertain in a
non-stationary environment, which implies that a considerable amount of
flexibility has to be available in the system. This flexibility can be
used to compensate for smal! errors in the long term integral control.
As a result, long term integral control may also be applied in nonstationary situations.
8.4.3

Divergent system with lot-sizing and non-identical final
products

The assumption that the final products are identical with respect to
demand characteristics, lead time and lot-size is not very realistic.
It has given however insight in the effects of imbalance and it
provides a base to study divergent systems with non-identical final
products.
Soon it will appear that systems with non-identical products are
considerably more complex than the systems studied in the previous
subsection. Five problems wil! be mentioned in this section:
1. The definition of imbalance is complex.
2. The definition of the service level is complex.
3. Finding an appropriate stock norm is complex.
4. Remnant stock in divergent systems is unevitable.
5. The allocation rule is complex.

*

Definition of imbalance
For a system with identical final products, imbalance for a final

product j was defined as the difference between the actual economie
inventory of that final product (I.) and the average inventory level of
J

all final products:

-
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imbalance.

(8.12)

I.- EI./N
J

J

~

When the final products have different demand distributions and/or
different lot-sizes, this definition no longer holds. Suppose for
example that two final products each have 100 products on hand.
According to (8.12) the system would be balanced. This makes sense if
both products have equal average demand. However if the average demand
of one of these products is ten times as high as the average demand of
the other product, it is clear that the system is out of balance.
A sensible way of defining imbalance seems to be
I.- I.*
J
J

imbalance.

J

(8. 13)

where I.* is the amount of inventory for final product j after an
J

optimal (imaginary) re-allocation of all economie inventory (EI.) took
J

place without lot-sizing-restrictions.
Note that EE[imbalance.]
J

=0

since EI.

J

EI *.. Depending on the reJ

allocation rule, which will be used to define imbalance, the expected
imbalance for products

j

may no longer be equal to zero. This will be

demonstrated later on. The varianee of imbalance for final product j

*
will be denoted by '\mb, j · So '\mb, j = var(I.- Ij).
J
Having defined imbalance as in formula (8 • 13) 1 the remaining problem
2

2

to be solved here is finding the optima! re-allocation rule in case of
a system with non-identical products and without lot-sizes. Once that
re-allocation rule is defined, imbalance is defined explicitly by
formula (8.13). It should be stressed here that this re-allocation rule
is used solely to determine the imbalance; the actual allocation of
inventory to the final products should be based on a different
allocation rule, which takes into account the lot-size of each final
product. In Van Donselaar (1988) several alternative re-allocation
rules are investigated. All possibilities have their merits and
pitfalls. A simple and robust alternative is chosen here.
The re-allocation rule proposed for a system with a stock point for
the component is
I.*
J

r

fpj

+

c ·v . , where c

In this formula r

(8.14)

J

fpj

stands for the stock norm of final product j.
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The aim here is to (imaginary} fill the inventory of the final products
up to their stock norm and allocate the difference between total
inventory available and the sum of the final products' stock norms in
proportion to the average demand of the final products. In this way all
final products' economie inventories will tend to drop below their
stock norm simultaneously. Combining formulae (8.13) and (8.14) shows,
that imbalance equals:

Assuming for a moment, that there is always a sufficient amount of
inventory available in the stock point for the component, it is known,
that

As a result
E[I. - rf
J

pj

]

and

/~. is constant for all final
pj J
products, the expected imbalance may tend to be zero.

This illustrates, that only in case Qf

Since in a system without a stock point for the component the final
products do not have a stock norm, another re-allocation rule is needed
for such a system. The rule proposed bere is a slight modification of
the rule suggested by Federgruen and Zipkin (1984). Federgruen and
Zipkin's formula is meant for actual allocation of inventories in a
system without a stock point for the component. Here their allocation
rule is used as the basis for a re-allocation rule, which is meant only
to determine the imbalance. Since imbalance is measured every period,
while the actual inventory allocation only takes place just after a new
order has arrived in the stock point for the component, Federgruen and

-
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Zipkin's formula has to be adapted. The proposed re-allocation rule for
the system without a stock point for the component is as fellows
I.*
J

(~.+v+1)~.

J

where

V

and

k =

J

Etr.

~

+

k·4(~.+v+1)•o.,

J

J

(e.+v+1}~.]/L(4(~.+v+1}·o.]
~

~

~

~

with t defined as the actual number of periods after the last order
arrived in the stock point for the component. The formulae above are
the same as Federgruen and Zipkin's formulae except for the variable t;
they assume t

0. The variable v can be interpreted as the expected

time up to the arrival of the next lot for the common part; This is
/E~.-1-t]+, unless the total inventory which is available
com
~
for the final products in the stock point for the component or

equal to [Q

downstraam is small. In the latter case the expected time up to the
arrival of the next lot for the common part is decreased accordingly.

*

Definition of the system service level
Simply defining the system service level as the average of all final

products' service level would be unfair to the products with a large
average demand; raising their service level with 5% may require a
larger amount of inventory than an equivalent raise of the service
level of products with a smaller average demand. Therefore it is
suggested to use as a system service level the weighted average of the
final products' service level. The weight factors are equal to the
ratio's of the final product's average demand over total average
demand.
Consequently the system service level equals:
N

a

E

N

a.·~./ E ~.
j=1 J J i=1 ~
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*

Finding an appropriate stock norm
A first candidate for an integral stock norm r

com

for general

divergent systems is equal to

rcom

E(e

com

+e.+1l~.

J

- Q

com

J

12 +

(8.15)

where k is determined in the same way as in subsectien 8.4.2. Note that
this stock norm is a straightforward generalisation of the norm for
systems with identical products.
The estimator, which will be suggested here for the varianee of the
imbalance in these general divergent systems is based on the assumption
that the varianee of the imbalance for each final product in the system
with non-identical products is tbe same as in a system, in which all
final products are identical to that final product. This leads to the
following estimator:
i f N=1.

0

if N~1 and a stock point for
the component is present.
(8.16)
2

Qfp. (N-1) (N+2)
Q
N-1
1 com _ } ·-·a2
--=.1., _ _ , _ _ + -(
1
12

N

N

2

EJ.t.
J

N

j

elsewhere.

This certainly will not be a good estimator for the varianee of the
imbalance for final product j. This can be easily seen from the fact
that for N=2 the varianee of the imbalance for the two final products
should be equal (since r 1 + r = r *1 + r *2 or equivalently
2
r - I * = -(I - I * )). However, if the two products have different lot2
2
1
1
sizes, formula (8.16) proposes unequal variances of the imbalance.
So formula (8.16) will not be correct. Nevertheless it is possible,
although the spread over all final products is lost, that formula
(8.16) still is a good representative of the total 'weight' of

imbalance in the formula for the stock norm. Simulations in Van
Donselaar (1988) have confirmed the latter fact, but also showed that
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the resulting service level is lower than the target service level.
This was mainly due to the following two disturbing factors.
- remnant stock is inevitable
the optimal allocation rule is complex and unknown.

*

Remnant stock is inevitable
In systems with identical final products, the supply and retrieval

of products at the stock point for the component are always multiples
of the lot-size Qfp" Therefore it holds that if the stock point for the
component starts with a multiple of the lot-size Qfp on hand, the stock
point for the component will remain to have exact multiples of the lotsize. This changes as soon as either the supply or retrieval of
products in the stock point for the component deviates slightly from
the lot-size Qfp (or a multiple of it). If Qfp-1 products are supplied
(e.g. due to random scrap), theseproductscan not be shipped out of
the stock point for the component, that is:

if the lot-size strategy

of the final products is interpreted strictly. So these Qfp-1 products
have turned into remnant stock. They are in the stock point for the
component but can not be used. If the supply is random, remnant stock
will be Qfp/2 on average.
This phenomenon is automatically present in a divergent system with
non-identical products. Since demand is uncertain and the final
products' lot-sizes are different, the inventory in the stock point for
the component is no longer always a multiple of the lot-size of the
final product which needs it most. For systems with a stock point for
the component, products with a small lot-size have a major advantage
because of the remnant stock for the ether products: This remnant stock
can be used by the products with a small lot-size, which results in a
higher service level for the products with a small lot-size.

*

The allocation rule is complex
For divergent systems with identical final products, the allocation

rule was simple: keep allocating an amount equal to Q to the final
product with the lowest inventory on hand plus on order, as long as
there is enough inventory available in the stock point for the

-
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component. For general divergent systems the allocation rule is more
complex. In fact it is even more complex than the re-allocation rule
used to define imbalance in such systems. The re-allocation rule
ignores lot-sizes and therefore it can not directly be applied to
actually allocate products. To see this consider a divergent system
with two final products A and B with the following characteristics
~A

= 40,

OA

120,

~B

= 10,

OB

30.

The lead times are zero for both products.
Furthermore suppose that befere allocation takes place both products
inv = 10.
8
allocation of one lot to A has far more impact on the service level

have equivalent inventories: invA
An

= 40,

than an allocation of one lot to B although both lot-sizes are equal to
three periods demand:
~I 140+120-401 I 20
service levelA
service level = ~[ (10+ 30-10) I 20
8
to be normally distributed.

t(6), whereas

=

~(1.5)

if demand is assumed

This shows the fact that A gets relatively more if it gets an order
allocated compared with B, which results in unbalanced service levels.
A fair allocation has to take into account not only the average demand
and its standard deviation, but also the impact of the lot-sizes on the
service levels. This is not a trivial task.
There are more aspects which complicate the allocation rule. These
aspects are discussed in Van Donselaar (1988).

8.5

Mixed systems
In a divergent system, increasing commonality causes a decrease in

the stock norm for the common component. Baker (1985) was the first to
note that in a mixed system consisting of mixed divergent and
convergent product structures, increasing commonality may cause an
increase in the stock norms for the non-common components, which are
used in the same final products as the common components. To see this,
consider the product structures in Figure 8.1.
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Originally products A and B were made out of cornponents 1, 2 and 3.
After an engineering change component 3 is replaced by component 2.
In this way commonality is introduced. According to Baker, the stock
norm for component 1 after the engineering change is larger than befare
the change, whereas the stock norm for component 2 after the change
will be smaller than the sum of the stock norms for components 2 and 3
befare the change.

alter engineering change

original situation

Figure 8.1

The old and new product structures for products A and B.

Without loss of generality, in the analysis below the lead times per
level are chosen to be equal. Demand is assurned to be normally
distributed. All order policies are order-up-to policies without lotsizing. In the original situation the stock norms have to be derived
from

a

P<se+ 1 s rA
A

s r8
a = P(!;€+1
B

e

AND s com

+€+1

s

A

AND

e +€+1
S com
B

r

1

r =r
2 1

);

s r3)

(8.17)

(8.18)

After the engineering change the stock norms should satisfy:

*

e

a = P(c€+ 1 s r AND ~ com
l>A
A
l>A

a

+2+1

s r * AND (§ ecorn + ~ ecom + ce +1 s r * OR

B
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l>B

"'A+B

secom +€+1
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2

(8.20)

~+1

In these formulae sA+B stands for a random variable with mean
(~+1}(~A+~B}

and standard deviation J(~+1}(oA+oB). This variable is
comparable with s~+l in subsectien 8.4.1. Formulae (8.19) and (8.20)
sep
are approximations, since they are based on the assumption, that after
the allocation of component 2 to products A and B, the inventories of A
and Bare balanced always. Reeall however from Section 8.4.1, that
imbalance in a divergent system without lot-sizing has a negligible
effect on the service level.
Befare camparing equations (8.17) and (8.18) with (8.19) and (8.20),
the correctness of these equations will be proven first.
Proof: Formulae (8.17) and (8.18) are straightforward applications
of the equations for 2-stage linear systems without lot-sizing: Pure
convergent systems without lot-sizing can be interpreted as a set of
linear systems. Formulae (8.19) and (8.20) are derived as follows:
Define IN. as the inventory on hand plus on order for the system which
J

consistsof product j and all its successors in the BOM (downstream).
After ordering IN =r * and IN =r * • So after e
periods the inventories
1 1
2 2
~com
available for INA and INB are equal to r *1-sAcom components 1 and

*

~

~

r -tAcom_sBcom components 2. Due to the reorder policies of A and B,
2
the quantities INA and INB after release will be lower than or equal to

*
rA* and rB.
.e
* this
In case the number of components 1 (=r * -sAcom)
is smaller than rA,
1
entire amount is released to A, unless the number of components 2
available for

A

is even smaller. The number of components 2 available

for A is equal to the fair share of components 2, assuming there is no
imbalance after the allocation. So after release the inventories are:

. * * .ecom , fair share of components 2 forA}
m1n(rA,r -gA
1

The fair share for

A

is equal to
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Note that

Likewise:
n1 +

~~+

fair share B

~

~A+B

ecom

~A

+ ~ {! com

bB

*
s r2.

The service level for A equals:

Before the service level for B is determined, it is helpful to note
that
rA*

~~

fair share A

rA*

~

p~

fair share B

~

r*
8

~

IN
8

So IN may now be written as:
8
min(r * ,max[r *
8
2

e

!i com

r * , fair share B]).
1

B

The service level for B equals:

ecom

- r
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*,
1

fair share B])) =

P(~€+1

!>B

$

*
rB

€

+€+1

.e

+

AND [~ com
!>B
~Acom

!>

.e

!> 8

~ com

+

.e1
~ +
!>A+B

$

* ll

r2

Q.E.D.

Camparing formula (8.17) and (8.19) it is obvious that the probabiltiy
expressed by (8.19) is smaller in case rA=rA* and r =r * • This is due to
1 1
* . ( 1 }
. t ~on
.
~ .e com
~ .e com
~ .e1
+
the extra res t r~c
!>A
+ !>B
+ !>A+B $ r 2 ~n 8 . 9 .
To compensate for this extra restriction, rA* and/or r * should be
1
higher than rA resp. r . The only other way to obtain the sameservice
1
level as befare the engineering change is to choose r * "infinitely"
2
high. If this option is not selected, the observation from Baker holds:
Increasing the commonality leads to increased stock norms for the noncommon components, which have the same final products as the common
component.
This result may be misleading however. It should be recognised, that
the service level measure used in this analysis does not take into
account the size of a stock-out. The allocation policy used here is
based on the fair share principle: if there is trouble, the trouble is
shared. In general this will lead to smaller stock-outs per product.
Note that befare the engineering change was implemented, a large demand
for B affected B only. After the change, it affects A as well. This is
why the service level of A decreases. With an other service level
measure, which takes into account the size of a stock-out, the
introduetion of commonality will probably still have a positive effect
on the system's performance. Besides this, it should not be forgotten,
that the introduetion of commonality has led to reduced inventories for
the common component. For more details on the effects of commonality in
mixed systems, the reader is referred to Baker, Magazine and Nuttle
(1986) and Gerchak, Magazine and Gamble (1988a}.
Formulae (8.19} and (8.20} show that finding appropriate stock norms
is not simple. Stock norros no longer appear in one equation only, but
influence several equations in different ways. For example r *1 appears
.e
+.e+1
$ r * and in (8.20} in the
in (8.19) in the expression EA com
1
.e
+.e+1
expression s com
8
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As a result a set of N
(=

number of final productsl equations with NP

(=

number of products) integral stock norros has to be solved

(NP~N).

For practical purposes there is a clear need for simplification. To
achieve this a kind of "decomposition" is proposed. In every service
level equation which is made for one final product j the stock norms
for the products which are not a component of this final product are
considered to be zero. In this way a lowerbound for the service level
is obtained. The positive effects on the service level caused by the
stock norms of the "non-components" are ignored. To see this apply the
decomposition to product B:
Products 1 and A are no components of B and their stock norm is set
equal to zero in (8.20). This yields

a

P(se+1 s rB* AND
B

(§

€

com +

A

s€ com +€+1
B

a = po;/~+,
s rB* AND
B

s€ com
A

+

s€ com
B

:S

*
r2)

s.e com
B

+ s€+1 s * OR
r2
A+B
.. -+

+ s.e+1 s r2)
*
A+B

(8.21)
Note that thus it is assumed that B always gets its "fair share", and
that it is ignored that B might get more because the number of
components 1 is insufficient for a fair share release to A.
Further research is needed to analyse the consequences of this
assumption. In the example presented in Baker (1985), the consequences
are very small.
Formula (8.21) only contains "AND"-symbols. In fact it is the
service level formula for a divergent system consisting of products 2,
A and B. Consequently the approximations from subsectien 8.4.2 now
apply to (8.21). The "decomposition" suggested above doesnotaffect
forrnula (8.19).
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8.6

Conclusions
The main conclusions of this chapter are:

- Integral control concepts based on aggregate data (like LRP) are
serious candidates to coordinate the material flow in successive
production stages. Especially in case the system is flexible (for
example, if buffers are available to moderate the effects of the
variations in the production environment) and the detailed data do
not truly contain more 'significant information' than the aggregate
data, integral control concepts may perform just as wel! (or even
better) as local control concepts basedon detailed data (like MRP).
In those cases the relative simplicity, flexibility and robustness of
the integral control concept may be the decisive factor, when a
control concept has to be selected.
The analytica! tractability of systems is increased if the behaviour
of the system is modelled in a general rather than in a detailed way.
In this chapter a number of examples are available to illustrate,
that a more general way of modelling and analysing may hardly affect
the quality of the results obtained with the model. Thanks to a
general approach, a better understanding of the system may be
provided.
These examples are:

*

The effect of the lot-size on the stock norm was investigated in
Beetion 8.2 by taking into account only the general consequences of
the lot-size on the inventory level. An alternative more detailed
analysis could have been based on dynamic programming and/or the
'optima!' (s,S}-reorder policy.

*
*
*

Multi-stage linear systems are modelled as 1-stage systems.
Divergent systems are modelled as linear systems.
The time-average consequences of imbalance are taken into account,
rather than the actual state of imbalance in every period.
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Chapter 9

9.1

DETERMINATION OF STOCK NORMS; A PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Introduetion
In this chapter a case is discussed, which shows that

- The theoretica! results from Chapter 8 can be used to determine stock
norms for a real-life situation, although many assumptions made in
Chapter 8 are violated in this situation, and
- Considerable effort is needed to model this specific situation in
order to determine appropriate stock norms.
Since the rnadelling needs much effort and since usually the production
evironment is dynamic, it seems sensible to model only the main
characteristics of a production environment.
As a result the stock norros will be global indicators only. In
general precise stock norms cannot be derived mathematically; it is
simply impossible to model every aspect of the system. Since the
planner, who is responsible for the material coordination, knows the
system best and since he is responsible for the system's performance,
he should determine the precise stock norms. Global stock norms may be
a first indication for him to set the precise stock norms. Global stock
norm formulas may also be used to assist the management. The stock norm
formulae reflect the impact of logistical parameters. The managers may
use these formulae to gain insight in the effects of their decisions.
For example, the formulae in Sectien 8.4.1 fora stock norm in a
divergent system show the benefits of the introduetion of commonality.

9.2

Description of the case
In 1985 stock norms have been determined for a (multi-national)

multi-stage system. The case in this chapter is a simplification of the
situation in 1985.
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*

The product
The product in this case is a small electronic component; the

ceramic plate capacitor (CPC). The size of the CPC equals 5 x 18 mm.
The CPC is used in various applications, e.g. televisions, video sets
and electric drills.
Annual sales are about 15 million ECU. The sales are expected to
decrease, since the CPC is phasing-out; a new and better type of
product has been launched on the market already. As a result, the
demand for CPC's is expected to decline at a 10% rate per year.
In the short term, the demand in consecutive periods is negatively
correlated; if demand is high in period t, it is likely that demand in
period t+1 will be low. One of the explanations for this phenomenon is
that a high demand reflects the fact that customers have ordered
earlier. Also the demand for two different CPC's may be dependent.
This is due to the fact, that a particular product may be sold, because
an other product, which was originally required, is temporarily
unavailable.
Total production is about 1.6 billion pieces a year, distributed
over some 4000 different types. The CPC's billof material is depicted
in Figure 9.1.

*

The production process
Starting from raw materials, a kind of pasta is being made in

location D. This pasta is kneaded and rolled several times (see Figure
9.2). Then ceramic plates are cut, which are being heated in a furnace.
There are three furnaces available. However, with three furnaces
operating, there is many capacity unoccupied; the demand is about
enough to fully occupy 2.2 furnaces.
It is very expensive to keep the third furnace turned on. Therefore
it is decided to switch off the third furnace now and then. Rastarting
a furnace is expensive too. It appears to be cheaper to create a
considerable amount of capacity inventory (see Chapter 7) with the
third furnace. If sufficient capacity inventory bas been produced, the
third furnace is switched off. From this moment on, the capacity
inventory will decrease as time goes by, since every period the
capacity requirements are larger than the capacity availability of the
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Product structure

Production location

I
8

I

CP C's

I

chips

Number of products

ca. 4000x

ca.

400x

ca.

200x

--i

c

metallized plates

lD

plates
i
I

ca.

200x

I I

pre-rolled strips

I

ca.

40x

I
I

I

pasta

ca.

20x

I

Figure 9.1. The CPC's billof material

two furnaces. As soon as the capacity inventory is exhausted, the third
furnace is switched on again. Capacity inventory is created only for
the fastmovers (products with a high and regular sales volume).
The production of plates at location 0 is performed in batches. Oue
to several causes this production process may fail, which may lead to
failure of the entire batch. This causes a delay, which is equal to 1
month.
After inspeetion in location o the plates go to location C, where
they are being metallized. In location B the metallized plates are
being cut into pieces (chips) and then assembled in CPC's. The final
products are collected in a central distribution point: location A.
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The production process can be depicted as in Figure 9.2. The scope
of this case includes the stock points in A, B and C. The average
cumulative lead time, that is: the time which elapses between an order
release and arrival of the order at location A, is approximately 2
months for B, 4 months for C and 6 months for D.

pre-rolled

plat es

metallized

strips

CPC's

plat es

Legend:

stockpoint
final rolling and stoking of plates
metallizing the plates
CPC- production

Figure 9.2

*

The production process

The planning process
The stock points in the locations B, C and D are controlled

integrally. The stock point in location A is controlled separately.
However, it is envisaged to adopt a goedsflow control system, where
both parts are integrated.
The integral goedsflow control procedure is run every month. By
means of a computer program this procedure yields advises for set-ups
for locations C and D. These advises are based on differences between
a) the sum of cumulative demand and stock norms and b) the content of
the "pipeline" (work in progress and actual stock). Basedon the
advises for set-ups made by the computer program, the integral
goedsflow controller makes the final proposals. These final proposals
are short term production schedules for the furnaces in location D.
These schedules have to take account of the huge costs associated with
a switch between two product-families (here a product-family is a
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number of products which all require approximately the same temperature
in the furnace). Every product-family is produced only once a month in
order to avoid capacity and energy-losses in the heating process. At
the goods flow control level it is unknown beforehand, in which week a
specific product-family wil! be produced.
Bottlenecks in locations

c and D are discussed in a MPS-meeting

together with the production plan for location B for the next 5 months.
This production plan is specified per product-group and is derived from
an assembly plan per CPC, which is based on sales-forecasts.

9.3

The determination of stock norros
The description of the bil! of material and the production process

in the previous section reveals that the CPC production system is a
3-stage divergent system. So in order to determine appropriate stock
norms, the results from Sectien 8.4 should be applied.
The problem here however is, that many assumptions which led to the
results in Sectien 8.4 are violated in this case. Particularly the
following characteristics are not taken into account in Sectien 8.4:
- the process uncertainty in the first production phase is lumpy; if
sernething goes wrong, an entire batch is wasted
due to family-grouping, products can only be produced once a month in
the first production stage
the demand is not stationary
the demand is neither independent for consecutive time periods, nor
independent for different CPC's
the capacity is finite.
The results in Sectien 8.4 were derived for the case of no process
uncertainty, fixed lead times, stationary independent demand and an
infinite capacity. These conditions are not satisfied in the CPCsituation. This will be discussed and it wil! be shown how the approach
can be adapted. It is stressed here, that the solutions given below are
specific for this situation. Therefore the solutions are not worked out
in full detail. The main purpose of this case is to show that
- It is possible to apply the results from Chapter 8 in a specific
situation and
Considerable effort is needed to model a specific situation.
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*

Process uncertainties
In the first stage production is in batches. Due to several causes,

this production process may fail, which may lead to failure of the
entire batch. Since this causes a delay in lead time, the natura!
salution is to include the failure-probability in the lead time. The
probability, that the process goes well is denoted by p. This
probability is assumed to be independent of the number of failures in
the periods, directly preceeding the current period. The extra lead
time caused by one process-failure is 1 month. Then, if the process
fails i times before it performs well, the lead time expreseed in
months will be the original lead time (when there are no processfailures) + i·1. This happens with probability (1-p)i•p,

*

Scheduling
With respect to the first stage (a heating process) scheduling is

necessary to reduce capacity- and energy-losses. This scheduling,
however, makes the actual lead time varying (the actual lead time here
should not be mistaken for the normative lead time). The only
information available to the goods flow controller is, that every
product can be scheduled once every month; in the long term it is not
known in which week it will be produced. Therefore. it seems a
reasonable solution to consider the actual lead time as a stochastic
variable, which is uniformly distributed on the interval [a-.5,a+.5)
with a the average lead time when there are no process failures.
This, combined with the influence of process failures, leads to the
following probability density function (p.d.f.) for the ultimata lead
time x, if the average lead time· without proces& failures- is equal to

a:
p· ( 1-p)

0

i

if a-.S+i s x < a+.S+i,
if

i=0,1,2, ...

x < a-. 5

With this p.d.f. it is possible to construct the distribution function
of the demand during the lead time. Note that the demand during
a
~
the lead time bere is equivalent with the variable
com in Chapter 8.
agg
(F (.))

s
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e

In Sectien 8.4 g com is assumed to be normally distributed. Here it is
agg
assumed, that the demand during any
lead time x is normally
distributed with mean

x·~

and standard deviation

o·~x

(pretending for

the moment that demand is stationary). Since the leadtime is not fixed
in this case, the distribution function for the demand during the
leadtime is equal to:

r

~((z-~·x)/o~x)

0

• h (x) dx.
a

By using Fa(.) it is possible to apply the general results of Section
8.4 in the CPC-situation. It is doubtful whether in this situation the
approximations in Sectien 8.4, which are based on the assumption that
demand during the lead time is normally distributed, may be applied.
See Eppen and Martin (1988) and note, that in this case the lead time
is nat normally distributed.

*

Non-stationary demand
As usual in practice, demand is nat stationary. In every period

forecasts are available. The forecast, made in period t, for the next x
periods demand is denoted by Dt(x). It is assumed that the forecast
error, for the demand during x periods is stationary and normally
distributed with mean zero and standard deviation a (x). The analysis
e
should be based on the forecasts instead of the average bistorical
demand and on the standard deviations of the forecast error instead of
the standard deviation of demand. As a result, in period t the
distribution function of the demand during the lead time is equal to:

F

a, t(z)

A severe cause of non-stationarity in the CPC-case is the fact, that
the CPC is going to phase out within the next years. The influence of
this on the capacity level decision is discussed later on.
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*

Correlated demand
In this case demand is not independent. For example, if demand is

high in period t, it is likely that demand in period t+1 will be low.
There are two ways to deal with correlated demand:
1. Adjust the theoretica! results from Chapter 8 to include the
correlation in demand.
This has been done by Erkip, Hausman and Nahmias (1985). For this
method more extensive data and more modelling is needed.
2. Measure aggregated standard deviations.
Take e.g. the factor

ecomEa~J

in the stock norm formula for a

divergent system without depot and without lot-sizing (assuming here
stationary demand for sake of simplicity, just like inSection 8.4):

Insteadof measuring the varianee for every product's demand for
every period and then adding them to obtain the factor e
Ea~ in
com J
rcom' it is better in case of correlated demand to measure only one
variance; the varianee of the total demand in ecom periods.
So instead of measuring

ecom
E
t=1

N

L var ( s . t) ,

j=1

J,

it is better to measure directly

ecom
var(

E

t=1
In the latter way a lot of the correlation effects are automatically
taken into account.

*

Infinite capacity
With three furnaces operating, there is much capacity unoccupied.

The demand is about enough to fully occupy 2.2 furnaces. The third
furnace is set on and off once in a while. The intention here is to
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keep the utilisation rate of the eperating furnaces very high, since it
is very expensive to start with a cold furnace or to stoke an empty
furnace.
But if the utilisation rate is very high, it may be dangerous to
assume that the capacity is infinite. Fortunately the roodels in
Chapter 8 (which assume infinite capacity) may still be applied here.
Thanks to the flexibility provided by the capacity inventory, it is
possible to deliver every period all products which are needed. If in
any month the capacity requirements are larger than the available
capacity, a number of fastmovers are not produced, but delivered from
the capacity inventory (thus decreasing the capacity requirements
temporarily).
Extra logic is needed to determine the moment when the third furnace
should be set on and off. In this case the following strategy with
respect to the third furnace is followed: When the available capacity
inventory reaches a critica! level m, which equals the sum of the
fastmovers' stock norms (in terms of stoke-capacity), the third furnace
is set on to produce up to the moment, when the available capacity
inventory is equal to a quantity M. These kind of roodels are studied by
De Kok (1985) who uses the following approximation for M-m (analogous
to Camp's formula):

M-

where

~

: average demand

n : low production rate (2 furnaces operating)
1
n : high production rate (3 furnaces operating)
2
K
switch-over cost for a switch from n to n
1
2
h : holding cost of one unit
For the CPC-case, M-m appears to be sufficient to meet the shortage of
production capacity for about 16 months, while producing with only two
furnaces.
As mentioned earlier, the demand for CPC's is not stationary: It is
decreasing at a 10%-rate a year. Since at this moment the capacity
requirements are such, that 2.2 furnaces are needed, it turns out that
capacity inventory has to be created only once.
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Summarising:
The theoretica! results from Chapter 8 can be used to determine
global stock norros for a specific practical situation. Furthermore, it
turns out that considerable effort is needed to model a specific
situation. There is no simple magie formula which fits every situation.
If the production environment changes rapidly, it is advised to
model the main (and most stationary) characteristics only. Although in
this way the resulting stock norms will only be global stock norms, the
determination of more precise stock norms for a specific situation is
more complex (or simply an illusion).
It is advised to use the global stock norros as an indication for the
planner, who is responsible for setting appropriate stock norms. The
global stock norm formulas may also be used to show the management the
impact of logistical parameters.
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Chapter 10

ALTERNATIVE BUFFER POLICIES:
HEDGING AND OPTION OVERPLANNING

10.1

Introduetion

Many companies have installed an MRP system. One of the drawbacks of
MRP, as indicated in Chapter 5, is the fact that MRP can not deal
efficiently with integral safety stock norms at the component level.
In the literature two alternative buffer policies are suggested. In
this chapter these alternatives are evaluated in order to find out,
whether they can cope efficiently with integral buffer norms.
If so, at least one drawback of MRP is eliminated.

10.2

The alternative buffer policies in a single-stage system

Besides the safety stock norm there are two other quantity buffer
policies known in the literature: hedging, discussed by Miller (1979)
and option overplanning, discussed in Vollmann, Berry and Whybark
(1988). Both buffer policies increase or 'overplan' the requirements.
In case of bedging the requirements are increased by means of a
separate row for time phased extra requirements. These time-phased
extra requirements are called hedges. Option overplanning on the other
hand increases the requirements by overplanning the explosion factor in
the planning BOM.
Originally option overplanning is meant for products, which are sold
as an option, belonging to larger systems. Consider for example
television sets. Customers are able to buy remote control or not.
Suppose on average 60% of all television sets are sold in combination
with remote control. For the planning of television sets a planning BOM
is used, which reflects the relation between the number of television
sets sold and the number of remote controls sold. Since the percentage
of television sets which are sold with remote control is uncertain, the
explosion factor in the planning BOM is set higher than 60%; e.g. 70%.
In this way the requirements for remote control are overplanned.
Both bedging and option overplanning are meant to create buffers at
several stages in the system. To create additional slack in the system,
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the requirements are overplanned. In order to distribute this slack
over various stages, the overplanned requirement up to a particular
period in time is decreased as time goes by.
In order to compare hedging and option overplanning, the example
which was used in Section 3.4 to explain amongst others the safety
stock norm wil! be used. In this example product A was considered.
Safety stock norm

(=

period

10 productsl
2

0

Requirements

10

Available balance

20

3

10

10

Planned orders due

4

6

5

7

10

10

0

30

0

-10

-20

-20

-50

-50

10

20

30

Option overplanning
period

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

Family forecast

50

50

50

50

0

150

0

Average req. A {20%)

10

10

10

10

0

30

0

Requirements (30%)
Available balance

20

15

15

15

15

0

45

0

5

-10

-25

-40

-40

-85

-85

Planned orders due

15

25

45

Bedging
period

0

Hadges
Requirements
Available balance

20

2

4

5

6

7

7

3

10

10

10

10

0

30

0

3

-10

-20

-30

-30

-60

-60

Planned orders due
Table 10.1

3

20

10

30

Planning for product A at the beginning of week 1:
Several quantity buffering techniques
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The characteristics of A are:
lot-size:

POQ

2 periods

lead time:

period
20 units

inventory:

Table 10.1 shows the planning tablesforA in case of a safety stock
norm, option overplanning and hedging.
In case of option overplanning, the requirements for A are derived
from a family forecast. Product A is considered to be an option which
is sold in 20% of the cases on average. In the example*a 10%
overplanning is used. In this way, the extra requirements in periods
and 2 (equal to the lead time plus review period} are equal to
2*(15-10}= 10 again. Overplanning the requirements with a percentage

has the advantage that the buffer is automatically adjusted if the
requirements change structurally.
Option overplanning overestimates the requirements over the entire
planning horizon. As a result the planned orders will structurally be
too large. This statement applies to every lot-size policy and every
level in the BOM. Moreover, the planned orders have become dynamic: as
time goes by, the planned orders for a particular future period will
decline.
If, for example, the requirements in the first 4 periods turn out to
be 4

*

= 40

10

and if the planned orders of 25 and 15 units are

released in period 2 and 4, then everything worked out as planned. Yet
the planned order in period 6 will then be equal to the requirements in
period 6 and 7 (

45

to 20

+

4 * 10

to 25

(=

25

+

15

+

0) minus the available inventory, which is equal

= 20

units. This implies a planned order equal

45 - 20) units according to the planning made in period 5,

whereas the planning made in period 1 suggested a planned order for
period 6 equal to 45. The difference of 20 units is due to the fact
that the planned order of 45 is based on overestimated requirements
rather than on expected requirements during four periods: 4*(15-10)=20.
The conclusion here is, that with option overplanning the planned
orders (and all calculations based on the planned orders) become
unrealistic and dynamic; the planned orders for a particular period are
structurally overestimated and decline as time goes by.
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In case of hedging, hedges for periods 1 and 2 are addad. Note that
the sum of these hedges is equal to the safety stock norm: 10 units. A
planned order is generated as soon as the available balance becomes
less than zero.
Note that option overplanning and hadging are essentially analogous;
Both buffer policies create time-phased extra requirements at a high
level in the BOM, which have to be explodad; only tbe way tbe extra
requirements are determined for bedging and option overplanning
differs. Therefore all results, which are derivad in the next sectien
for bedging apply to option overplanning as well.

10.3

Hedging in a multi-stage system

To investigate how hedging or option overplanning combined witb MRP
can cope with integral buffer norms, a multi-stage system has to be
considered. The following example of a multi-stage system will be usad:
One unit of product V is made out of one unit of product W1.
The characteristics of V and W1 are:

y

W1

3 periods

3 periods

lot-size (Q)

lot-for-lot

lot-for-lot

inventory

60 units

0 units

8 units

12 units

lead time (e)

safety stock norm

InSection 5.4 it has been shown, that MRP is not able to cope with
an integral stock norm for the component. According to the literature,
bedging and option overplanning will enable MRP to incorporate tbe
integral stock norm in an efficient way. This will turn out to be true
for a limited number of situations.
To see tbis, tbe stock norms for V and W1 are turned into hadges for

v.

The hadges are chosen sucb tbat the sum of the hedges in the first

ev+1

periods (the lead time of V + the review period) are equal to the

stock norm of V, whereas tbe bedges in tbe first

ev•ew 1+1

periods are

equal to tbe sum of the stock norms for V and W1. See Table 10.3.
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The hedges are considered to be extra requirements in the MRP
system. Reeall that in case all hedges are taken into account, when the
planned orders for V are determined, these planned orders will be
unrealistic and dynamic (see Section 10.2 where this effect is
explained for option overplanning). In Chapter 3 it has been argued,
that the planned orders for V should be based on the stock norm for V.
So, in order to derive realistic planned orders for V (for example for
Capacity Requirements Planning), only the hedges in the first €v+1
periods should be taken into account. The MRP table for V is depicted
in Table 10.2.
Product V, according to MRP with hedging; total hedges
period

0

Hedges

2

2

Requirements
Available balance

60

4

3

2

2

8

2

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

48

36

24

12

2

-8

-18

8

10

Planned orders due
Table 10.2

Planning needed to obtain realistic planned orders for V

Product V, according to MRP with hedging; total hedges
period

0

Hedges
Requirements
Available balance

60

2

3

20

5

4

2

2

2

2

10

10

10

10

10

10

48

36

24

12

-3

-17

-30

3

14

13

Requirements

3

14

13

-3

-17

-30

3

14

13

Planned orders due

4

5

Product W1, according to MRP with hedging; total hedges
period
0
2
4
3

Available balance

7

6

10

Planned orders due

Table 10.3

7

6

5

3

20

Planning needed to obtain realistic planned orders for w1
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In order todetermine realistic planned orders for W1, the planned
orders of v have to be based on the hedges in the first ev+ew +1
1
periods. Hereto the planned orders for V have to be recalculated!
See Table 10.3.
Apparently the planned orders for V have to be determined twice;
once based on the hedges in the first ev+1 periods and once based on
the buffer bedges in the first €V+eW +1 periods. Now suppose V has 13
1
components; W1,W2, ... ,W13. If all these components have a different
lead time, the planned orders for V have to be determined 1+13=14
times. It will be clear by now that, if W1 1 W2, ... ,W13, have components
too and if those components have different lead times, the
determination of appropriate planned orders for all products would
imply an explosion of explosions! This is one of the reasens why MRP
combined with hedging or option overplanning is not a very realistic
alternative.
A possible concession is to accept the fact, that planned orders are
not realistic. This concession has severe impact however, since it
implies that every planning which is based on the planned orders is
distorted. An example of such a planning is the Capacity Requirements
Planning.
Note that this disadvantage of hedging does not apply in case LRP or
FiRST is used, provided that additional logic is developed to deal with
these 'extra requirements'. In FiRST, the extra requirements should
only be taken into account in the integral planning procedure (that is:
LRP). In the integral planning the extra requirements (over the entire
planning horizon) should be exploded separately from the regular
requirements (just like the buffer norm in LRP). Just like the regular
requirements in LRP, the extra requirements have to be off-setted and
multiplied by the explosion factor, before they are exploded.
When the planned orders for a component are determined, only the
extra requirements up to the camponent's lead time should betaken into
account. The remaining extra requirements should simply be ignored,
when the planned orders are determined. In this way, the planned orders
are realistic and stable, while only one explosion is needed.
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The second reason why the combination of MRP with hedging or option
overplanning is not a very realistic alternative is due to hedging and
option overplanning itself. Both buffer policies arebasedon the idea
that at a downstraam product level, buffer norms can be set which can
be exploded to upstream product levels. This assumes a generality in
production systems, which is not realistic. Most components have
different suppliers, different production processes, different
commonality, different planning procedures and so on, leading to
component specific uncertainties. Therefore component dependent buffer
norms are needed in genera!.
To illustrate this, consider the following example. Three final
products, F1, F2 and F3, all have one product in common: product L. The
final products also have a specific component: product M1, M2 resp. M3.
One unit of M1 is needed together with one unit of L for one unit of
F1, etc. The product structure is depicted in Figure 10.1. The lead
times for all components is equal: 4 periods.

~~
Figure 10.1

The product structure of F1, F2 and F3

Tomeet the demand uncertainty for F1, F2 or F3 during those 4 periods,
a stock norm of 20 units is needed for every specific component.
However, since product L is used for all final products, a stock norm
equal to 36 units instead of 3

*

20 units = 60 units will be

appropriate for L. This is due to the commonality effect explained in
Chapter 8.
The dilemma here is the following:
If a buffer norm equal to 20 units is added at the final product level,
the requirernents for product L will be raised indirectly with 3

*

20

=

60 units. Due to the commonality of L, this will lead to excess stock.
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If on the other hand 36/3

= 12

units will be added at the final product

level, the requirements for the specific components will be raised
indirectly with only 12 units. This will lead to a decreased service
level.
The example above illustrates, that different commonality for
different components requires component dependent buffer norms, which
cannot be added at the final product level (unless a separate
requirements explosion is performed for each component; however, this
doesnotseem to be a viable alternative).
The same dilemma as encountered in the example above occurs also in
case the other uncertainties, like proces uncertainty and planning &
control uncertainty are component specific. In all these cases
component dependent buffer norms are indispensible.

Summarising:
The combination of bedging (or option overplanning) and MRP can be
succesfully applied in situations, where
- The capacity requirements planning is not essential and
- The product structures are not convergent or no component dependent
stock norros are needed (for example in pure convergent systems, where
demand uncertainty is the dominating uncertainty).
In case bedging (or option overplanning) is used in combination with
LRP or FiRST, instead of MRP, only the latter restrietion applies.

-
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Chapter 11

SUMMARY

In general four types of uncertainty can be distinguished in a
production environment:
- Demand uncertainty
- Process uncertainty
- Supply uncertainty
- Planning & control uncertainty.
Basically there are two remedies against uncertainty. These remedies
can be used against all four types of uncertainty. The remedies are:
- Increasing the reliability and
Increasing the flexibility of the production system and its
environment (e.g. more reliable and flexible machines, vendors and
planning roodels or higher inventories).
One way to cope with uncertainty is to make plans with respect to
the future and to review these plans periodically based on the latest
information. In general planning models, which are a simplification of
reality, are used to make these plans.
In this book planning models for the coordination of the material
flow in a stochastic multi-stage production system have been
investigated. To study the characteristics of such planning models,
first the ingredients of these planning models (particularly the lotsizes and buffer norms) were examined. This examinatien revealed a.o.:
- In practice, lot-sizes are not always firm quantities. The available
lot-size flexibility is frequently used in practica. Planning models
should take account of this lot-size flexibility.
- Fixed order quantity (FOQJ lot-size policies are relatively stable;
if the requirernents change, only the timing of the orders change.
Period order quantity (POQJ lot-size policies - as well as most of
the lot-size policies with dynamic lot-size quantities - are less
stable; both the timing and quantity of the orders may change.
Besides this, POQ policies may lead to results which are not in
accordance with the intuition: An increase in the requirements may
lead to a decrease in the cumulative planned orders.
- In general it is advantageous in multi-stage systerns to have buffers
not only at the final product stage, but at other stages as well.
Planning roodels should support the efficient use of these buffers.
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- If the requirements are not lumpy, quantity or time buffers can both
be used to cover quantity and timing uncertainty. If the requirements

are lumpy, a quantity buffer should be used for quantity uncertainty
and a time buffer should be used for timing uncertainty. In multistage systems, order release can be based either on lot-sized
requirements (such as in MRP) or on pure requirements (suèh as in
LRP). In multi-stage systems with explosion of lot-sized
requirements, quantity and time buffers are needed at the component
level. In multi-stage systems with explosion of pure requirements,
both quantity and time buffers can be used: only one of them is
required at the component level in case the final products'
requirements are not lumpy.
- The number of orders, which can be expedited is limited. Too much
expediting requires too much communication and yields too much
nervousness. As an alternative, effective use of buffers is proposed.
According to this proposal, expediting is restricted to situations,
where the buffer is empty.
- Planned orders should be based on expected requirements plus the
buffer norm.
- It is advantageous to combine buffers for uncertainties (resulting in
joint buffer norms). On the other hand: if buffers for uncertainties
are combined, it is difficult to assign separate responsibilities.
- Buffer norms may be integral norms. For integral buffer norros it is
irrelevant whether the buffer norm is covered by inventory in the
local stage or in downstream stages. Local buffer norros and integral
buffer norms should be planned differently.
Hedging and option overplanning are only applicable in a limited
number of situations. Component dependent stock norms, for example,
cannot be provided by bedging or option overplanning in convergent
systems.
To investigate when (central} material coordination is needed in multistage systems, first of all a multi-stage system without such a
coordination was evaluated. This system was controlled by Stochastic
Inventory Control (SIC). It turned out that material coordination is
especially useful for dynamic multi-stage systems with irregular
production patterns. The disadvantages of a multi-stage system without
material coordination are:
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- the information transfer from downstraam stages to upstream stages is
delayed due to lot-sizes
- no information on downstraam future requirements is used at upstream
stages
- no information on downstraam (lot-size) inventories is used
- variations at downstraam stages are amplified.
To find a good planning model for material coordination, two currently
existing alternatives (MRP and LRP) were examined. The main conclusions
with respect to MRP and LRP are:
MRP
- In a deterministic environment, MRP in combination with a FOQ lotsize policy does not try to diminish the remnant stock. Furthermore,
MRP does not try to diminish the imbalance, regardless which lot-size
policy is applied.
- In a stochastic environment MRP is too riqid, resulting in
nervousness, excess inventories, loss of transparancy and loss of
faith in the planning model.
The basic elernents, which cause the rigidity of MRP are:

*

Only planned order information is exploded. Not the information,
which led to these planned orders is exploded.

*

The planned orders do not take into account information about
upstream stages.

The rigidity of MRP results in the following facts:

*

MRP is unable to cope with lot-size flexibility. Therefore MRP can
not deal efficiently with (minor) variations due to random scrap,
data inaccuracy or POQ lot-size policies.

*

The only way MRP is able to support integral buffer norros is by
having safety time norrns. As a result only EQQ lot-size policies
should be used in case buffers are preferred at levels other than
the final product level. However, the combination of MRP and safety
time does not prevent an erroneous planning in case the components
face quantity uncertainty.

*

MRP does not support a joint use of buffers for successive stages.

*

MRP combined with hedging or option overplanning leads either to
excessive computational requirements or to planned orders, which
are not realistic.
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The arguments mentioned here are arguments against MRP. These are not
arguments against POQ lot-size policies, safety stock norms, joint
buffer norms, integral buffer norms, hedging or option overplanning.
LRP
- In both a deterministic and stochastic environment LRP is too rough;

*
*

LRP ignores the possibility of remnant stock or imbalance.
LRP ignores firm planned order information, when the requirements
are exploded.

*

LRP considers local buffer norros to be integral buffer norms.

Based on the streng features of MRP and LRP, a new planning model is
introduced: Flexible Integral Requirements planning STrategy (FiRST).
FiRST is a flexible planning model: it can be used for both
deterministic and stochastic environments. As opposed to MRP, FiRST is
not a nerveus planning model and FiRST is able to use buffers in its
planning effectively at any stage. Therefore with FiRST a reduction of
nervousness and inventories is possible. As opposed to LRP, FiRST takes
into account firm planned order information and the possibility of
remnant stock or imbalance.
Besides a more flexible planning model for material coordination,
also a more flexible planning instrument {compared with the firm
planned orders) is proposed for the incorporation of capacity
inventories in a material coordination system.
For every planning model, appropriate buffer norms have to be
determined. In this book saveral production/inventory systems have been
analysed. For each of these systems mathematica! models and formulas
have been derived, which indicate how the buffer norros depend on the
system characteristics. The impact of the following system
characteristics has been studied:
- uncertainty in demand
- the lead time period and the review period
- the performance criterium
uncertainty in the lead time
- uncertainty in the supply quantity
- the lot-size
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- the number of consecutive stock points
- commonality in product structures
- mixed product structures.
Special attention has been given to the problem of imbalance in
divergent systems. It appeared that often integral order policies may
be used, which ignore the state of imbalance (like LRP). Somatimes it
is more economical to take into account the actual state of imbalance.
This is particularly true for deterministic systems. Since FiRST
resembles LRP and since FiRST is able to take into account the actual
state of imbalance as opposed to LRP, FiRST is a good candidate for the
planning of divergent systems.
The theoretical results for the determination of buffer norros have
been applied in a practical case. This case revealed that every
practical situation needs customised modelling in order to determine
appropriate buffer norms. This requires a considerable amount of time
and expertise. Besides this, a system is often more flexible than
assumed by the model. For dynamic systems it is advised therefore, to
model only the main and stationary elements and to rely also on the
expertise of the planner, when buffer norros are determined.
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EPILOGUE
The main contribution of this book is possibly the exposure of the
value of integral planning models in an application area, where the
general conviction is, that planning models should be based on local
and detailed data rather than on integral and aggregate data.
In general an integral planning model based on aggregate data is not
optimal in a deterministic setting. But integral planning models have
other strong features:.
- The integral planning model may be relatively simple.
The integral planning model may provide an integral view. This view
enables the planner to use the flexibility, which is available in the
entire system.
- The use of integral planning models may help to prevent local optima.
This results in a more realistic and robust planning in stochastic
environments.
Planning models based on local and detailed data may be optimal in
deterministic environments. However, as soon as the environment becomes
uncertain, the presupposed optimality of these planning models may soon
appear to be an illusion. An illustrative example is the combination of
MRP and POQ lot-size policies (see Chapter 5).
Many production environments are stochastic. Therefore, whenever a
planning model is proposed, it is essential to analyse its performance
in a stochastic environment, taking into account the (in)flexibility of
the production environment.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift handelt over de coordinatie van de materiaalstroom
binnen een produktiesysteem met meerdere achtereenvolgende beheerste
voorraadpunten in een onzekere omgeving.
Na een algemene discussie over de soorten van onzekerheid en de
remedies daartegen, is gebleken dat de onzekerheid onder meer bestreden
kan worden door het maken en het periodiek herzien van een plan. Veelal
wordt een plan gebaseerd op een planning model: een vereenvoudigde
weergave van de werkelijkheid.
Voor de materiaal coordinatie zijn een aantal planning modellen
beschikbaar, in het bijzonder MRP en LRP. Voordat deze planning
modellen afzonderlijk onder de loep genomen zijn, zijn eerst een aantal
voorwaarden vastgelegd, waaraan goede planning modellen voor materiaal
coordinatie zouden moeten voldoen. Bij bestudering van MRP en LRP is
gebleken, dat beide planning modellen sterke en zwakke punten kennen.
Ruwweg kan gesteld worden, dat MRP te star is voor een onzekere
omgeving. MRP met variable seriegroottes geeft aanleiding tot onbetrouwbare en variërende geplande orders. MRP met vaste seriegroottes is
niet in staat seriegrootte flexibiliteit te benutten. Het creëren van
buffers op meerdere nivo's in de stuklijst is alleen efficiënt mogelijk
met MRP, indien aan de volgende drie voorwaarden is voldaan:
- Er is alleen onzekerheid met betrekking tot de timing van de orders.
- Er worden veiligheidstijdnormen gebruikt.
- Er is sprake van vaste en/of kleine seriegroottes.
LRP volgt een meer integrale aanpak. Dit heeft ook zijn nadelen. Met
name in een omgeving met weinig onzekerheid en grote seriegroottes is
LRP te globaal. Seriegrootte restricties van produkten op hogere nivo's
in de stuklijst en lokale voorraadnormen worden niet als zodanig
onderkend door LRP. Wel levert LRP een robuuste planning, zelfs in
geval de seriegroottes variabel zijn.
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Gebaseerd op de sterke punten van MRP en LRP is de eerste aanzet tot
een alternatief planning model voor materiaal coordinatie gegeven. Dit
planning model heet FiRST. FiRST is zowel te gebruiken voor materiaal
coordinatie in zekere als ook in onzekere omgevingen.
Een materiaal coordinatie systeem dient rekening te houden met
beslissingen, die op een hoger planning nivo genomen zijn. De huidige
hulpmiddelen (met name de 'firm planned orders'} zijn niet altijd
toereikend voor dit doel. Een flexibeler alternatief is voorgesteld.
Wanneer een planning model voor materiaal coordinatie gebruikt wordt
in een onzekere omgeving, zijn veiligheidsvoorraadnormen in het
algemeen onmisbaar. In dit proefschrift zijn wiskundige modellen
opgesteld voor diverse situaties. Deze modellen hebben geleid tot
eenvoudige en coherente formules voor voorraadnormen. Deze formules
geven aan hoe voorraadnormen afhangen van de systeem karakteristieken.
Extra aandacht is hierbij gegeven aan divergente systemen. Er is
onderzocht of, en zo ja in hoeverre, de verwaarlozing van onbalans in
een divergent systeem invloed heeft op de performance van dit systeem.
Deze invloed blijkt veelal gering te zijn, met name voor onzekere
situaties. Dit resultaat impliceert, dat in onzekere omgevingen
integrale beheersing van produktie en voorraad systemen minstens een
redelijk alternatief is, dat kan wedijveren met beheersing van deze
systemen op grond van lokale en gedetailleerde informatie.
Na het afleiden van theoretische formules is via een case aangegeven, dat deze formules bruikbaar zijn voor de bepaling van voorraadnormen in een praktijksituatie. De toesnijding van de theoretische
normen op een specifieke situatie vergt echter de nodige tijd en
expertise. Daarom is het aanbevolen om alleen de belangrijkste en meest
stationaire kenmerken van een specifieke situatie te modelleren om te
komen tot globale normen. Deze globale normen dienen dan nog verfijnd
te worden door de planners, gebaseerd op hun expertise.
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift
"Material coordination under uncertainty"
Karel van Donselaar

I

Integrale goederenstroombesturing is omvattender dan vaak wordt
vermoed. Een sterk doorgevoerde keuze voor integrale goederenstroombesturing leidt o.a. tot geheel nieuwe samenwerkingsvormen,
waarbij het praktisch moeilijk is verantwoordelijkheden goed te
scheiden en waar openheid een vereiste is.

II

In een keten van voorraadpunten, die stroomafwaarts bestuurd wordt
met kanhans en stroomopwaarts met produktieorders, is LRP een meer
natuurlijke methode voor de aansturing van de produktie
stroomopwaarts dan standaard MRP, omdat LRP minder gedetailleerde
informatie over het onder handen werk vereist dan standaard MRP.
Bron: K. v. Donselaar, F. Jenniskeus en J.P.J Timmer (1987),
Line Requirements Planning alternatief voor MRP?,
Tijdschrift voor Inkoop & Logistiek, Vol. 3, No. 12, pp. 32-37.

III

De meerderheid van de standaard software voor materiaal coordinatie
is gebaseerd op één standaard concept (MRP). Dit is niet in
overeenstemming met de pluriformiteit van de industriële sector,
hetgeen dan ook tot problemen kan leiden, wanneer men een standaard
pakket in een specifieke situatie wenst te implementeren.

IV
Voor de middellange termijn planning is de capaciteitsbehoefteberekening veelal gebaseerd op toekomstige produktieorders.
Het verdient aanbeveling om te onderzoeken of deze berekening niet
beter op basis van toekomstige behoefte gebaseerd kan worden.
Deze aanbeveling is gebaseerd op de volgende drie waarnemingen:
a. Op de middellange termijn bevatten de geplande orders niet meer
'essentiële' informatie dan de verwachte behoefte.
b. Een planning gebaseerd op behoefte is minder gevoelig voor
veranderingen in diezelfde behoefte, dan een planning gebaseerd
op orders.
c. Als het kapaciteitsvoorraadplan uitgedrukt is in termen van
behoefte, dan kan op een meer direkte wijze de invloed van dit
plan op de kapaciteitsbehoefte bepaald worden.
Bron: hoofdstukken 3, 7 en 8 van bijgaand proefschrift.

V

Informatie transformatie (bijvoorbeeld het optellen van een aantal
getallen) kan leiden tot verlies van informatie. Daarom is het
verstandig om bij informatie transformatie de basis data te
bewaren.

VI
De flexibiliteit van een bedrijf, dat op klantenorder produceert,
wordt vergroot wanneer een deel van de kapaciteit benut wordt voor
het produceren van standaard produkten, waarmee schommelingen in de
kapaciteitsbehoefte opgevangen kunnen worden.

VII

Bij een aanhoudend breed maatschappelijk bewustzijn ten aanzien van
de milieuproblematiek veranderen zowel de samenstelling van
produkten, als ook het behoeftepatroon van de consument.
Dit bewustzijn kan bijvoorbeeld leiden tot een afname van het
snelle tempo, waarmee de smaak van de consument verandert. In dat
geval vermindert de behoefte aan flexibiliteit bij de producent.

VIII

Het gedeelte van het leven, dat men gemiddeld besteedt aan het
nadenken over God, is klein in verhouding tot het gedeelte van het
leven, dat hierdoor kan worden beïnvloed.

IX

Als het wel of niet optreden van een gebeurtenis even
waarschijnlijk is, dan is noch het optreden, noch het niet optreden
van die gebeurtenis waarschijnlijk.

x
Het is stellig raadzaam het opstellen van de laatste stelling niet
stelselmatig uit te stellen tot het laatste moment, omdat dan
verondersteld mag worden, dat deze weinig voorstelt.

